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Summary
This thesis investigates whether a general shift in processing (configural to featural) can account
for the verbal overshadowing (VO) effect for face recognition. In an attempt to obtain sufficient
statistical power to investigate and replicate the VO effect we conduct a series of web
experiments. Since web experimentation is in its infancy and because several factors have been
identified that may theoretically compromise the validity of web experiments, we conduct two lab
replications so we can statistically compare data from lab experiments with data from web
experiments. The findings from these statistical comparisons showed that the data from the web
and lab experiments were highly consistent. However, our attempts to replicate and investigate
the VO effect were generally unsuccessful. We were unable to detect the VO effect for verbally
describing the target face and for verbally describing a non-target face. Although, we were able to
obtain a significant effect for recognition accuracy when using the Navon letter identification task
to induce either featural or configural processing at recognition. Furthermore, we showed that, as
predicted, the effect of performing the Navon letter identification task on recognition accuracy is
attenuated if the faces at recognition are inverted. We also conducted three experiments using a
schematic face judgment task, a letter identification task and a Stroop word task in an attempt to
identify another cognitive task that could also induce either featural or configural processing.
However, none of these tasks significantly alter recognition accuracy. Finally, we conclude this
thesis by discussing the findings of our web experiments using effect sizes as a conceptual
framework. In doing so we highlight the extent to which statistical power can severely undermine
the replication and investigation of small effects such as the VO effect and how it can
paradoxically undermine the effective validation of web experiments.
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Chapter 1: Introduction to the Thesis
This thesis investigates the underlying cognitive processes that mediate the verbal overshadowing
(VO) effect for face recognition. The VO effect for face recognition that was discovered by
Schooler and Engstler-Schooler (1990) is the phenomenon that verbalizing a face impairs its
subsequent recognition. Due to the VO effect’s practical implication, that obtaining a verbal
description from an eyewitness after a crime may actually subsequently impair eyewitness
identification, the VO effect has become the focus of a considerable amount of research. For
instance, in 2002 an entire issue of Applied Cognitive Psychology was devoted to the VO effect.
However, it still remains unclear what the underlying cognitive processes mediating the VO effect
are. This thesis therefore attempts to further our understanding of the cognitive processes
mediating the VO effect and it proceeds as follows.
In chapter 2, we provide a general introduction to the VO effect. First we simply define the VO
effect. Second we identify factors that have been shown to modulate the VO effect. Third we
outline and evaluate current theories of the VO effect and we conclude that the general shift in
processing theory provides currently the most credible explanation of the VO effect. Finally, we
discuss issues with regard to replicating and investigating the VO effect and decide that we
should conduct web experiments in an attempt to obtain sufficient statistical power to investigate
and replicate the VO effect.
In chapter 3, we provide a general introduction to web experiments which summarizes the main
advantages (sample size, sample diversity, participants’ motivation and experimenter’s absence)
and disadvantages (environmental variance, technical variance, dropout , multiple submissions
and hacking) of conducting web experiments. The chapter closes with a discussion on the
validity of web experiment and how best to statistically assess the validity of web experiments.
In chapter 4, we attempt to replicate the VO effect by conducting a web experiment and we also
conduct the web experiment in the lab, so we can validate the web experiment by statistically
comparing the data from the web and lab experiments. In both the web and lab experiments, the
VO effect was not detected for recognition accuracy the primary measure of the VO effect.
1

However, effects were detected for both the confidence rating and response latencies measures, in
that participants who verbally described the target face were significantly less confident and
significantly slower when performing the recognition test. The findings with regard to the
validity of the web experiment suggest that the data obtained from the web experiment and lab
experiment is consistent.
In chapter 5, we conduct a lab experiment where a non-target face is verbally described. Since the
VO effect for verbally describing a target face may be attenuated by the visual rehearsal of the
target face during verbalization, instructing participants to verbally describe a non-target face may
prove to be a more effective means of evoking the VO effect. However, the findings from the
experiment showed that the VO effect for accuracy was not detected when a non-target face was
verbally described. Although, an effect was detected for response latencies, in that participants
who verbally described the target face were slower when performing the recognition test.
In chapter 6, we employ Macrae and Lewis’ (2002) experimental methodology for investigating
the cognitive process mediating the VO effect. Macrae and Lewis’ (2002) experimental
methodology simply involves using a Navon letter identification task, which involves either
identifying either the small-featural letters or large-configural letters of a Navon letter, to induce a
general shift in processing as opposed to verbalization. Using the Navon letter identification task
experimental methodology devised by Macrae and Lewis (2002) we conducted a web experiment
and also a lab experiment to enable us to validate the data from the web experiment. In the web
experiment we successfully detected an effect for recognition accuracy, in that the recognition
accuracy of participants who identified the small-featural letter was significantly lower than the
recognition accuracy of participants who identified the large-configural letter. However, we did
not detect any effects for the confidence ratings and response latencies measures. Additionally,
the findings with regard to the validity of the web experiment suggest that data obtained from the
web experiment and lab experiment were also highly consistent.
In chapter 7, to determine whether a general shift in processing is a credible explanation for the
effect which performing the Navon letter identification task has on recognition accuracy, we
conducted a web experiment where the faces at recognition are inverted. Inverting the faces at
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recognition should reduce the effectiveness of configural processing hence the effect of
performing a Navon letter identification task on recognition accuracy should be cancelled out
since configural processing is no longer more effective than featural processing. Hence, we
predicted, and found that performing the Navon letter identification task did not affect
recognition accuracy when the faces at recognition were inverted.
In chapters 8, 9 and 10 we seek further evidence to support the general shift in processing
account of the VO effect, in doing so we attempt to induce a general shift in processing and
consequently alter recognition accuracy by using other cognitive tasks which may differentially
prime featural and configural processing at recognition. This will hopefully allow us the assess
the credibility of the general shift in processing theory, further our understanding of the nature of
the processing shift and it may also allow us to refine and expand on the current methodology
for investigating the processing shift.
In chapter 8 we conduct a web experiment using a schematic face judgment task that involves
judging whether a pair of faces are identical or not. Participants either perform a featural or
configural variant of the schematic face judgment task prior to recognition. The featural variant of
the task involves judging whether pairs of featurally dissimilar faces or identical faces are
identical. The configural variant of the task involves judging whether pairs of configurally
dissimilar faces or identical faces are identical. The findings from this experiment showed that
recognition accuracy, confidence ratings and response latencies were unaffected by the type of
schematic face judgment (either featural or configural) which was performed prior to recognition.
In chapter 9, we adopt Bruce’s (1988) alternative conceptualization of featural and configural in
terms of different spatial frequencies, where featural processing involves processing high spatial
frequency visual information and configural processing involves processing low spatial
frequency visual information. To prime attention to a either a low or high spatial frequency we
conducted a web experiment which involved a letter identification task, where participants either
identify large letters or identify small letters prior to recognition. The findings from this
experiment showed that recognition accuracy, confidence ratings and response latencies were
unaffected by the type of letter identification task (either identifying small letters or identifying
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large letters) which was performed prior to recognition.
In chapter 10, in line with research conducted by Leehey, Carey, Diamond and Cahn (1978) we
reconceptualize featural and configural processing in terms of hemispheric processing, where
featural processing involves predominantly left hemispheric processing and configural
processing involves predominantly right hemispheric processing. To induce either left or right
hemispheric processing we conduct a web experiment where a Stroop word task is performed
prior to recognition. Since naming the Stroop word has been shown to predominantly engage left
hemispheric processing and name the colour in which the Stroop word is displayed in has been
shown to predominantly engage right hemispheric processing. The findings from this
experiment showed that recognition accuracy, confidence ratings and response latencies were
unaffected by the type of Stroop word task (either identifying the Stroop word or identifying the
colour in which the Stroop word is displayed in) which was performed prior to recognition.
In chapter 11, using effect sizes as a conceptual framework and taking into account that the VO
effect size is small, we statistically reappraise the findings of our experiments and the general
findings in the VO literature. In doing so we demonstrate the extent to which statistical power
can severely undermine the replication and investigation of the VO effect and small effects in
general. Finally, we also show paradoxically that the effective validation of web experiments that
investigate small effects is also undermined by lack of statistical power.

4

Chapter 2: Introduction to the Verbal Overshadowing
Effect
2.1: What is the Verbal Overshadowing Effect?

Verbal overshadowing (VO) refers to the negative effects which verbalization can have on
nonverbal cognition. Verbalization has been shown to impair insight problem solving (Schooler
et al. 1993), implicit learning (Fallshore & Schooler, 1993), visual imagery, (Brandimonte, Hitch
& Bishop, 1992), spatial memory (Fiore & Schooler, 2002) and the forming of affective
judgments (Wilson & Schooler, 1993). However, the majority of studies that have investigated
VO have focused on the detrimental effects of verbalization on face recognition (e.g., Schooler &
Engstler-Schooler, 1990).
The standard experimental paradigm (see, Figure 2.1) for investigating the VO effect for face
recognition derives from the experiments originally conducted by Schooler and EngstlerSchooler (1990). Participants initially view a target face and then perform an unrelated filler task,
after which they either describe the target face or perform an unrelated control task. Then the
participants identify the target face from a line-up of faces consisting of several verbally similar
distractors. The finding that is indicative of VO is that participants who described the target face
are significantly less accurate in identifying the target face than the subjects who performed the
unrelated control task.

5

Figure 2.1: Standard Experimental Paradigm for Investigating VO
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The counterintuitive nature of this finding and its alarming practical implication, that the standard
protocol used in criminal investigation of obtaining a verbal description from a eyewitness
immediately after a crime may actually be impairing subsequent eyewitness identification, has led
to a considerable amount of research into the VO effect for face recognition being conducted.
Consequently, to date over 30 papers have been published on the VO effect. In the following
sections we review the findings of these published papers by identifying and examining factors
that may moderate the VO effect.

2.2: Factors which Moderate the VO effect

We classify the factors that may moderate the VO effect as follows: target factors, temporal
factors, verbalization factors, post verbalization factors, recognition test factors and eyewitness
factors. In the subsequent sections, we describe and discuss these factors in relation to findings
in the VO literature.
2.2.1: Target Factors

The following aspects of the target have been examined: the perceptual modality of the target
(visual, auditory and taste) and the mode of presentation (static and dynamic).

6

Perceptual Modality

VO studies typically use faces as the target stimuli and hence the perceptual modality of the
stimuli used in VO studies is predominantly visual. However, there are a few studies which have
investigated the effects of verbalization on recognition of other perceptual stimuli. For example,
Perfect, Hunt and Harris (2002) have investigated the effects of verbalization on auditory
memory. In the experiment conducted by Perfect et al. (2002) participants initially hear a target
voice then they perform an unrelated filler task. Then half the participants verbally describe the
target voice and half the participants do not. Then all participants hear an audio tape voice lineup
consisting of the target voice and five distractors voices and are asked to identify the target voice.
The results from this study showed that participants who verbally described the target voice were
significantly less accurate in identifying the target voice than the participants who did not verbally
described the target voice. Hence, this study demonstrates that VO can occur for auditory
memory.
Similarly, Melcher and Schooler (1996) have investigated the effects of verbalization on taste
memory. In the Melcher and Schooler (1996) study participants initially taste a wine. Then, half
the participants verbally describe the taste of the wine and half the participants perform an
unrelated control task. Then, all participants taste four difference wines and are asked to identify
the target wine. The findings from this study showed that the participants who verbally described
the target wine were significantly less accurate in identifying the target wine . Hence, this study
demonstrates that VO can occur for taste memory.
Mode of Target Presentation

In VO studies the target face is either presented statically in a photo (e.g., Fallshore & Schooler;
1995; Finger & Pezdek 1999; Ryan & Schooler, 1999) or dynamically in a video (e.g., Schooler
& Engstler-Schooler, 1990; Westerman & Larsen, 1997). A moderator variable meta-analysis of
the VO effect was conducted by Meissner and Brigham (2001) to determine which variables
significantly moderate the VO effect. One of the findings of this analysis was that the mode of
target presentation (either photo or video clip) was not a significant moderator variable of the VO
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effect.
2.2.2: Temporal Factors

The effects of the following temporal factors on the VO effect have been examined: postencoding delay and post-description delay.
Post-encoding delay

The length of the post-encoding delay (i.e., the delay between the presentation of the target and
verbalization) varies across the VO studies it ranges from 48 hours to immediately. However,
Meissner and Brigham’s (2001) moderator variable meta-analysis showed that the postencoding delay was not a significant moderator variable of the VO effect.

Post-description delay

The length of the post-description delay (i.e., the delay between verbalization and the recognition
test) also varies across all the VO studies it ranges from 48 hours to immediately. Typically the
recognition test is performed immediately after verbalization. The moderator variable metaanalysis conducted by Meissner and Brigham (2001) showed that the post-description delay was
a significant moderator variable of the VO effect., in that no VO effect was observed when the
post-description delay was greater than 30 minutes. However, there was a VO effect when the
post-description delay was immediate or short (i.e., less or equal to 10 minutes).
2.2.3: Verbalization Factors

Some studies have investigated the effects of various types of verbalization on the VO effect in
order to determine what aspects of verbalization elicit the VO effect.

8

Reading a Verbal Description

Typically in VO studies, the participant generates the verbalization of the target face. However,
Dodson, Johnson and Schooler (1997) and Meissner, Brigham and Kelly (2001) have also
shown that reading a verbal description of the target face can also impair recognition of the target
face. However, the verbal description provided in Meissner et al. (2001) contained
misinformation concerning the colour of the hair and skin complexion of the target hence the
negative effect of reading the verbal description may be due to misinformation and not due to the
verbal description per se.

Verbalization of a Non-target

Verbally describing a non-target face has also been shown to impair recognition of the target
face. Dodson et al. (1997) conducted an experiment that showed that verbally describing a
parent's face could impair recognition of the target face. Furthermore, Dodson et al. (1997) also
conducted an experiment that showed that verbally describing a non-target face that was
presented at study could also impaired recognition of the target face. Moreover, the findings
from an experiment conducted by Westerman and Larsen (1997) showed that even describing a
car could also impair recognition of the target face.
Verbalization Instructional Bias - Recall Criteria

Different verbalization instructions have been shown to moderate the VO effect. For example,
Meissner and Brigham’s (2001) moderator variable meta-analysis showed that the VO effect
was significantly larger in studies where participants were encouraged to verbalize for the entirety
of the description period. Furthermore, Meissner et al. (2001) and Meissner (2002) also directly
manipulated the verbalization instructions. In these experiments, participants were either provided
with forced recall, free recall or warned recall instructions. The forced recall instructions
encouraged participants to provide an exhaustive and lengthy account of the target face, even if
this involved listing details they were unsure of. The free recall instructions encouraged
participants to describe the target face to the best of their ability. The warned recall instructions
9

encouraged participants to list details they could only accurately remember and not to list details
they were unsure of. The findings from the experiments conducted by Meissner et al. (2001) and
Meissner (2002) showed that VO only occurred when participants were provided with forced
recall instructions.
Verbalization Instructional Bias - Featural or Configural Descriptions

Verbalization tends to involve a mixture of both featural and configural descriptors. Featural
descriptors describe the discrete components of the face (e.g., eyes, nose, mouth and hair).
Configural descriptors refer to inferences concerning the person's personality, age or occupation
or they may express similarity with a previous known face (e.g., the person looks like Chevy
Chase).
A few studies have investigated the effects of exclusively featural orientated verbalization (i.e.,
participant were explicitly asked to describe the target person's hair, nose and mouth) or
exclusively configural orientated verbalization (i.e., participants were explicitly asked to describe
the personality and occupation of the target person) on recognition. The findings from these
studies are mixed. MacLin (2002) found that VO occurred for featural orientated verbalization
but not for configural orientated verbalization. However, Clare and Lewandowsky (2004) found
that VO occurred for configural orientated verbalization but not for featural orientated
verbalization. And Kitagami, Sato and Yoshikawa (2002) found that VO occurred for both
featural and configural orientated verbalization.
2.2.4: Post Verbalization Factors

A few studies have examined the effects of performing various tasks after verbalization and
before the recognition test, mainly in an attempt to find tasks that may attenuate the VO effect.
The effects of performing a perceptual task and re-viewing the target face were examined
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Perceptual Task

Finger (2002) showed that the detrimental effects of verbalization were reduced for participants
who were required to solve a maze puzzle or identify a tone prior to performing the recognition
test compared to participants who performed a verbal task immediately prior to performing the
recognition test.
Re-viewing the Target Face

Schooler, Ryan and Reder (1996) re-presented the target face prior to recognition and found that
this did not effect the recognition performance of participants in the control condition. However,
it substantially increased the recognition performance of participants in the verbalization
condition to that extent that participants in the verbalization condition were considerably more
accurate than the participants in control condition. Hence, re-presenting the target face resulted in
verbal facilitation. Schooler et al. (1996) also re-presented the target face inverted and found that
VO occurred since verbalization impaired recognition performance.
2.2.5: Recognition Test Factors

The effects of the following recognition test factors on the VO effect have been examined,
generally in an attempt to identify a recognition test factor which may attenuate the VO effect:
limited time, distractors' similarity to the target, type of lineup, orientation of faces.

Limited Time

In the majority of VO studies, participants are given unlimited time to identify the target face in
the recognition test. A few studies have limited the time for identifying the target face to 5
seconds. The findings from these studies are mixed. Schooler and Engstler-Schooler (1990)
found that limiting the time for identifying the target improved the identification accuracy of
participants in the verbalization condition and consequently the VO effect was eliminated.
However, Dodson et al. (1997) and Read and Schooler (1994) have found that limiting the time
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for identifying the target did not prevent VO.
Distractors’ Similarity to the Target Face

A recent study by Kitagami et al. (2002) examined the effects of the distractors’ similarity to the
target. Kitagami et al. (2002) created two lineups using a morphing technique. In one of the
lineups, the distractors featural similarity to the target was high and the other lineup distractors
featural similarity to the target was low. Kitagami et al. (2002) findings showed that VO occurred
for the high similarity lineup but not for the low similarity lineup. However, unlike all the other
VO experiments, the image of the target face that was initially presented in this study was
identical to the image of the target face used in the recognition test. Hence, the findings from this
study may be only applicable to picture recognition rather than face recognition (see Bruce,
1982).

Lineup Type (Simultaneous or Sequential Lineup)

Typically, VO studies involve simultaneous lineups (i.e., the target and the distractors are
presented simultaneously). Two studies (Meissner, 2002; Memon & Bartlett, 2002) have used
both sequential (i.e., the target and the distractors are presented sequentially) and simultaneous
lineups. These studies did not find a VO effect for the sequential lineup. However, they also
failed to find an interaction between the presentation on the lineup (i.e., simultaneous or
sequential) and verbalization (i.e., non-verbalization or verbalization). The findings of these
studies therefore suggest that VO effect is not affected by whether the target and distractors are
presented simultaneously or sequentially.
Lineup Type (Target Present or Target Absent)

Typically, VO studies involve lineups where the target is present. Two studies (Meissner, 2002;
Memon & Rose, 2002) have used both lineups where the target is present and absent. The
findings from these studies failed to show an interaction between the target presence (present or
absent) and verbalization (non-verbalization or verbalization). Hence, these findings suggest that
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the VO effect is not affected by whether the target is present or absent from the lineup.

Orientation of faces

Fallshore and Schooler (1995) investigated the effects of inverting the target and distractor faces
at recognition. Fallshore and Schooler (1995) found that inverting (own race) faces substantially
decreases the accuracy of participants in the control condition and this resulted in the elimination
of the VO effect.
2.2.6: Eyewitness Factors (Individual Differences in the Susceptibility to VO)

An eyewitness factor that has been associated with the occurrence of VO is the discrepancy
between the eyewitness' perceptual and verbal expertise. More specifically, verbalization is more
likely to impair recognition accuracy of individuals who have high perceptual expertise and low
verbal expertise. However, the empirical evidence to support the effects of the discrepancy
between the eyewitness' perceptual and verbal expertise is questionable.
First the effect of the discrepancy between eyewitness' perceptual and verbal expertise on VO
have not always been found. For example, Memon and Bartlett (2002) use the Benton Face
Recognition Test to measure perceptual expertise and the vocabulary portion of the (WAIS-R) to
measure verbal expertise. They found that discrepancy between the eyewitnesses' perceptual and
verbal expertise had no effect on VO.
Second findings that have been interpreted as showing that the discrepancy between eyewitness'
perceptual and verbal expertise affects VO may be explained solely in terms of a discrepancy in
perceptual expertise. For instance, the finding by Fallshore and Schooler (1995) which shows
that VO does not occur for the recognition of other race faces has been considered as evidence in
support of the notion that verbalization is more likely to impair recognition accuracy of
individuals who have high perceptual expertise and low verbal expertise. This is because
Fallshore and Schooler (1995) assume that we have high perceptual expertise for recognizing
own race faces but low verbal expertise for describing own race faces and that we have both low
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perceptual expertise for recognizing other race faces and low verbal expertise for describing
other race faces. However, a more parsimonious explanation for the absence of the VO effect for
recognizing other race faces is that it is simply due to a difference in perceptual expertise. Hence,
this finding can be explained without taking into account verbal expertise.
Third some studies that have investigated the effect of the discrepancy between the eyewitness'
perceptual and verbal expertise on VO have failed to use an appropriate method for measuring
verbal expertise. For example, Melcher and Schooler (1996) crudely classified participants, as
either novices, intermediates or experts on the basis solely of their perceptual experience (i.e.,
how frequently they drank wine) and then inferred that novices had both low perceptual and
verbal expertise, intermediates had high perceptual expertise and low verbal expertise and experts
had both high perceptual and high verbal expertise. Hence, Melcher and Schooler (1996) did not
directly base their verbal expertise classification on verbal expertise since the novice, intermediate
and expert classification reflects only a difference in perceptual expertise. Similarly, Ryan and
Schooler (1998) method of measuring verbal expertise is also questionable. This is because
Ryan and Schooler (1998) used GPA (Grade Point Average) scores as a measure of verbal
expertise and hence Miner, Boelter and Reisberg (1999) have rightly question whether the GPA
score, which is a general measure of academic achievement, is a suitable measure of verbal
expertise for describing faces.
2.3: Theories of VO

According to Schooler (2002) there are currently two major theoretical accounts of the VO
effect. First there is the recoding interference theory that provides a representational-based
account of the VO effect. And second there is the general shift in processing theory that provides
a processing based account of the VO effect. In the subsequent sections, we describe and
evaluate both theories.

2.3.1: Recoding Interference

The recoding interference theory of VO originally proposed by Schooler and Engstler-Schooler
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(1990) assumes that verbalization generates a non-veridical verbal representation of the target
face and that VO is the result of accessing the non-veridical verbal representation as opposed to
the veridical visual representation of the target face at recognition.
The recoding interference theory implicitly assumes that there is a causal relationship between
the accuracy of the verbal description and the accuracy of recognition, in that accurate recognition
will be associated with an accurate verbal description and conversely that inaccurate recognition
will be associated with an inaccurate verbal description. However, studies in the general
eyewitness identification literature (Goldstein, Johnson & Chance, 1979; Pigott & Brigham
1985; Wells,1985) have failed to find a relationship between the accuracy of the verbal
description and the accuracy of recognition. Furthermore, the findings from the studies that have
investigated VO and have examined the quality of the verbal description are ambiguous. Some
studies (e.g., Meissner et al., 2001; Meissner, 2002) have found a relationship between the
accuracy of the verbal description and recognition accuracy although other studies have not (e.g.,
Kitagami et al., 2002; Schooler & Engstler-Schooler, 1990).
Although, Meissner et al. (2001) and Meissner (2002) have found a relationship between the
accuracy of the verbal description and recognition performance, we cannot infer that the
relationship is causal and hence infer that inaccurate verbal descriptions cause inaccurate
recognition. This is because the inaccuracy of the verbal description may simply reflect a poor
perceptual memory of the target face. Hence, inaccurate recognition may simply be due to a poor
perceptual memory rather than an inaccurate verbal representation of the target face.
Furthermore, a correlational but non-causal relationship between the quality of the verbal
description and recognition performance is supported by the findings of Fallshore and Schooler
(1995) and Kitagami et al. (2002) who used a communication accuracy procedure to assess the
quality of the verbal description and its relationship with recognition performance. The
communication accuracy procedure requires independent judges, who are only presented with a
verbal description from a participant in the verbalization condition, to identify the target face from
the recognition array. The findings from Fallshore and Schooler (1995) and Kitagami et al.
(2002) showed that there was no significant relationship between the judges’ identification
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performance and the recognition performance of the yoked verbalization participants. Hence, the
quality of the description could not solely account for performance in the recognition test.
2.3.2: General Shift in Processing

The underlying theoretical assumption of the general shift in processing explanation is that face
recognition can be best conceived as involving two forms of processing: featural and configural
processing, where featural processing involves processing faces in terms of its discrete
components (e.g., eyes, nose and mouth) and configural processing involves processing faces in
terms of their overall configuration and spatial distances between facial features.
The featural and configural distinction is a well-established theoretical distinction in the face
perception and face recognition literature (for a review, Rakover, 2002). However, it has been
widely acknowledged that terminology used to refer to different types of face processing and
representation is rather confused (Searcy & Bartlett, 1996). And as a consequence there are
several different interpretations of the term configural processing. Maurer, Le Grand and
Mondloch (2002) classify configural processing into three types. The first type of configural
processing involves detecting the first-order spatial relations that define faces (i.e., two eyes
above a nose which is above a mouth). The second type of configural processing entails
processing the face as an overall configuration (i.e., gestalt). The third type of configural
processing involves processing the secord-order spatial relations (i.e., the spatial distance
between features). Because the first type of configural processing is used exclusively for face
detection we intend to use the term configural processing to refer broadly to the second and third
types of configural processing classified by Maurer et al. (2002).
The general shift in processing theory proposes that verbalization prior to recognition increases
the degree of featural processing at recognition that consequently reduces the degree of
configural processing engage at during recognition. This impairs recognition accuracy because
featural processing at recognition is less effective than the default processing which is
predominantly configural. Furthermore, the assumption that configural processing of faces at
recognition is more effective than featural processing of faces during recognition has been
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empirically supported by several studies in the general face recognition literature (Bower &
Karlin, 1974; Leder & Bruce, 2000; Olsson & Juslin, 1999; Tanaka & Farah, 1993).

2.3.3: Evaluation of the Current Theories of VO

From our above review of the two main theoretical accounts of VO, it seems that the general shift
in processing theory is the most theoretically plausible. Now we will examine the explanatory
power of both these theories by assessing whether they are able to account for the current
findings in the VO literature and our assessment is summarized in Table 2.1.

The general shift in processing theory is unable to account for the VO effect occurring for
auditory and taste memory. This is because it is unclear whether the configural and featural
theoretical distinction that is central to the general shift in processing theory is applicable for
auditory and taste stimuli. However, the recoding interference theory does not make the
configural and featural distinction and hence is able to account for VO effect occurring for
auditory and taste memory.
Neither of the theories of VO make predictions with regard to whether the mode of presentation
(i.e., statically or dynamically) will moderate the VO effect hence both the theories can account
for the finding that the VO effect is not moderated by the mode of presentation.
Assuming that the verbal representation of the target face is likely to be more accurate when the
delay between study and verbalization is reduced, the recoding interference theory would predict
that the VO effect is less likely to occur when the delay between study and verbalization is
reduced. Hence, it is unable to account for the findings that suggest that the VO effect is not
moderated by the delay between study and verbalization. In contrast, the general shift in
processing theory makes no predictions with regard to the effect that the delay between study
and verbalization has on the VO effect.
According to both the theories of VO, the effect of verbalization on recognition will be reduced if
the delay between verbalization and recognition is increased. Since, in the case of the recoding
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interference theory, the verbal representation of the target face is less likely to be accessed at
recognition and in the case of the general shift in processing theory, featural processing is less
likely to be engaged in at recognition, when the delay between verbalization and recognition is
increased.
Neither theory of VO makes predictions with regard to whether VO will occur when the
verbalization is provided and not self-generated. Hence, both theories can account for the
findings that show that the VO effect occurs when verbalization is provided.
The recoding interference theory is unable to account for the findings that show that VO can
occur when a non-target face is verbalized. This is because the verbal representation of a nontarget face will not be accessed when recognizing the target face. However, the general shift in
processing theory is able to account for these findings since it predicts that VO is due to the type
of processing involve in verbalization (i.e., featural processing) and not what is verbalized.
Assuming that forced verbalization instructions is likely to elicit the generation of a less accurate
verbal description than the standard verbalization instructions then the recoding interference
theory predicts that VO is more likely to occur when forced verbalization instructions are given
than standard verbalization instructions. Assuming that the forced verbalization instructions elicit
a greater degree of featural processing then the general shift in processing theory also predicts
that VO is more likely to occur when forced verbalization are given than standard recall
instructions.
According to the general shift in processing theory, if the verbal description contains more
featural descriptors in relation to configural descriptors than VO is more likely to occur. Hence,
the general shift in processing theory is unable to account for the findings that show that VO is
not moderated by the type of description (i.e., featural or configural). The recoding interference
makes no predictions with regard to the type of descriptor used in the verbal description and is
therefore able to account for the findings which show that VO is not moderated by the type of
description (i.e., featural or configural).
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According to the recoding interference, re-presentation of the target face after verbalization and
prior to recognition will reduce the likelihood that the verbal representation will be accessed at
recognition. Hence, the recoding interference theory is able to account for the finding that VO
does not occur when the target face is re-presented after verbalization. According to the general
shift in processing theory, re-presenting the target face after verbalization is likely to induce
configural processing at recognition and hence reduce the degree of featural processing elicited
by verbalization. Hence, the general shift in processing theory is also able to account for the
finding that VO does not occur when the target face is re-presented after verbalization

Neither of the theories predicts, that VO will not occur when a perceptual task is performed after
verbalization. Hence, neither theory can account for the finding that the VO effect does not occur
when a perceptual task is performed after verbalization.
The recoding interference theory is unable to account for the findings that show that VO is not
eliminated when time to perform the recognition test is limited. This is because, it has been
shown by Bartlett, Till and Levy (1980) that a verbal representation is less likely to be accessed
during recognition when the time to perform a recognition test is limited. In contrast, the general
shift in processing theory makes no predictions with regard to the effect of limiting the time to
perform the recognition test on the VO effect.
If the similarity between the target and distractors faces at recognition is high then the verbal
representation is less likely to enable one to successfully discriminate between the target face and
the distractor faces. Hence, the recoding interference theory would predict that VO is more likely
to occur when the similarity between the target and distractors is high compared to low. If the
similarity between the target and distractors faces at recognition is high then the target and
distractors faces are likely to share the same features and hence engaging in featural processing
is more likely to impair recognition. Hence, the general shift in processing theory would also
predict that VO is more likely to occur when the similarity between the target and distractors is
high compared to low.
Both the theories of VO predict that the VO effect is not moderated by different lineup types
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(e.g., simultaneous versus sequential or target present versus target absent). Hence, both theories
can account for the findings that show that different lineup types do not moderate the VO effect.
The recoding interference theory makes no predictions with regard to the effect of inverting the
faces at recognition on the VO effect and hence it is unable to account for the finding that shows
that VO does not occur when the faces at recognition are inverted. However, the general shift in
processing theory predicts that VO will not occur when the faces at recognition are inverted. This
is because inverting the faces at recognition will induce featural processing in both the control
and verbalization conditions.
If there is a marked discrepancy between perceptual expertise and verbal expertise, in that
perceptual expertise is considerably higher than verbal expertise then the recoding interference
theory would predict that VO is more likely to occur. This is because the verbal representation is
likely to be considerably less accurate than the visual representation. In contrast, the general shift
in processing theory makes no predictions with regard to the effect of the discrepancy between
perceptual expertise and verbal expertise on VO and therefore can account for the findings that
indicate that the discrepancy between perceptual and verbal expertise does not affect the VO
effect.

Table 2.1: Explanatory Power of the Two Main Theories of VO
Key
RI = Recoding Interference Theory

✓ = Theory is able to account for finding

GS = General Shift in Processing Theory

✗ = Theory is unable to account for finding

RI

GS

✓

✗

Target Factors
Perceptual modality
VO effect occurs for auditory or taste memory.
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Mode of Target Presentation
VO effect is not moderated by the mode of
presentation (statically or dynamically).

✓

✓

✗

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✗

✓

✓

✓

✓

✗

Temporal Factors

Delay between Study and Verbalization
VO effect is not moderated by delay between
study and verbalization.
Delay between Verbalization and Recognition
VO effect is moderated by delay between
verbalization and recognition.

Verbalization Factors

Reading
VO effect occurs when a verbal description of the
the target is read.
Non-Target
VO effect occurs when non-target face is verbalized.
Instructions
VO effect is moderated by verbalization instructions.
Type of Description
VO effect is not moderated by the type of description
generated (featural or configural).
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Post Verbalization Factors

Re-presentation of target
VO effect is eliminated when target is re-presented.

✓

✓

✗

✗

✗

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✗

✓

Perceptual Task
VO effect is eliminated when perceptual task is
performed.

Recognition Test Factors

Limited Time
VO effect is not eliminated when time to perform
recognition test is limited.
Distractors' Similarity with Target
VO effect is moderated by distractors' similarity
with target (low or high).
Lineup Type (Simultaneous or Sequential)
VO effect is not moderated by lineup type
(simultaneous or sequential).
Lineup Type (Target Present or Target Absent)
VO effect is not moderated by lineup type
(target present or target absent).
Inversion Recognition Test
VO effect is eliminated when faces at recognition
are inverted
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Eyewitness Factors

Discrepancy between Perceptual Expertise and
Verbal Expertise
VO effect is not moderated by discrepancy between
perceptual expertise and verbal expertise

✗

✓

Total findings in the VO literature accounted for:

10

13

In summary, as well as being more theoretically plausible, the general shift in processing theory
has also greater explanatory power than the recoding interference theory. Hence, we intend to
replicate and investigate the VO effect from a general shift in processing theoretical perspective.

2.5: Replicating and Investigating the VO effect

Many studies investigating the VO effect for face recognition have also failed to replicate the VO
effect (e.g., Lovett et al.,1992; Memon & Bartlett, 2002; Meissner et al., 2001; Miner et al., 1999;
Yu & Geiselman, 1993). In fact only 6 studies in the whole of VO literature have actually found
a significant VO effect. Consequently, Schooler et al. (1997) has commented that the VO effect
is somewhat fragile. Furthermore, a few studies that have reported finding a VO effect have
illegitimately combined the accuracy of participants' identification (either correct or incorrect)
with participants' confidence ratings (Dodson et al., 1997; Melcher & Schooler, 1996;
Westerman & Larsen, 1997). Combining accuracy and confidence ratings into a composite
measure is illegitimate because it will inflate the difference between the conditions, because
confidence is positively correlated with accuracy (e.g., Sporer, Penrod, Read & Cutler, 1995).
Although, several studies have failed to replicate the VO effect for recognition accuracy a recent
meta-analysis conducted by Meissner and Brigham (2001) has shown that VO does significantly
and reliably affect face recognition but the effect size is small. Given the small size of the VO
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effect, replicating and investigating the effect will prove problematic, since it will be difficult to
obtain sufficient statistical power to detect the VO effect. Hence, in order to successfully detect
the VO effect will require either increasing the sensitivity of the dependent measure, redesigning
the experiment to use a within-subject design or using a larger sample size.
The sensitivity of the dependent measure (recognition accuracy), could be increased by using
multiple trials. However, studies that have used multiple trials have observed that the VO effect is
attenuated over successive trialS. (e.g., Fallshore & Schooler, 1995; Melcher & Schooler, 1996;
Schooler et al. 1996; Ryan & Schooler, 1998). For example, in an experiment conducted by
Fallshore and Schooler (1995) the percentage of correct identifications for the control group and
verbalization group were 87% and 40 % respectively, for the first trial. However, in the second
trial, the percentage of correct identifications for the control group and verbalization group were
80% and 73% respectively.
Since the VO effect is attenuated over successive trials redesigning the VO experiment to use a
within-subject design will also prove to be ineffective. For example, Brown and Lloyd-Jones
(2002, 2003) devised an experimental paradigm involving a within-subjects design, with the
presentation of multiple target faces. All participants initially view 12 target faces and a nontarget face. Participants in the verbalization condition are then asked to verbally describe the nontarget face for 5 minutes. And participants in the control condition are asked to perform a
unrelated filler task for 5 minutes. Finally, all participants are presented sequentially with 24
faces, 12 of these faces are previously seen target faces and 12 of these faces are previously
unseen distractor faces and participants are ask to indicated whether each face had been
previously seen.
The main finding from Brown and Lloyd-Jones (2002) and Brown and Lloyd-Jones (2003)
showed that VO effect was found (i.e., recognition accuracy was greater in the control condition
than the verbalization condition) when participants engaged in the control condition prior to the
verbalization condition. However, no VO effect was found when the participants engaged in the
verbalization condition prior to the control condition. Furthermore, if the Brown and LloydJones' (2002, 2003) data is reanalyzed, so that the performance of participants who engaged in
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the control condition first is compared with the performance of participants who engaged in the
verbalization condition first, we fail to find a VO effect. And, similarly no VO effect is found, if
performance of participants who engaged in the control condition second is compared with the
performance of participants who engaged in the verbalization condition second. See figure 2.2,
for a schematic diagram illustrating how data from Brown and Lloyd-Jones (2002, 2003) is
analyzed and how the data can be reanalyzed.

Figure 2.2: Brown and Lloyd-Jones’ (2002, 2003) Data Analysis and Our Re-analysis

Order in which the
Conditions are
Performed
✗
1st

Control

Verbalization

✓

2nd

✗

Verbalization

Control
✗

KEY

=

Within-subjects Comparisons:
Brown & Lloyd-Jones’ (2002, 2003) analysis

=

Between-subjects Comparison:
Re-analysis

✓

=

Significant VO effect was found for this comparison

✗

=

No significant VO effect was found for this comparison

Given that increasing the sensitivity of the dependent measure and redesigning the experiment to
use a within-subject design is likely to be counterproductive, it therefore seems that the only
effective way of replicating and investigating the VO effect is to use a large sample size in our
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experiments. So in order to obtain large sample sizes we conducted web experiments to replicate
and investigate the VO effect.
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Chapter 3: Introduction to Web Experiments
Web experiments are experiments that are accessed via the World Wide Web (WWW) and are
conducted in the participant’s web browser. In recent years, researchers have increasingly begun
to conduct web experiments and this trend is reflected in the emergence of web sites such as the
APS list of Psychological Research on the Net and the Web Experimental Psychology Lab
which provide links to a growing number of web experiments (see, Reips, 2001). The use of the
WWW as a means for conducting psychology experiments is due to the increase in availability
of Internet access and the development of web based technologies such as Java and Javascript
which allow for a greater degree of interaction between the user and the web browser.
There are several advantages and disadvantages of conducting web experiments as opposed to
lab experiments. In this chapter, we review these advantages and disadvantages in order to fully
appreciate the differences between web and lab experiments and to further justify our decision to
use web experiments to investigate the VO effect. We finally conclude this chapter by discussing
issues concerning the validity of web experiments. In particular we consider which is the most
effective statistical method for assessing the validity of web experiments.

3.1: Advantages of Web Experiments

We classify the four main advantages of conducting web experiments as follows: sample size,
sample diversity, participants’ motivation and experimenter’s absence.

3.1.1: Sample Size

Web experiments enable much larger number of participants to be run than lab experiments
(Birnbaum, 2001; Hewson, 2003; Reips, 2000, 2002). This is especially true when the lab
experiment is conducted at a small institution (Smith & Leigh, 1997). This is because the size of
the population pool from which lab participants are obtained is considerably smaller than the size
of the population from which web participants are obtained. Other factors, such as the ability to
run participants simultaneously, and at any time, further contribute to larger sample sizes in web
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experiments. Also, unlike participants for web experiments, participants for lab experiments may
not always be available (e.g., during the undergraduates’ summer recess).
3.1.2: Sample Diversity

The demographics of participants in web experiments are more diverse than the demographics of
lab experiments (e.g., see Krantz, Ballard & Scher, 1997). This is because lab participants are
normally undergraduate psychology students who tend to be predominately female, have the
same educational background and are of similar age (Smart, 1966; Schultz, 1972). Furthermore,
the prevailing use of undergraduate psychology student may bias experimental findings,
especially those of social psychology experiments, since undergraduate students may have less
strong attitudes, less formulated sense of self, stronger cognitive skills and stronger tendencies to
comply with authority than other adults (see, Sears 1986).
The demographics of participants in web experiments may itself not be truly representative of the
general population, since the Internet population is biased towards young educated white middleclass professional males (Schmidt, 1997). However, as the number of internet users grows, the
demographics of participants in web experiments will increasingly become more representative
of the general population (see, GVU, 1998).
3.1.3: Participants’ Motivation

Participants in web experiments tend to be more highly motivated than participants in lab
experiments. This is because participation in lab experiments is not entirely voluntary, since
participation is required to obtain course credit or to earn money. Hence web participants, whose
participation is entirely voluntary, are more likely to be “good participants” and actively engage
in the experiment. However, it has been argued that the generalizability of findings from web
experiments may in some cases be undermined since participants in web experiments tend to be
only volunteers and volunteers have been found to differ from non-volunteers on some
personality factors, such as agreeableness and openness (see Dollinger & Leong, 1993) .
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3.1.4: Experimenter’s Absence

In web experiments there is no experimenter present and hence data collected in web experiments
is free from experimenter bias, (Birnbaum, 2001; Piper, 1998; Reips 2000). That is to say, the
data obtained in web experiments will not be biased by subtle cues to behave in accordance to the
experimenter’s expectations, which the experimenter may inadvertently give to participants when
conducting experiments (Rosenthal, 1976). For instance, in an experiment conducted by
Rosenthal and Fode (1963) several different experimenters conducted an experiment that
involved participants rating the degree of success or failure shown in a series of photos of faces,
using a rating scale where a rating of +10 denotes success and a rating of -10 denoted failure.
All the experimenters were given identical instructions on how to conduct the experiment and
were also given identical instructions to read to their participants. However, half the
experimenters were told that, according to previously well established research, participants
should rate the faces as showing success and half the experimenters were told that, according to
previously well established research, participants should rate the faces as showing failure. The
results of this experiment conducted by Rosenthal and Fode (1963) showed that experimenters
expecting higher ratings of success obtain significantly higher ratings of success than did
experimenters expecting lower ratings of success.
From a financial point of view, the experimenter’s absence will make web experiments more cost
effective than lab experiments, especially if the experiment requires a large sample size, since an
experimenter is not paid to conduct each experimental session (See Reips, 2000). Additionally,
the absence of an experimenter also increases the participants’ perceived anonymity and this may
reduce the tendency to giving socially desirable answers (Joinson, 1999). Finally, it may also
facilitate the collection of personal information of a highly sensitive nature (Fawcett & Buhle,
1995).
3.2: Disadvantages of Web Experiments

There are five main disadvantages of conducting web experiments: environment variance,
technical variance, dropout, multiple submissions and hacking.
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3.2.1: Environmental and Technical Variance

In web experiments the environmental factors in which the experiment is conducted cannot be
controlled or even for that matter known. Hence, environmental factors such as background
noise, lighting conditions, viewing angle and presence of distractions in the environment will vary
between participants (Hecht, Oesker, Kaiser, Civelek and Stecker, 1999).
The effects of differences in Internet connection speeds between participants in web experiments
could be addressed, by preloading experimental materials (McGraw, Tew and Williams, 2000)
and minimizing the file size of experimental materials (Hewson, Yule, Laurent and Vogel, 2002).
However, other hardware and software configuration differences between participants may not be
so easily resolved. As a result the accuracy of reaction time measurements (Eichstaedt, 2001) and
precise presentation of visual stimuli (Schmidt, 2001) may vary with regard to participants’
hardware and software configurations. Consequently, conducting a web experiment that employs
response times as a dependent measure may seem problematic. However, in most cases precise
measuring of response times to the nearest millisecond is not required. Moreover, the results of
McGraw et al. (2000) suggest that an effect measured in tens of millisecond can be successfully
replicated in a web experiment.
The presence of environmental and technical variance will increase the unexplained variance
within a web experiment and consequently hinder the detection of an effect, especially when the
web experiment involves a between-subjects design. However, McGraw et al. (2000)
optimistically asserts that large sample sizes should cancel out the negative effects of
environmental and technical variance.
3.2.2: Dropout

Unlike in lab experiments participants frequently dropout in web experiments (Piper, 1998) and
this can have an adverse effect upon the data obtained in web experiments. First, and mostly
obviously, it reduces the sample size and hence deceases the statistical power for detecting an
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effect. However, large sample sizes are easily obtained in web experiments hence the reduction in
sample size due to dropout is not in itself a serious problem. Second, Birnbaum (2001) and
Reips (2000,2002) maintain that the effect of dropout can easily mask the effect under
investigation. For example, in experiments with a between-subjects design a selective dropout in
one condition could undermine the results. Birnbaum (2001) also argues that even if the overall
dropout rates are the same for all conditions dropout can still hinder the detection of an effect, if
participants are dropping out of different conditions for different reasons. Third, the
generalizability of the findings of the experiment will be compromised, if participants with
specific traits, characteristics or attitudes selectively dropout. Consequently, dropout may also
adversely affect experiments that employ a within-subject design.
Several researchers (Frick, Bächtiger & Reips, 2001; O’Neil & Penrod 2001; O’Neil, Penrod &
Bornstein, 2003) have identified ways for reducing dropout such as asking for personal
information at the beginning, simplifying the layout out of the experimental material, promising
immediate feedback and giving financial incentives. Reips (2000) has also devised the high
entrance barrier technique that involves simply announcing or focusing on motivationally adverse
factors of the experiment (e.g., asking for personal details) before the actual experiment begins.
Hence, only participants that are least likely to dropout actually begin the experiment.
3.2.3: Multiple Submissions and Hacking

It may be possible for participants in a web experiment to repeatedly submit data and as result
multiple submission may impair the quality data obtained from web experiments. Fortunately,
there are ways of preventing and detecting multiple submissions.
First Birnbaum (2001) suggests using personal information (e.g., name, age, gender, e-mail
address) provided by the participant to identify whether they have previous participated in a web
experiment. However, this information can be easily faked, so this is not a very reliable method
for detecting multiple submissions. Second cookies (external files stored in the user’s web
browser) can be used to record whether a user has participated in a web experiment and
consequently the user can be prevented from resubmitting data, (Reips, 2000). This technique is
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not infallible, since competent users are able to delete cookies or could submit data from different
web browsers on the same or different computers. Thirdly, IP addresses of participants can be
monitored so that only one submission per IP address is accepted. This technique, which was
employed by Klauer et al. (2000), is rather conservative since several computers with different
users may share the same IP address. Furthermore, this method is not infallible since some users
may be allocated dynamic IP addresses and hence their IP address may alter every time they
connect to the internet. Fourthly, Smith and Leigh (1997) and Reips (2000) suggest allowing
only participants with an allocated user ID and password for a web experiment to participate.
This involves prospective participants e-mailing the experimenter for a unique ID and password.
However, Reips (2000) concedes that this technique requires considerable effort and will also
result in reducing the number of participants who actually begin the experiment. Furthermore,
this method is also not infallible, since a single individual could acquire multiple user ID and
passwords if they had multiple e-mail accounts.
The techniques described above can help monitor and prevent multiple submission. However,
they are all by no means infallible and can be rendered ineffective if an individual is determined
to make multiple submissions. However, in web experiments where there is no financial incentive
(e.g., no lottery of cash prizes) to participate then there is little incentive to participate more than
once and therefore little incentive to intentionally make multiple submissions.
Precautions can also be taken to prevent hacking. For example, preventing public read and write
access to the directory in which the experiment resides (Hewson et al. 2002; Reips 2002). Other,
more rigourous precautions can be taken such as installing secure lines and encryption systems.
Again, these methods are by no means foolproof and a determined hacker may be able to crack
the system. However, it seems rather unlikely that web experiments would be targeted by
hackers, especially when the web experiments do not offer financial incentive to participate and
do not involve collecting personal information of a very sensitive nature. Consequently, to date,
hackers have not posed a problem for conducting web experiments (Musch and Reips, 2000).
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3.3: Validity of Web experiments

Campbell (1957) identifies two types of validity: internal and external. Internal validity refers to
validity of the inference that the relationship between the independent variable and dependent
variable is causal. External validity refers to the generalizability of this causal relationship across
different types of people, settings and times.
Web experiments have less internal validity than lab experiments. This is because lab
experiments are conducted in highly controlled standardized setting where the influences of
possible confounding variables are minimized, where environmental variance between
participants is negligible and where there are no distractions in the environment. However, web
experiments have greater external validity than lab experiments since lab experiments typically
involve a sample consisting entirely of undergraduate psychology students and are conducted in
a highly controlled artificial setting.
One might contest that web experiments do have substantially greater external validity than lab
experiments and that the proponents of web experimentation may have overstated the external
validity of web experiments. This is because first the sample of a web experiment is most likely
to consist mainly of psychology students since participants tend to be recruited from online
psychology research web sites (e.g., APS Psychology Experiments on the Web). Second the
difference in the environment between lab experiments and web experiments is likely to be
irrelevant since lab experiments and web experiments tend to be both conducted on computers.
Hence, one might argue, taking into account both internal and external validity, that overall lab
experiments have greater validity than web experiments. Even if one maintains that the validity of
lab and web experiments is overall approximately equal (i.e., lab experiments have greater
internal validity but the web experiments have greater external validity) then one might still favour
the validity of lab experiments over the validity of web experiments. This is because Cook,
Campbell and Peracchio (1990) argue that internal validity should have precedence over external
validity when conducting psychological research. So, in light of the doubts concerning the
internal validity of web experiments many researchers (Birnbaum, 2001; Buchanan & Smith
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1999, Krantz et al. 1997; Reips, 2002) recommend that data obtained in a web experiment is
compared with data from a lab experiment.
The findings of research that have compared the data obtained from web experiments with data
from lab experiments have been encouragingly positive, however there is still need for caution.
This is because only very few studies (e.g. Pagani & Lombardi, 2000; Klauer et al., 2000; Krantz
et al., 1997) have made a direct statistical comparison between data obtained from lab and web
experiments. Moreover, the studies that have conducted direct statistical comparisons have
typically compared lab and web experimental data using correlational and linear regression
analyses. These analyses simply correlate the web experiment means for each condition with the
lab experiment means for each condition. Consequently, these analyses are only feasible when
the experiment yields sufficiently large number of data points either in the form of many
conditions or repeated measures.
Furthermore, the correlational and linear regression analyses are based only on the means for
each conditions in the lab and web experiments and do not consequently take into account the
variances and samples sizes for each condition. Hence, such analyses might obscure crucial
differences between the data obtained in lab and web experiments. For example, in light of the
high correlation obtained, Krantz et al. (1997) concluded that there was no significant difference
between the data they obtained in the lab and web experiments. But at the same time, Krantz et al.
(1997) reported that the statistical power to detect the effects of their independent variables and
hence the significance levels of these manipulations were consistent between their lab and web
experiments. But if this is true then the conclusion that there was no difference between the lab
data and the web data is clearly false, since the web experiment, which involve 316 more
participants than the lab experiment, should have considerably more power to detect the effects
of the independent variables and hence should achieve considerable higher levels of statistical
significance than the lab experiment. In other words, the correlational and linear regression
analyses mask considerable difference in variability between these particular lab and web
experiments.
A more statistically powerful and reliable technique of comparing lab and web data is to compute
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a factorial ANOVA analysis where the study type (lab or web) is used as between-subjects
factor. Unlike, the correlational and linear regression analyses it takes variability into account
hence we will be using this statistical technique to validate the web experiments that we will
conduct.
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Chapter 4: VO Effect Web Experiment and Lab
Replication
In this chapter in order to replicate the VO effect we conduct a web experiment. In doing so we
use the standard experimental paradigm devised by Schooler and Engstler-Schooler (1990) for
investigating the VO effect where participants initially view a target face and then perform an
unrelated filler task, after which they either describe the target face or perform an unrelated
control task and then finally the participants identify the target face from a line-up of faces
consisting of several distractors.
To ensure that data obtained from the VO web experiment is valid, we also conduct a lab
replication of the web experiment and the data obtained from both the experiments are compared
using a factorial ANOVA and HILOG analyses involving study type (lab or web) as a factor. In
both the experiments the standard experimental paradigm for investigating the VO effect was
used, where the participants’ performance in the recognition test is assessed using three
measures: accuracy, confidence ratings and response latencies.
Although, the primary measure of VO is recognition accuracy, verbalization may have a effect on
other measures of recognition performance such as confidence ratings and response latencies, in
that verbalization may reduce recognition confidence ratings and increase recognition response
latencies.
Though confidence ratings are predictive of recognition accuracy, the correlations are generally
fairly low and highly variable across studies in the general eyewitness literature (see reviews by
Bothwell, Deffenbacher & Brigham 1987; Deffenbacher, 1980; Leippe, 1980) and this is also
true for the case of response latencies (see, Robinson, Johnson & Herndon, 1997; Sporer 1992,
1993). Hence, using confidence ratings and response latencies measures as an indirect measure
of accuracy would therefore be inadvisable. However, using confidence ratings and response
latencies as independent and additional measures of VO may prove both practically and
theoretically informative.
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For instance, if VO occurs for confidence ratings then this may have practical implications in the
courtroom, because Wells, Lindsay and Ferguson (1979) and Cutler, Penrod and Stuve (1988)
have shown that a jurors’ decision to believe the eyewitness is largely determined by the
eyewitness’ confidence in their identification. Or if VO occurs for response latencies then this
may have theoretical implications for understanding the VO effect.
If we successfully replicate the VO effect (in either the lab and web experiments) for accuracy
then participants who verbally describe the target face will be less accurate recognizing the target
face than participants who do not verbally describe the target face. Similarly, if the VO effect is
detected for confidence then participants who verbally describe the target face will be
significantly less confident when recognizing the target face than participants who do not
verbally describe the target face. Finally, if the VO effect is detected for response latencies then
participants who verbally describe the target face will be significantly slower recognizing the
target face than participants who do not verbally describe the target face.
4.1: VO Web Experiment

4.1.1: Method

Participants

Participants were recruited via the APS Psychology Experiments on the web
(http://psych.hanover.edu/APS/exponnet.html) and Web Lab for Experimental Psychology
(http://www.psychologie.unizh.ch/genpsy/Ulf/Lab/WebExpPsyLab.html).

Fifty-one percent of the participants dropped out in the control condition and 58% of the
participants dropped out in the verbalization condition. This difference in dropout rates was
marginally significant, χ2(1) = 3.50, r=0.08, p = 0.06.
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As a result of dropout the final sample involved 273 participants that consisted of 65% (164)
females and 35 % (89) males1. The average age of a participant was 27 years old2. There were
147 participants in the control condition and 126 participants in the verbalization condition.
Apparatus and Materials

The target photo and a six-face photo lineup used by Finger and Pezdek (1999) were used as
stimulus material. The target photo was of a 31 years old caucasian male with his head turned at
45 degrees. The six-face photo lineup consisted of six full frontal photos, one of the target face
and five of verbally similar distractor faces. We used the target photo and the six-face photo
lineup from Finger and Pezdek (1999)because one of the largest statistically significant VO
effects (r = 0.38) was found using these materials.

Implementation

The web experiment was written in following languages: HTML, Javascript. It also utilized two
freeware CGI scripts and a Java applet. The web experiment consisted of HTML documents
(with their incorporated Javascripts), a Java applet and various JPEG and GIF images that were
uploaded onto a web server.
To prevent back-tracking the window.location.replace() command is used to redirect the web
browser to the next page in the experiment and consequently clicking on the back button in the
web browser will return the web browser to page 1, irrespective of which page of the experiment
the web browser is on. This occurs because the window.location.replace() command does not
create a new entry in the history list of the web browser. So if a participant clicks on the back
button they will return to page 1 and if they try to continue from page 1 then will be prevented
because they have already participated in the experiment.
To describe how the web experiment was implemented, the content and function of each HTML
document is summarized below.
1
2

25 participants did not state their sex.
24 participants did not sate their age.
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Page 1: Introduction.html (See Figure 4.1 for a View of the Page in a Web Browser and see
Appendix A-1 for the Complete Source Code)

This page contains a general introduction to the experiment:
“This study investigates eyewitness testimony.
More detailed information with regard to the nature of the study will be provided after
participation.
The study will take approximately 10 minutes to complete.
Data gathered in the study will be confidential and for research purposes only.”
In an attempt to standardize the viewing conditions during the experiment the web browser
window is expanded to cover the entire desktop.
To begin the experiment and continue onto the next page the participant must click on the
continue button.
When the participant has clicked on the continue button the cookies stored in the web browser
are checked to determine whether any cookies from the experiment already exists. If cookies
from the experiment already exist in the web browser then this indicates that the user of the web
browser has already participated in the experiment. If this is the case they are informed that they
have already participated in this experiment and the web browser is redirected to the Cardiff
University’s Psychology Department’s home page (http://www.cardiff.ac.uk/psych/). Otherwise,
3 cookies ( iTest_Data, iTest_Text and iTest_Filler) are created to store information.
In the iTest_Data cookie the condition number (1 or 2), the number of face selected from the
lineup (1 to 6), whether the target face was correctly identified (yes or no), time ( in milliseconds)
to make the identification and confidence in identification (1 to 9) are recorded. These values
were delimited by a “/”. In the iTest_Text cookie the list of countries or the verbal description of
the target face is stored (depending upon which condition the participant is assigned to). In the
iTest_Filler cookie the time when the participant began the unrelated filler task is stored.
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When the participant clicks on the continue button, they are randomly assigned to a condition
using the Javascript Math.random function and the condition number (1 or 2) is record to the
iTest_Data cookie. Then the web browser is redirected to page 2 which will be either Load1.html
for participants assigned to condition 1 and Load2.html for participants assigned to condition 2.

Figure 4.1: View of Page 1 in a Web Browser

Page 2i: Load1.html (See Figure 4.2 for a View of the Page in a Web Browser, See Appendix A2 for the Complete Source Code)

In this page the images used in the experiment are preloaded into the web browser’s cache. The
page counter for condition 1 is incremented. The page counter (a.k.a., hit counter or visitor
counter) is a CGI server-side script that logs how many times a web page has been visited. The
page counter is implemented by adding the HTML code provided by the counter provider. The
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page counter is used to enable us to determine the number of participants assigned to condition 1
and hence this enables us to calculate the dropout rate for condition 1. After, the images are
preloaded and the page counter incremented the web browser is automatically redirected to page
3.
Figure 4.2: View of Page 2i and Page 2ii in a Web Browser

Page 2ii: Load2.html (See Appendix A-3 for the Complete Source Code)

This page is identical to page 2i, except that this page increments a page counter for condition 2.
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Page 3: Instruct_1.html (See Figure 4.3, for a View of the Page in a Web Browser, see Appendix
A-4 for the Complete Source Code)

This page contains the following instructions
“Now you will be presented with a picture of a face.
When you are ready please click on the continue button.”
To continue onto the next page participants must click onto the continue button and this redirects
the web browser to page 4.

Figure 4.3: View of Page 3 in a Web Browser
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Page 4: Face.html (Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5, for a View of the Page in a Web Browser, see
Appendix A-5 for the Complete Source Code)

In page 4, a fixation frame is presented for 500 milliseconds (See Figure 4.4), then an image of
the target face is presented for 2000 milliseconds (See Figure 4.5) then a blank image replaces
the image of the face. Then the web browser is automatically redirected to page 5. Note, that if
the target face was not replaced by a blank image then the target face would be viewed until the
next page is retrieved. Consequently the viewing time of the target face may differ between
participants with regard to their different Internet connection speeds.

Figure 4.4: View of Page 4a in a Web Browser
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Figure 4.5: View of Page 4b in a Web Browser

Page 5: Instruct_2.html (See Figure 4.6 for a View of the Page in a Web Browser and see
Appendix A-6 for the Complete Source Code)

This page contains the following instructions
“Now you will be required to solve a puzzle for 5 minutes.”
To continue onto the next page participants must click onto the continue button and this redirects
the web browser to page 6.
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Figure 4.6: View of Page 5 in a Web Browser

Page 6: Puzzle.html (See Figure 4.7 for a View of the Page in a Web Browser and Appendix A7 for the Complete Source Code)

This page contains an embedded Java applet of a sliding tile puzzle, with the following
instructions:
“Recreate the image on the right by clicking on tiles to slide them into the empty slot.”
After 5 minutes have elapsed, the web browser is automatically redirected to page 7 which will be
page 7i for participants assigned to condition 1 and page 7ii for participants assigned to
condition 2. If a participant completes the sliding tile puzzle within the 5 minutes the puzzle is
reloaded and they must solve the puzzle again.
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Figure 4.7: View of Page 6 in a Web Browser

Page 7i: Identify1.html (See Figure 4.8 for a View of the Page in a Web Browser and Appendix
A-8 for the Complete Source Code)

This page contains a text box and the following instructions and the following instructions:
“Now you have 5 minutes to list as many countries as you can. If you finish within 5 minutes
please wait. Please enter your list in the box below:”
After 5 minutes have elapsed the text typed into the text box is recorded to the iTest_Text cookie
and the web browser is automatically redirected to page 8.
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Figure 4.8: View of Page 7i in a Web Browser

Page 7ii: Identify2.html (See Figure 4.9 for a View of the Page in a Web Browser and Appendix
A-9 for the Complete Source Code)

This page contains a text box and the following instructions and the following instructions:
“Now you have 5 minutes to describe in as much detail as possible the face you were previously
shown. If you finish within 5 minutes please wait. Please enter your description in the box
below:”
After 5 minutes have elapsed the text type into the text box is recorded to the iTest_Text cookie
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and the web browser is automatically redirected to page 8.

Figure 4.9: View of Page 7ii in a Web Browser

Page 8: Instruct_3.html (See Figure 4.10 for a View of the Page in a Web Browser and
Appendix A-10 for the Complete Source Code)

This page contains the following instructions:
“Now you will be presented with 6 faces.
Please could you click on the face which you were initially shown.”
To continue onto the next page the participant must click onto the continue button and this
redirects the web browser to page 9.
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Figure 4.10: View of Page 8 in a Web Browser

Page 9: Recognition.html (See Figure 4.11 for a View of the Page in a Web Browser and
Appendix A-11 for the Complete Source Code)

Response matrix consisting of the target face and 5 other faces is displayed. When the response
matrix is displayed the time in milliseconds is recorded. When the participant clicks on a face the
time in milliseconds is recorded. The response time is derived (time when participants clicking
on a face - time when response matrix is displayed) and whether the correct face was selected is
determined. Then the number of the face selected, whether the face was correct and the response
time are recorded to the iTest_Data . Finally the web browser is automatically redirected to page
10.
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Figure 4.11: View of Page 9 in a Web Browser

Page 10: Confidence.html (See Figure 4.12 for a View of the Page in a Web Browser and
Appendix A-12 for the Complete Source Code)

This page contains the following instructions:
“How confident are you that you chose the correct face?
Please click on a number below to indicate your confidence.”
“1 = Low Confidence
9 = High Confidence”
And an image of a confidence scale consisting of the numbers, 1- 9 is also displayed.
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When the participant clicks on a number indicating their confidence it is recorded to the
iTest_Data cookie and the web browser is automatically redirect to page 11.

Figure 4.12: View of Page 10 in a Web Browser

Page 11: Signing_out.html (See Figure 4.13 for a View of the Page in a Web Browser and
Appendix A-13 for the Complete Source Code)

This page contains a form with the following 4 text fields: Name, Sex, Age and E-mail. Note, that
the text fields are not checked hence the participants may leave them blank.
The form also contains 5 hidden fields: Condition, Face, Correct , Time, Confidence Text and a
submit button. The data from the iTest_Data and iTest_Text cookies is written into the hidden
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values of the form. Then the iTest_Data cookie is updated with a “X” to indicate the data has
been submitted and hence this enables any attempt to resubmit data from that web browser to be
detected and prevented.
When the submit button has been clicked upon the contents of form will be submitted to
Formmail CGI script, which will then e-mail the form’s data to a designated e-mail address (i.e.
the experimenter’s email address). The Formmail CGI script was used to send the data from the
form to the experiment’s e-mail address since using the mailto URL is known to be problematic,
(Musciano and Kennedy, 1996). Finally, the web browser is automatically redirected to a web
page, which contains debriefing information.

Figure 4.13: View of Page 11 in a Web Browser
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Design

The experiment involved a between-subjects design. The dependent variables that were measured
were the recognition accuracy that was either correct or incorrect, the recognition confidence
which was rated on a 1 (low) to 9 (high) scale and recognition response latency which was
measures in millisecond.

Procedure

Participants initially view the target face for 2 seconds. They then perform an unrelated filler task
(sliding block puzzle) for 5 minutes, after which they either listed the countries of the world or
verbally described the target face for 5 minutes, finally they identify the target face from a six
face photo lineup and rate their confidence.

4.1.2: Results

Table 4.1: Means and Standard Deviations for Accuracy, Confidence Ratings and Response
Latencies as a Function of Condition for the VO Web Experiment

Control

Verbalization

N

147

126

Accuracy

0.72

0.68

(0.45)

(0.47)

6.56

5.88

(2.36)

(2.28)

8977

12508

(5395)

(6557)

Confidence Ratings

Response Latencies

Note. Standard deviations are in parentheses. The possible range of confidence ratings was from 1 to 9, where 1
denoted low confidence and 9 denoted high confidence. The response latencies were measured in milliseconds.
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Recognition Accuracy

The target face was correctly identified by 72% of the participants in the control condition and
68% in the verbalization condition. This different in accuracy was not significant, χ2(1) = 0.48,
r = 0.04, p > 0.05.
Confidence Ratings

Participants in the control condition were significantly more confident than participants in the
verbalization condition, t(271) = 2.08, r = 0.13, p < 0.05.

Response Latencies

The response latencies were transformed using a squared root transformation prior to computing
the analysis because the distribution of the untransformed confidence ratings was significantly
positively skewed. Twenty outliers were also omitted form the analysis3 . Participants in the
control condition were significantly faster to respond than participants in the verbalization
condition, t(251) = 4.74, r = 0.29, p < 0.001.

Content of Verbal Descriptions

As in previous studies (Finger & Pezdek, 1999; Kitagami et al., 2002; Meissner et al., 2001) two
independent judges examined each description for the number of correct, incorrect and subjective
details. Correct details were defined as those facial features that correctly match the target.
Conversely, incorrect details were defined as those facial features that did not match the target.
Subjective details were ambiguous aspects of the face that could not be objectively classified as
correct or incorrect. The correlations between the judges’ ratings were 0.93 for correct details,
0.86 for incorrect details and 0.93 for subjective details.
3

Outliers are defined as data which is ± 3 standard deviations from the mean.
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Table 4.2: Means and Standard Deviations for the Correct Details, Incorrect Details, Subjective
Details and Total Number Generated as a Function of Identification Accuracy for the VO Web
Experiment

Details

Correctly Identified

Incorrectly Identified

Correct

Incorrect

Subjective

Total

4.84

0.27

2.02

7.12

(1.89)

(0.48)

(1.46)

(2.69)

4.40

0.44

2.04

6.88

(1.79)

(0.59)

(1.44)

(2.83)

Note. Standard deviations are in parentheses.

There was no difference between the number of correct details generated by participants who
correctly identified and those who did not correctly identify the target, t(124) = 1.23, r = 0.11,
p > 0.05.
There was no difference between the number of incorrect details generated by participants who
correctly identified and those who did not correctly identify the target, t(124) = 1.71, r = 0.15,
p > 0.05.
There was no difference between the number of subjective details generated by participants who
correctly identified and those who did not correctly identify the target, t(124) = 0.07, r = 0.01,
p > 0.05.
There was no difference between the total number of details generated by participants who
correctly identified and those who did not correctly identify the target, t(124) = -0.47, r = -0.04,
p > 0.05.
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4.1.3: Summary

The basic VO effect was not found in the web experiment since the recognition accuracy of
participants in the verbalization condition was not significantly lower than the recognition
accuracy of participants in the control condition.
However, participants in the verbalization condition had significantly less confidence than
participants in the control condition. This finding is inconsistent with the findings of previous
studies that investigated the VO effect (Dodson at al, 1997; Schooler & Engstler-Schooler, 1990;
Westerman & Larsen, 1997). This is because previous studies did not find a significant
difference in confidence between participants in the control and verbalization conditions,
although they did find the same pattern of results as our web experiment, in that participants in
the verbalization condition were less confident than participants in the control condition. A
compelling explanation for the discrepancy between our findings and the findings of previous
studies is that our web experiment had more statistical power to detect the effect.
In addition to the significant difference in confidence between control participants and
verbalization participants, there was also a significant difference in response latencies between
control participants and verbalization participants, in that participants in the control condition
were significantly faster to respond than participants in the verbalization condition.
The results with regard to the content of the verbal description show that the quality of the verbal
description did not influence verbalization participants’ recognition accuracy. This finding is
consistent with previous studies both in the general eyewitness literature (Goldstein, Johnson &
Chance, 1979; Pigott & Brigham 1985) and in the VO literature (Kitagami et al. 2002; Schooler
and Engstler-Schooler 1990) that show there is no relationship between the quality of the verbal
description and recognition accuracy.
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4.2: VO Lab Experiment

4.2.1: Method

Participants

The sample involved 146 students from Cardiff University who either received course credit or
payment for their participation. The sample consisted of 73% (107) females and 27% (39)
males. The average age of participants was 21 years old. There were 73 participants in the control
and verbalization conditions.
Apparatus and Materials

The experiment was conducted on a PC running Windows NT using Internet Explorer 5.0. The
screen resolution was 800 x 600 and the colour depth was 16 bit.

The experimental materials are identical to the materials of the web experiment above.

Implementation

The implementation is identical to the implementation of the web experiment above.
Design

The design is identical to the design web experiment above.
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4.2.2: Results

Table 4.3: Means and Standard Deviations for Accuracy, Confidence Ratings and Response
Latencies as a Function of Condition for the Lab Experiment

Control

Verbalization

N

73

73

Accuracy

0.66

0.52

(0.48)

(0.50)

5.67

4.98

(1.78)

(2.05)

11330

17340

(8275)

(10423)

Confidence Ratings

Response Latencies

Note. Standard deviations are in parentheses. The possible range of confidence ratings was from 1 to 9, where 1
denoted low confidence and 9 denoted high confidence. The response latencies were measured in milliseconds.

Recognition Accuracy

The target face was correctly identified by 66% of participants in the control condition and 52%
in the verbalization condition. This different in accuracy was not significant, χ2(1) = 2.83,
r = 0.14, p > 0.05.

Confidence Ratings

Participants in the control condition were significantly more confident than participants in the
verbalization condition, t(144) = 2.46, r = 0.20, p < 0.05.
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Response Latencies

The response latencies were transformed using a squared root transformation prior to computing
the analysis because the distribution of the untransformed confidence ratings was significantly
positively skewed. Ten outliers were also omitted form the analysis. Participants in the control
condition were significantly faster to respond than participants in the verbalization condition,
t(141) = 4.20, r = 0.33, p < 0.001.
Content of Verbalization

Two independent judges examined each description for the number of correct, incorrect and
subjective details. The correlations between the judges’ ratings were 0.93 for correct details, 0.87
for incorrect details and 0.94 for subjective details.
Table 4.4: Means and Standard Deviations for the Correct Details, Incorrect Details, Subjective
Details and Total Number Generated as a Function of Identification Accuracy for the Lab
Experiment

Details

Correctly Identified

Incorrectly Identified

Correct

Incorrect

Subjective

Total

6.09

0.12

2.57

8.78

(1.82)

(0.38)

(1.44)

(2.50)

5.69

0.31

2.51

8.51

(1.72)

(0.57)

(1.82)

(2.98)

Note. Standard deviations are in parentheses.
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There was no difference between the number of correct details generated by participants who
correctly identified and those who did not correctly identify the target, t(71) = 0.98, r = 0.12,
p > 0.05.
There was no difference between the number of incorrect details generated by participants who
correctly identified and those who did not correctly identify the target, t(71) = 1.75, r = 0.20,
p > 0.05.
There was no difference between the number of subjective details generated by participants who
correctly identified and those who did not correctly identify the target, t(71) = 0.22, r = 0.03,
p > 0.05.
There was no difference between the total number of details generated by participants who
correctly identified and those who did not correctly identify the target, t(71) = -0.41, r = -0.05,
p > 0.05.
4.2.3: Summary

Like the web experiment, the basic VO effect was not found in the lab experiment. The
recognition accuracy of participants in the verbalization condition was not significantly lower
than the recognition accuracy of participants in the control condition. The same pattern of results
for the confidence and response latencies that were obtained in the web experiment were also
found. Participants in the verbalization condition were significantly less confident than
participants in the control condition. Finally participants in the control condition were
significantly faster to respond than participants in the verbalization condition.
Additionally, the results with regard to the content of the verbal description also corresponded to
the findings of the web experiment. The quality of the verbal description did not influence
verbalization participants’ identification accuracy.
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4.3: Validation of Web Experiment

4.3.1: Results

In order to assess the validity of the web experiment, the data obtained from both the experiments
are compared using factorial ANOVA analyses and a HILOG Linear analysis where the study
type (lab or web) is a between-subjects factor.
Recognition Accuracy

A 2 (study) x 2 (verbalization) HILOG analysis of the accuracy data was performed. The
HILOG analysis, instead of a factorial ANOVA, was computed because both the independent
and dependent variables are categorical. There was a main effect for study, in that participants
who performed the experiment on the web were significantly more accurate than participants who
performed the experiment in the lab, χ2(1) = 5.49, r = 0.11, p < 0.05. There was no main effect
for verbalization, χ2(1) = 2.77, r = 0.08, p > 0.05. There was no interaction between study and
verbalization, χ2(1) = 0.80, r = 0.04, p > 0.05.

Confidence

A 2 (study) x 2 (verbalization) analysis of variance (ANOVA) of the reflected transformed
square rooted confidence ratings was performed. There was a main effect for study, in that
participants who performed the experiment on the web were significantly more confident than
participants who performed the experiment in the lab, F(1,415) = 22.96, r = 0.23, p < 0.001.
There was a main effect for verbalization, in that participants in the control condition were
significantly more confident in their identifications than participants in the verbalization
condition, F(1,415) = 10.74, r = 0.16, p < 0.01. There was no 2 way interaction between study
and verbalization, F < 1.
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Response Latencies

A 2 (study) x 2 (verbalization) analysis of variance (ANOVA) of the transformed square rooted
response latencies was performed. There was a main effect for study, in that participants who
performed the experiment on the web responded significantly faster than participants who
performed the experiment in the lab, F(1,390) = 42.18 , r = 0.31, p < 0.001. There was a main
effect for verbalization, in that participants in the control condition responded significantly faster
than participants in the verbalization condition, F(1,390) = 18.12, r = 0.21, p < 0.001. There
was no 2 way interaction between study and verbalization, F(1,390) = 1.70, r = 0.07, p > 0.05.
Content of Verbalization

Table 4.5: Means and Standard Deviations for the Correct Details, Incorrect Details, Subjective
Details and Total Number Generated as a Function of Study

Details

Lab

Web

Correct

Incorrect

Subjective

Total

5.90

0.21

2.54

8.65

(1.78)

(0.49)

(1.62)

(2.73)

4.70

0.32

2.02

7.04

(1.87)

(0.52)

(1.45)

(2.73)

Note. Standard deviations are in parentheses.

The number of correct details generated by participants who performed the experiment in the lab
was significantly higher than the number of correct details generated by participants who
performed the experiment on the web, t(197) = 4.45, r = 0.30, p < 0.001.
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There was no difference between the number of incorrect details generated by participants who
performed the experiment in the lab and the number of incorrect details generated by participants
who performed the experiment on the web, t(197) = 1.46, r = 0.10, p > 0.05.
The number of subjective details generated by participants who performed the experiment in the
lab was significantly higher than the number of subjective details generated by participants who
performed the experiment on the web, t(197) = 2.32, r = 0.16, p < 0.05.
The total number of details generated by participants who performed the experiment in the lab
was significantly higher than the total number of details generated by participants who performed
the experiment on the web, t(197) = 4.01, r = 0.27, p < 0.001.

4.3.2 Discussion

The three main findings from the factorial ANOVA and HILOG validational analyses were as
follows: First participants in the web experiment were significantly more accurate than
participants in the lab experiment. Second participants in the web experiment were significantly
more confident than participants in the lab experiment. Third participants in the web experiment
were significantly faster than participants in the lab experiment.
One might reasonably expect performance in the lab to be superior to performance on the web.
This is because the lab environment is more strictly controlled and hence participants are less
likely to be distracted. Our findings with regard to performance on the recognition test reflect the
contrary since participants in the web experiment were more accurate, more confident and
responded faster than participants in the lab experiment.
A plausible explanation for these findings is that participants in the web experiment are more
motivated than participants in the lab experiment. This is because, unlike the lab participants, who
must participate for course credit requirements or who participate for money, web participants
participation is truly voluntary. Furthermore, unmotivated web participants are more likely to
dropout than participants who perform the experiment in the lab.
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However, this explanation cannot account for why the verbal descriptions generated by
verbalization participants in the lab were significantly longer and contained significantly more
correct details than verbal descriptions generated by verbalization participants on the web. This is
because you would expect the web participants would generate superior (or at least equivalent)
verbal descriptions because they would be more motivated than the lab participants.
Although, there are differences in performance between web and lab participants
these differences could be considered theoretically irrelevant because the differences in accuracy,
confidence ratings and response latencies between the control and verbalization conditions did
not vary as a function of the study type. Specifically, the verbalization by study type interaction
was non-significant for accuracy, confidence and response latencies. Therefore, with regard to
investigating the VO effect, findings derived from the factorial ANOVA and HILOG analyses
suggest that the difference between the lab and web data is relatively innocuous.
However, given that a larger effect size for accuracy was detected in the lab experiment (r = 0.14)
than the web experiment (r = 0.04) we might be inclined to believe that there is a discrepancy
between the lab and web experiment findings. Especially, when we consider that the findings
from the web experiment is based upon a much larger sample size and therefore has more
statistical power to detect a significant effect than the lab experiment.
A plausible reason for the possible discrepancy between the accuracy effect sizes for the lab and
web experiments is that there was a marginally statistically significant difference in dropout rate
between the control and verbalization conditions in the web experiment. There was a higher
dropout rate in the verbalization condition than in the control condition. This difference in
dropout rates may have inflated accuracy for the verbalization condition in the web experiment,
since accuracy was considerably higher for the verbalization condition (68%) on the web than for
the verbalization condition in the lab (52%).
There are two possible explanations for why differential dropout may have inflated accuracy for
the verbalization condition in the web experiment. First participants who have a poor memory of
the target face may be more likely to dropout when required to verbally describe the face than
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when required to perform the control task. Hence, participants who have a good memory for the
target face are more likely to submit their data in the verbalization condition. Second participants
who are less motivated may be more likely to dropout when required to verbally describe the face
than when required to perform the control task since verbally describing the target face requires
more cognitive effort. Hence, highly motivated participants are more likely to submit their data in
the verbalization condition.
Since the findings of Messiner et al. (2001) and Messiner (2002) have demonstrated that the VO
effect is greater when participants are instructed to generate an elaborative verbal description,
another possible reason for why there was a discrepancy between the VO accuracy effect sizes
for the lab and web experiments is that the verbal descriptions in the lab experiment were
statistically significantly longer and therefore more elaborative than the verbal descriptions in the
web experiment. However, our analysis of the length of the verbal descriptions generated in the
lab and web experiments revealed that there was no significant difference in the length of
descriptions generated by participants who correctly identified and those who did not correctly
identify the target face. In fact, the mean length of the verbal descriptions generated by
participants who correctly identified the target face was slightly greater than the mean length of
the verbal descriptions generated by participants who did not correctly identify the target face.
Hence it seems highly unlikely that the difference between the length of the verbal descriptions
generated by participants in the lab and participants in the web experiment could account for the
discrepancy between the accuracy effect sizes for the lab and web experiments.
Given that our findings, like the findings from Kitagami et al. (2002), show that the length of the
verbal descriptions generated does not affect recognition accuracy it therefore seems highly
unlikely that the type of description (i.e., standard versus elaborative) has a moderating effect on
VO because elaborative descriptions are longer than standard descriptions4. Moreover, in light of
the findings of Meissner et al. (2001) and Meissner (2002) which showed that elaborative
descriptions were less accurate than standard descriptions and that the accuracy of the verbal
descriptions moderated the VO effect, it seems more plausible that the type of description (i.e.,
standard versus elaborative) has a moderating effect on VO because elaborative descriptions are
4

Note that Meissner et al. (2001) and Meissner (2002) did not analyze or report the length of their verbal
description data.
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less accurate than standard descriptions. Now if we assume that VO is moderated by the
accuracy of the verbal descriptions then we would have expected to have obtained a greater VO
effect in the web experiment because the verbal description in the web experiment were less
accurate, in that they contained less correct details and more incorrect details than the verbal
descriptions in the lab experiment.
4.3.3: Conclusions

We failed to replicate the VO effect for accuracy in both the lab and web experiments, although
we did observed VO effects for response latencies and confidence ratings. Since participants in
the verbalization condition were significantly slower and less confident when identifying the
target face than participants in the control condition. The findings with regard to the validity of
the web experiment suggest that the data obtained from the web experiment is consistent with the
data obtained from the lab experiment. However, the presence of a marginally significant
differential dropout rate between the control and verbalization conditions and the fact that a
considerably larger effect size was detected in the lab than on the web suggest that the validity of
the web experiment may in fact be questionable.
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Chapter 5: VO for Verbalizing Non-Target Face
Experiment
5.1: Introduction

In this chapter, we use an alternative method that may prove to be a more effective approach to
inducing the VO effect. This alternative method simply involves instructing participants in the
verbalization condition to verbally describe a previously presented non-target face as opposed to
instructing them to verbally describe the target face.
Previous research has shown that visual rehearsal of a target face may facilitate its recognition. In
an experiment conducted by Read (1979) participants were initially presented with a face. After
each face was presented they were either required to either maintain and visually rehearse the
image of the face or perform a control task (an auditory vigilance task). Then, they were
presented with a test face and were asked to indicate whether the test face was identical to the
previously face. The findings from this experiment indicated that recognition accuracy was
significantly higher when participants visually rehearsed the image of the target face than when
participants performed a control task. Similarly, Sporer (1988) conducted an experiment where
participants initially viewed several faces. Then a subset of the viewed faces was visually
rehearsed. Finally, participants performed an old-new recognition test. The findings from this
experiment indicated that recognition accuracy for visually rehearsed faces were significantly
higher than the recognition accuracy of non-rehearsed faces.
Given that visual rehearsal of a target face may facilitate its recognition, it is possible that
the VO effect for verbally describing a target face may have been partially attenuated by the
visual rehearsal of the target face during verbalization. Since verbally describing a non-target face
does not induce the visual rehearsal of the target face, instructing participants to verbally describe
a non-target face could prove to be a more effective method of inducing the VO effect. Whether,
this will in fact be the case is unclear however reassuringly the findings Dodson et al. (1997) and
Westerman and Larsen (1997) have shown that VO can occur when a non-target face is verbally
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described.
So in order to obtain a significant VO effect, we conduct an experiment where a non-target face
is verbally described. If we successfully detect the VO effect for accuracy then participants who
verbally describe the non-target face will be significantly less accurate recognizing the target than
participants who do not verbally describe the non-target face. Similarly, if the VO effect is
detected for confidence then participants who verbally describe the non-target face will be
significantly less confident when recognizing the target face than participants who do not
verbally describe the non-target face. And finally if the VO effect is detected for response
latencies then participants who verbally describe the non-target face will be significantly slower
recognizing the target face than participants who do not verbally describe the non-target face.
In light of our findings in the previous chapter that suggested that investigating the VO effect on
the web might be inadvisable, due to differential dropout rates between conditions, we decided to
err on the side of caution and conduct this experiment in the lab using a large sample size.

5.2: Method

Participants

The sample involved 190 students from Cardiff University who either received course credit or
payment for their participation. The sample consisted of 79% (150) females and 21% (40)
males. The average age of a participant was 20 years old. There were 93 participants in the
control condition and 97 participants in the verbalization condition.
Apparatus and Materials

The experiment was conducted on a PC running Windows NT using Internet Explorer 5.0. The
screen resolution was 800 x 600 and the colour depth was 16 bit.
The target photo and a six-face photo lineup from Finger and Pezdek (1999) that were used in
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our previous experiments were used. The non-target photo was of a caucasian female in her mid
40s with her head turned at 45 degrees.

Implementation

The implementation is identical to the implementation of the web experiment in chapter 4, except
for the function and content of the following pages.
Page 3: Instruct_1.html (See Figure 5.1, for a View of the Page in a Web Browser, see Appendix
A-4 for the Complete Source Code)

This page contains the following instructions
“Now you will be presented with 2 faces.
When you are ready please click on the continue button.”
To continue onto the next page participants must click onto the continue button and this redirects
the web browser to page 4.
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Figure 5.1: View of Page 3 in a Web Browser

Page 4: Face.html (Figure 5.2 , Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4, for a View of the Page in a Web
Browser, see Appendix B-2 for the Complete Source Code

In this page, the order in which the target face and non-target face are presented (i.e. either target
face followed by non-target face or non-target face followed by target face) is randomly
determined by using the Javascript Math.random function. Initially, a fixation frame is presented
for 500 milliseconds (See Figure 5.2), after which an image of the face to be shown first is
presented for 2000 milliseconds (See Figure 5.3). Then the fixation frame is re-presented for
500 milliseconds (See Figure 5.2), after which an image of the face to be shown second is
presented for 2000 milliseconds (See Figure 5.4) then a blank image replaces the image of the
face and the web browser is automatically redirected to page 5.
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Figure 5.2: View of Page 4a in a Web Browser
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Figure 5.3: View of Page 4b in a Web Browser
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Figure 5.4: View of Page 4c in a Web Browser

Page 7ii: List2.html (See Figure 5.5 for a View of the Page in a Web Browser and Appendix B-3
for the Complete Source Code)

This page contains a text box and the following instructions and the following instructions:
“Now you have 5 minutes to describe in as much detail as possible the face of the *woman*
you were previously shown. If you finish within 5 minutes please wait. Please enter your
description in the box below:”
After 5 minutes have elapsed the text typed into the text box is recorded to the iTest_Text cookie
and the web browser is automatically redirected to page 8.
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Figure 5.5: View of Page 7ii in a Web Browser

Page 8: Instruct_3.html (See Figure 5.6 for a View of the Page in a Web Browser and Appendix
B-4 for the Complete Source Code)

This page contains the following instructions:
“Now you will be presented with male 6 faces.
Please could you click on the male face which you were initially shown.”
To continue onto the next page the participant must click onto the continue button and this
redirects the web browser to page 9.
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Figure 5.6: View of Page 8 in a Web Browser

Design

The experiment involved a between-subjects design, where verbalization (non-verbalization or
verbalization) was the factor manipulated. The dependent variables were the recognition accuracy
that was either correct or incorrect, the recognition confidence which was rated on a 1 (low) to 9
(high) scale and recognition response latency that was measured in milliseconds.

Procedure

Participants initially view the target and non-target face. The order in which the participants are
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presented with the target and non-target faces are counterbalanced. Half the participants are
shown the target face followed by the non-target and the other half of the participants are shown
the non-target face followed by the target face. The target and non-target face are presented for 2
seconds each and there is a 1 second interval between the presentation of the first face and the
second face. Then participants perform an unrelated filler task (sliding block puzzle) for 5
minutes. Half the participants are then instructed to verbally describe the non-target face (female
face) and half the participants are asked to list the countries of the world. Then, finally, they
identify the target face (male face) from a six-face photo lineup and rate their confidence.

5.3: Results

Table 5.1: Means and Standard Deviations for Accuracy, Confidence Ratings and Response
Latencies as a Function of Condition for the VO for Non-target Face Experiment

Control

Verbalization

N

93

97

Accuracy

0.61

0.57

(0.49)

(0.50)

5.04

4.71

(1.96)

(2.13)

10107

16608

(6242)

(13104)

Confidence Ratings

Response Latencies

Note. Standard deviations are in parentheses. The possible range of confidence ratings was from 1 to 9, where 1
denoted low confidence and 9 denoted high confidence. The response latencies were measured in milliseconds.

Recognition Accuracy

The target face was correctly identified by 61% of the participants in the non-verbalization
condition, 57% of the participants in the verbalization condition. This difference in accuracy
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between the two conditions was not significant, χ2(1) = 0.41, r = 0.05, p > 0.05.

Confidence Ratings

There was no difference in confidence ratings between participants in the non-verbalization
condition and the participants in verbalization condition, t(188) = 1.12, r = 0.08, p > 0.05.
Response Latencies

The response latencies were transformed using a squared root transformation prior to computing
the analysis because the distribution of the untransformed response latencies was significantly
positively skewed. Eleven outliers were also omitted form the analysis. Participants in the nonverbalization condition were significantly faster to respond than participants in the verbalization
condition, t(177) = 4.32, r = 0.31, p < 0.001.

5.4: Discussion

There was no significant difference in recognition accuracy between participants who verbally
described the non-target face and the participants who performed the control task (i.e. list
countries of the world). Hence, like our VO experiments in the previous chapter, there was no
significant VO effect for recognition accuracy.
There was also no significant difference in confidence ratings between participants who verbally
described the non-target face and the participants who performed the control task. These findings
are therefore in contrast to the confidence ratings findings in our previous VO experiments that
showed that participants in the control condition were significantly more confident than
participants in the verbalization condition. This difference in findings for confidence ratings
between the VO experiments where the target face is verbally described and the VO experiment
where the non-target face is verbally described could be explained as follows. In the VO
experiment where the target face is verbally described, any inconsistency between the verbal
description of the target face and the face identified from lineup is likely to reduce the
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recognition confidence ratings. However, in the VO experiment where a non-target face is
verbally described, the verbal description and the face identified from the lineup are unrelated and
hence their consistency will not influence recognition confidence ratings.
Finally there was a significant difference in response latencies between the verbalization
condition and the non-verbalization condition because participants who verbally described the
non-target face were significantly slower to perform the recognition test than participants who
performed the control task. This significant difference in response latencies was also observed in
our previous VO experiments where the target was verbally described. This could be simply
explained since during the recognition test participants who verbally described the target face
may reflect upon their verbal description of the target face. Hence participants in the verbalization
condition would therefore be more likely to take longer performing the recognition test than
participants in the control condition. However, this above explanation cannot account for why
participants who verbally described a non-target face take longer to perform the recognition test
than participants who perform the control task since they are unlikely to reflect upon their verbal
description of the non-target when performing the recognition test.
However, there remains the possibility that even though participants in the verbalization condition
were instructed to verbalize the non-target face, they may have still covertly verbalized the target
face. For example, participants in the verbalization condition may have falsely anticipated that
after verbally describing the face of the woman (the non-target face) that they would be instructed
to verbally describe the face of the man (target face) and hence while or even after verbally
describing the face of the woman they may have been covertly verbally describing the face of the
man. This explanation may therefore account for why we did not detect a significant VO effect
for accuracy since participants in the verbalization condition were still visually rehearsing the
target face. Moreover, it may also account for why we still obtained a significant VO effect for
response latencies since during recognition test participants in the verbalization condition may
have reflected upon covert verbalization of the target face. Admittedly we did not find a
significant VO effect for confidence ratings, which one would predict if the target face was being
covertly verbalized by participants in the verbalization condition However, the pattern of results
for the confidence ratings was in the predicted direction, in that the participants in the
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verbalization condition were less confident than the participants in the control condition.
An alternative and more parsimonious explanation for the response latencies findings is based on
Navon’s (1977) global-precedence hypothesis that configural processing occurs prior to featural
processing. For if we assume that the global-precedence hypothesis is true then we would expect
that participants in the non-verbalization condition who are engaging primarily in configural
processing during recognition to be significantly faster than participants in the verbalization
condition who are engaging primarily in featural processing during recognition.
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Chapter 6: Navon Letter Identification Task Web
Experiment and Lab Replication
In chapter 5 we failed to induce the VO effect by instructing participants in the verbalization
condition to verbally describe a non-target face. In this chapter, we use an alternative
methodology devised by Macrae and Lewis (2002), and also used by Perfect (2003), to alter
recognition accuracy by inducing a general shift in processing at recognition and therefore create
an effect analogous to the VO effect.
The methodology devised by Macrae and Lewis (2002) simply involved replacing the
verbalization task with a Navon letter identification task, which either involved identifying either
small-featural or large-configural letters of a Navon (1977) letter (e.g., a large S comprised of
small Bs as depicted in Figure 6.1) to induce a general shift in processing during recognition that
would consequently alter recognition accuracy. To test the effectiveness of this methodology
Macrae and Lewis (2002) conducted the following experiment. First participants were shown a
video of a simulated robbery. Then, for 10 minutes, participants were presented with Navon
letters and either identified the small-featural letter or the large-configural letter. Finally
participants performed a recognition test for the robber's face. The results from the study were
indicative of a general shift in processing, in that participants who identified the small-featural
letters were significantly less accurate in recognizing the target face than the participants who
identified the large-configural letters.
The findings of the Macrae and Lewis (2002) study therefore show that the Navon letter
identification task can be used to induce a general shift in processing. Moreover, the Navon letter
identification task may prove to be a more effective means of inducing a general shift in
processing than verbalization. This is because verbalization commonly contains configural
descriptors such as personality inferences (e.g., the person looks honest) or global similarity
judgments (e.g., the person looks like person X) that may inhibit a featural processing shift.
Furthermore, as discuss in chapter 5, verbally describing the target face or possibly even a nontarget face may induce visual rehearsal of the target face which may in turn mask the detrimental
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effect of a featural processing shift on recognition accuracy. Therefore, given that the Navon
letter identification task is likely to be a more effective means of inducing a general shift in
processing than verbalization we intend to use the Navon letter identification task to induce a
general shift in processing and observe its effects on recognition performance.
In order to use the Navon Letter identification task to indirectly assess the credibility of the
general shift in processing account of the VO effect we first conducted a replication of the
Macrae and Lewis (2002) experiment. This replication will be conducted on the web since it is
highly plausible that unlike the VO web experiment there will be no differential dropout rates
between conditions. This is because unlike listing countries and verbally describing the target
face, identifying the small letter and the large letter of a Navon letter requires a similar amount
cognitive effort and motivation. Additionally, identifying letters is unrelated to the participant’s
memory of the target face, so participants with a poor memory of the target face are not more
likely to dropout of one condition than the other.
To ensure that the data from the web experiment is valid we again conduct a lab replication of the
web experiment and the data obtained from both the experiments are compared using factorial
ANOVA and HILOG analyses with study type (lab or web) as a factor.
The experimental design of our Macrae and Lewis (2002) replication closely corresponds to the
design used in our VO experiment, except that the verbalization and control tasks (i.e. listing
countries the world) are replaced by Navon letter identification tasks. Again, the participants'
performance in the recognition test is assessed using the three measures that were previously
used in our VO experiment: accuracy, confidence ratings and response latencies.
If we successfully detect a general shift in processing effect (in either the lab or web
experiments) and therefore replicate the findings of Macrae and Lewis (2002) for recognition
accuracy, then participants who identify the small-featural letter will be less accurate recognizing
the target face than participants who identify the large-configural letter. In line with Navon’s
(1977) global-precedence hypothesis that configural processing occurs prior to featural
processing we predict that participants who identify the small-featural letter will be slower
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recognizing the target face than participants who identify the large-configural letter. Finally we
do not predict that there will be a significant difference in confidence ratings between the smallfeatural letter and large-configural letter conditions. This is because the significant difference in
confidence ratings between the control and verbalization conditions in the VO experiment in
chapter 4, we believe was primarily due to participants in the verbalization condition perceiving
inconsistency between their verbal description of the target face and the face that they identified
at recognition and this consequently resulted in participants in the verbalization condition being
significantly less confident when identifying the target face than the participants in the control
condition.
6.1: Navon Letter Identification Task Web Experiment

6.1.1: Method

Participants

Participants were recruited via the APS Psychology Experiments on the Internet
(http://psych.hanover.edu/Research/exponnet.html), the Web Lab for Experimental Psychology
(http://www.psychologie.unizh.ch/genpsy/Ulf/Lab/WebExpPsyLab.html) and theYahoo!
Directory (http://dir.yahoo.com/Social_Science/Psychology/Research/Tests_and_Experiments/).

Sixty-four percent of the participants dropped out in the small-featural letter condition and 61%
of the participants dropped out in the large-configural condition. This difference in dropout rates
was not significant, χ2(1) = 0.50, r = 0.03, p > 0.05.

As a result of dropout the total sample consisted of data from 252 participants. However, data
from 54 participants was excluded because participants either failed to correctly identify 90% of
the Navon letters or they did not correctly identify 50 letters or more in the Navon letter
identification task. Hence, the final sample involved 198 participants which consisted of 59%
(105) females and 41% (72) males5. The average age of a participant was 26 years old6. There
5
6

21 participants did not state their sex.
21 participants did not state their age.
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were 101 participants in the large-configural letter condition and 97 participants in the smallfeatural letter condition.

Apparatus and Materials

The target photo and six face photo lineup from Finger and Pezdek (1999) which were used in
our previous experiments were used.
Pictures of 125 Navon letters were created for the Navon letter identification task. The font used
for the small-featural letter was Courier and the font size was 14 point. For an example of a
Navon letter use in the letter identification task, see figure 6.1.

Figure 6.1: Navon letter
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Implementation

The implementation is identical to the implementation of the web experiment in chapter 4, except
for the function and content of the following pages.
Page 7i: Identify1.html (See Figure 6.2 for a View of the Page in a Web Browser and Appendix
C-1 for the Complete Source Code)

At the top of this page is the following text: "(Note that this task will only last for 5 minutes".
Under which a Navon letter randomly selected from a set of 125 Navon letters is displayed.
Below this is the following text: "What are the small letters...?" which is followed by a text box,
where the participant enters their response.
For this page the iTest_Text cookie stores the following 3 values which are delimited by a "/".
The first value is the time at which the page was first loaded, this value is used to determine how
long the Navon letter identification task has been performed for and therefore enable us to
redirect the web browser to page 8 after 5 minutes. The second value is the total number of
Navon letters attempted and the third value is the number of Navon Letters that were correctly
identified.
When the participant has entered their response and pressed return the participant's response is
checked to determine whether the response is correct or not by comparing the response to an
element in an array containing answer for all 125 Navon letters. If the response is correct then
the third value of the iTest_Text cookie is incremented. Then regardless of whether the response
is correct or not, the second value of the iTest_Text cookie is incremented and then the page is
reloaded into the web browser, which results in a new randomly selected Navon letter being
displayed.
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Figure 6.2: View of Page 7i in a Web Browser

Page 7ii: Identify2.html (See Figure 6.3 for a View of the Page in a Web Browser and Appendix
C-2 for the Complete Source Code)

This page is identical to page 7i except for the text below the Navon letter which is as follows:
"What is the large letter...?". And the array of answers for the Navon letters also differ.
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Figure 6.3: View of Page 7ii in a Web Browser

Page 11: Signing_out.html (See Appendix C-3 for the Complete Source Code)

This page is identical to page 11 of the web experiment in chapter 4 except that the form that is
submitted contains 3 additional hidden fields: "Total No. of Task Trials", "No. of Correct Task
Trials" and "% of Correct Task Trials". The second and third values of the iTest_Text cookie are
written directly into the "Total No. of Task Trials" and the "No. of Correct Task Trials" hidden
fields. Hence, the "Total No. of Task Trials" contains the total number of Navon letters attempted
and the "No. of Correct Task Trials" contains the number of Navon letters that were correctly
identified. Using the second and third values of the iTest_Text cookie, the percentage of Navon
letters correctly identified is calculated and written into the "% of Correct Task Trials".
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Design

The experiment involved a between-subjects design, where the Navon letter identification task
(small or large) was the factor manipulated. The dependent variables were the recognition
accuracy that was either correct or incorrect, the recognition confidence which was rated on a 1
(low) to 9 (high) scale and recognition response latency which was measured in milliseconds.
Procedure

Participants initially view the target face for 2 seconds. They then perform an unrelated filler task
(sliding block puzzle) for 5 minutes, after which they were randomly presented with Navon
letters for 5 minutes and were instructed to identify a letter. Participants in the small letter
condition were instructed to identify the small letter. Participants in the large letter condition were
instructed to identify the large letter. Then finally they, identify the target face from a six face
photo lineup and rate their confidence.

6.1.2: Results

Table 6.1: Means and Standard Deviations for Accuracy, Confidence Ratings and Response
Latencies as a Function of Condition for the Navon Letter Web Experiment

Large Letter

Small Letter

N

101

97

Accuracy

0.79

0.65

(0.41)

(0.48)

6.73

6.33

(2.04)

(2.05)

10555

12391

(7700)

(12006)

Confidence Ratings

Response Latencies
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Note. Standard deviations are in parentheses. The possible range of confidence ratings was from 1 to 9, where 1
denoted low confidence and 9 denoted high confidence. The response latencies were measured in milliseconds.

Recognition Accuracy

The target face was correctly identified by 65% of the participants in the small letter identification
condition and 79% of the participants in the large letter identification condition This difference in
accuracy between the conditions was significant , χ2(1) = 5.01, r = 0.16, p < 0.05.

Confidence Ratings

The confidence ratings were reflected and transformed using a squared root transformation prior
to computing the analysis because the distributions of the untransformed confidence ratings was
significantly negatively skewed. There was no difference in confidence ratings between
participants in the small letter identification condition and participants in the large letter
identification task, t(196) = 1.55, r = 0.11, p > 0.05.

Response Latencies

The response latencies were transformed using a squared root transformation prior to computing
the analysis because the distribution of the untransformed response latencies was significantly
positively skewed. Fourteen outliers were also omitted from the analysis. There was no
difference in response latencies between participants in the small letter identification condition
and participants in the large letter identification task, t(182) = 0.83, r = 0.06, p > 0.05.
6.1.3: Summary

The recognition accuracy findings of Macrae and Lewis (2002) were replicated in the web
experiment since the recognition accuracy of participants in the small-featural letter condition
was statistically significantly lower than the recognition accuracy of participants in the large88

configural letter condition. Interestingly, the response latencies for performing the recognition
test for participants in the small-featural letter was not significantly slower than the response
latencies for performing the recognition test for participants in the large-configural letter
condition. A plausible reason for the absence of the predicted response latency effect is that the
global-precedence hypothesis, a hypothesis that is based chiefly on the findings from
experiments involving Navon letters, may simply not be applicable to the processing of faces.
This explanation seems especially compelling when you consider that there appears to be no
empirical evidence in the face perception and face recognition literature that configural
processing of faces is faster than featural processing of faces.

6.2: Navon Letter Identification Task Lab Experiment

6.2.1: Method

Participants

The sample consisted of students from Cardiff University who either received course credit or
payment for their participation. The total sample consisted of data from 158 participants.
However, data from 5 participants was excluded because participants either failed to correctly
identify 90% of the Navon letters or they did not correctly identify 50 letters or more in the
Navon letter identification task. Hence, the final sample involved 153 participants that consisted
of 78% (119) females and 22% (34) males. The average age of participants was 20 years old.
There were 74 participants in the small-featural letter condition and 74 participants in the largeconfigural letter condition.
Design

The design is identical to the design of the web experiment above.
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Apparatus and Materials

The experiment was conducted on a PC running Windows NT using Internet Explorer 5.0. The
screen resolution was 800 x 600 and the colour depth was 16 bit.
And the experimental materials are identical to the materials of the web experiment above.

Implementation

The implementation is identical to the implementation of the web experiment above.

6.2.2: Results

Table 6.2: Means and Standard Deviations for Accuracy, Confidence Ratings and Response
Latencies as a Function of Condition for the Navon Letter Lab Experiment

Large Letter

Small Letter

N

74

74

Accuracy

0.65

0.57

(0.48)

(0.50)

5.34

5.39

(1.75)

(1.77)

12177

11165

(13617)

(8908)

Confidence Ratings

Response Latencies

Note. Standard deviations are in parentheses. The possible range of confidence ratings was from 1 to 9, where 1
denoted low confidence and 9 denoted high confidence. The response latencies were measured in milliseconds.

Recognition Accuracy

The target face was correctly identified by 57% of the participants in the small letter identification
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condition and 65% of the participants in the large letter identification condition This difference in
accuracy between the conditions was not significant, χ2(1) = 1.02, r = 0.08, p > 0.05.

Confidence Ratings

The confidence ratings were reflected and transformed using a squared root transformation prior
to computing the analysis because the distributions of the untransformed confidence ratings was
significantly negatively skewed. There was no difference in confidence ratings between
participants in the small letter identification condition and the participants in the large letter
condition, t(146) = 0.30, r = 0.02, p > 0.05.

Response Latencies

The response latencies were transformed using a squared root transformation prior to computing
the analysis because the distribution of the untransformed response latencies was significantly
positively skewed. Fifteen outliers were also omitted form the analysis. There was no difference
in response latencies between participants in the small letter identification condition and the
participants in the large letter condition, t(131) = 1.13, r = 0.10, p > 0.05.
6.2.3: Summary

The recognition accuracy findings of Macrae and Lewis (2002) were not replicated in the lab
experiment since the identification accuracy of participants in the small-featural letter condition
was not statistically significantly lower than the identification accuracy of participants in the
large-configural letter condition. The most compelling reason for why we replicated the
recognition accuracy findings of Macrae and Lewis (2002) in the web but not in the lab
experiment is that the web experiment was statistically more powerful. The findings with regard
to confidence ratings and response latencies reflect the findings of the web experiment since
there was no significant difference in the confidence ratings and response latencies between the
small-featural letter condition and the large-configural letter conditions.
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6.3: Validation of the Web Experiment

6.3.1: Results

In order to assess the validity of the web experiment, the data obtained from both the experiments
are compared using factorial ANOVA analyses and HILOG Linear analyses where the study
type (lab or web) is a between-subjects factor.
Recognition Accuracy

A 2 (study) x 2 (Navon letter identification task) x 2(Accuracy) HILOG analysis was performed.
There was a main effect for study, in that participants who performed the experiment on the web
were significantly more accurate than participants who performed the experiment in the lab,

χ 2(1) = 4.99, r = 0.12, p < 0.05. There was also a main effect for Navon letter identification
task, in that participants who performed the small-featural letter identification task were less
accurate than the participants who performed the large-configural letter identification task,

χ 2(1) = 5.44, r = 0.12, p < 0.05. There was no interaction between study and Navon letter
identification task, χ2(1) = 0.66, r = 0.04, p > 0.05.

Confidence

A 2 (study) x 2 (Navon letter identification task) analysis of variance (ANOVA) of the reflected
transformed square rooted confidence ratings was performed. There was a main effect for study,
in that participants who performed the experiment on the web were significantly more confident
than participants who performed the experiment in the lab, F(1,342) = 37.49, r = 0.31,
p < 0.001. There was no main effect for Navon letter identification task, F < 1 and there was also
no 2 way interaction between study and Navon letter identification task, F(1,342) = 1.70,
r = 0.07, p > 0.05.
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Response Latencies

A 2 (study) x 2 (Navon letter identification task) analysis of variance (ANOVA) of the
transformed square rooted response latencies was performed. There was no main effect for
study, F < 1. There was no main effect for Navon letter identification task, F(1,312) = 2.03,
r = 0.08, p > 0.05 and there was also no 2 way interaction between study and Navon letter
identification task, F < 1.
6.3.2: Discussion

The three main findings from the factorial ANOVAs and HILOG validational analyses were as
follows: First participants in the web experiment were significantly more accurate than
participants in the lab experiment. Second participants in the web experiment were significantly
more confident than participants in the lab experiment. Third participants in the web experiment
were not significantly faster than participants in the lab experiment.
These findings reflect the findings that we obtained in our validation of our VO web experiment,
in chapter 4, in that participants in the web experiment were more accurate and confident than the
participants in the lab experiment. Note, however that unlike in VO experiments, participants in
the web experiment were not faster to respond than participants in the lab experiment. Similarly,
these differences alone are not sufficient to undermine the validity of the web experiment, since
what is of theoretical relevance is whether the differences in dependent measures between the
experimental conditions vary as a function of the study type. And, since the Navon letter
identification task (small or large) by study (lab or web) interactions were non-significant for
accuracy, confidence and response latencies, we are compelled to conclude that the difference
between the lab and web data is relatively innocuous.

6.3.3: Conclusions

We replicated the recognition accuracy findings of Macrae and Lewis (2002) in the statistically
more powerful web experiment. The findings with regard to the validity of the Navon letter
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identification task web experiment showed that the data obtained from the web experiment was
highly consistent with the data obtained from the lab experiment. Furthermore, unlike in the VO
web experiment, in chapter 4, there were no differential dropout rates between the two conditions.
Hence, we further intend to use web experiments to investigate and assess the general shift in
processing account of the VO effect.
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Chapter 7: Navon Letter Identification Task Inversion
Experiment
7.1: Introduction

In chapter 6, we demonstrated that the Navon letter identification task could be used instead of a
verbalization task to alter recognition accuracy. The most plausible explanation for this finding,
and the explanation put forward by Macrae and Lewis (2002), is that performing a Navon letter
identification task, like verbalization, induces a general shift in processing at recognition.
However, the empirical evidence to support the central assumption of the general shift in
processing explanation that configural processing at recognition will lead to superior recognition
accuracy than engaging in featural processing at recognition may itself be questionable.
First the findings of Bower and Karlin (1974) has been cited as evidence that engaging in
configural processing during recognition will lead to superior recognition accuracy than
engaging in featural processing. This is because Bower and Karlin (1974) found that recognition
accuracy is significantly higher when individuals make a configural judgment (e.g., decide
whether a face is honest) than when individuals make a featural judgment (e.g., decide whether a
face has a large nose) at study. Moreover, this finding has been successfully replicated in at least
30 studies (for a review of these studies see Coin & Tiberghien, 1997). However, since these
findings concern the effects of featural and configural processing at study rather than at
recognition, they provide no supporting evidence that configural processing of faces is more
effective than featural processing at recognition.
Second the findings of Olsson and Juslin (1999) could be cited as evidence that engaging in
configural processing during recognition will lead to superior recognition accuracy than
engaging in featural processing. In the study conducted by Olsson and Juslin (1999) participants
watched a video clip of a stage crime and were later asked to identify the culprit from a lineup.
Having identified the culprit they were asked to indicate whether they used configural
information (i.e., impression of the face as a whole) or featural information (i.e., part or parts of
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the face). The recognition accuracy of participants who reported using configural information
was marginally significantly greater (p = 0.06) than the recognition accuracy of participants who
reported using featural information. Although, these findings suggest that there is a relationship
between the type of information processed at recognition and recognition accuracy, we cannot
infer that the relationship is causal and hence infer that accurate identification is the result of
processing configural information at recognition. For example, eyewitness’ who have a poor
memory for the target face may revert to using a featural strategy. Hence, inaccurate recognition
may simply be due to a poorer perceptual memory rather than the use of a featural strategy
per se.
Third the findings of the study by Tanaka and Farah (1993) have been universally cited as
evidence that engaging in configural processing during face recognition will lead to superior
recognition accuracy than engaging in featural processing. In the study conducted by Tanaka and
Farah (1993) participants learned the names associated with a set of normal faces. After having
learned the names of the set of faces they were asked to identify a facial feature (e.g., either eyes,
nose or mouth) in a recognition test where the face feature was presented either in isolation or in
the context of the whole face which was previously learned. Recognition accuracy for the face
feature was significantly higher when the face feature was presented in the context of the whole
face than when presented in isolation. Furthermore, Tanaka and Farah (1993) also showed that
this effect did not occur when houses, scrambled faces or inverted faces were used as stimuli.
Hence, the effect that was found for normal faces could not be attributed solely to reinstating the
context of learning. However, it is unclear how the findings from Tanaka and Farah (1993)
support the assumption that engaging in configural processing during recognition will lead to
superior recognition accuracy than engaging in featural processing because the findings only
concern the recognition of a facial feature and not the whole face.
Fourth the negative effects of inversion on face perception and recognition, referred to as the face
inversion effect (for a review, see Valentine, 1988) may provide the most convincing evidence that
configural processing at recognition leads to superior recognition accuracy than featural
processing. This is because empirical evidence has shown that the negative effects of inversion
on face perception and recognition is primarily because processing of configural information is
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disrupted. For instance, in a experiment conducted by Leder and Bruce (2000) participants were
presented with two sets of 6 faces. The faces in one set differed in terms of a combination of
featural information (e.g., hair, mouth and eyes) and the faces in the other set differed in terms of
a combination of configural information (e.g., spatial distance between eyes, spatial distance
between nose and mouth). For both sets of faces participants were required to learn the name
associated with each face. After a delay, participants were presented with the face in both an
upright and inverted orientation and asked to name them. The results from the experiment
showed that the orientation of the faces at test only impaired the identification accuracy of faces
in the set that differed in terms of a combination of configural information.
Since inversion primarily disrupts the processing of configural information, configural
processing is no longer more effective than featural processing when the faces at recognition are
inverted. Therefore, according to the general shift in processing theory inverting the faces at
recognition should attenuate the effect of verbalization on recognition accuracy and this has been
shown to be the case (see, Fallshore & Schooler, 1995). Similarly, the general shift in processing
theory also predicts that inverting the faces at recognition should also attenuate the effect of
performing a Navon letter identification task on recognition accuracy. To determine whether this
is in fact the case we conduct a web experiment that is identical to the web experiment that we
conducted in the previous chapter, except that the faces at recognition are inverted.
In line with the general shift in processing theory we predict that there will not be a significant
difference in recognition accuracy between participants who identify the small-featural letter and
participants who identify the large-configural letter when the faces at recognition are inverted.
We also furthermore predict that there will not be a significant difference in confidence ratings or
response latencies between participants who identify the small-featural letter and participants who
identify the large-configural letter when the faces at recognition are inverted.
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7.2: Method

Participants

Participants were recruited via the APS Psychology Experiments on the Internet
(http://psych.hanover.edu/Research/exponnet.html), the Web Lab for Experimental Psychology
(http://www.psychologie.unizh.ch/genpsy/Ulf/Lab/WebExpPsyLab.html) and theYahoo!
Directory (http://dir.yahoo.com/Social_Science/Psychology/Research/Tests_and_Experiments/).

Sixty-five percent of the participants dropped out in the small-featural letter condition and 63%
of the participants dropped out in the large-configural condition. This difference in dropout rates
was not significant, χ2(1) = 0.50, r = 0.01, p > 0.05.

As a result of dropout the total sample consisted of data from 272 participants. However data
from 70 participants was excluded because participants either failed to correctly identify 90% of
the Navon letters or they did not correctly identify 50 letters or more in the Navon letter
identification task. Hence, the final sample involved 202 participants which consisted of 71%
(132) females and 29% (53) males7. The average age of a participant was 23 years old8 . There
were 106 participants in the large-configural letter condition and 96 in the small-featural letter
condition.
Apparatus and Materials

The target photo and six face photo lineup from Finger and Pedek (1999) which were used in
our previous experiments was used. However in this experiment the six face photo lineup was
presented upside down.
The 125 Navon letters that were used in our previous Navon letter experiments were used in the
Navon letter identification task.
7
8

17 participants did not state their sex.
24 participants did not state their age.
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Implementation

The implementation is identical to the implementation of the web experiment in chapter 6, except
for the function and content of the following pages.

Page 8: Instruct_3.html (See Figure 7.1 for a View of the Page in a Web Browser and Appendix
D-1 for the Complete Source Code)

This page contains the following instructions:
“Now you will be presented with 6 upside down faces.
Please could you click on the face which you were initially shown”
To continue onto the next page the participant must click onto the continue button and this
redirects the web browser to page 9.
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Figure 7.1: View of Page 8 in a Web Browser

Page 9: Recognition.html (See Figure 7.2 for a View of the Page in a Web Browser and
Appendix D-2 for the Complete Source Code )

This page is identical to page 9 of the web experiment in chapter 6, expect that the response
matrix consisting of the target face and 5 distractor faces is displayed upside down.
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Figure 7.2: View of Page 9 in a Web Browser

Design

The experiment involved a between-subjects design, where the letter identification task (small,
large) was the factor manipulated. The dependent variables were the recognition accuracy that
was either correct or incorrect, the recognition confidence which was rated on a 1 (low) to 9
(high) scale and recognition response latency that was measured in milliseconds.
Procedure

Participants initially view the target face for 2 seconds. They then perform an unrelated filler task
(sliding block puzzle) for 5 minutes, after which they were randomly presented with Navon
letters for 5 minutes and were instructed to identify a letter. Participants in the small letter
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condition were instructed to identify the small letters. Participants in the large letter condition
were instructed to identify the large letter. Then finally they identify the target face from an
inverted six-face photo lineup and rate their confidence.
7.3: Results

Table 7.1: Means and Standard Deviations for Accuracy, Confidence Ratings and Response
Latencies as a Function of Condition for the Navon Letter Inversion Experiment

Large Letter

Small Letter

N

106

96

Accuracy

0.43

0.43

(0.50)

(0.50)

6.10

5.49

(2.00)

(2.34)

12963

13048

(8961)

(9526)

Confidence Ratings

Response Latencies

Note. Standard deviations are in parentheses. The possible range of confidence ratings was from 1 to 9, where 1
denoted low confidence and 9 denoted high confidence. The response latencies were measured in milliseconds.

Recognition Accuracy

The target face was correctly identified by 43% of the participants who performed the small letter
identification task and 43% of the participants who performed the large letter identification task.
This difference in accuracy was not significant, χ2(1) = 0.01, r = 0.00, p > 0.05.

Confidence Ratings

The confidence ratings were reflected and transformed using a squared root transformation prior
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to computing the analysis because the distributions of the untransformed confidence ratings was
significantly negatively skewed. There was no difference in confidence ratings between
participants who performed the small letter identification task and the participants who performed
the large letter identification task, t(200) = 1.74, r = 0.12, p > 0.05.

Response Latencies

The response latencies were transformed using a squared root transformation prior to computing
the analysis because the distribution of the untransformed response latencies was significantly
positively skewed. Three outliers were also omitted form the analysis. There was no difference in
response latencies between the participants who performed the small letter identification task and
the participants who performed the large letter identification task, t(197) = 0.05, r = 0.00,
p > 0.05.
7.4: Discussion

The Navon letter identification task had no effect on recognition accuracy, confidence or
response latencies when the faces at recognition were inverted. Hence, these findings could be
interpreted as providing supporting evidence for the general shift in processing theory. However,
there are other alternative explanations for why the Navon letter identification task did not affect
recognition accuracy when the faces at recognition were inverted.
First although inversion has been shown to primarily disrupt the processing of configural
information it has also been shown to disrupt the processing of featural information. In an
experiment conducted by Rakover and Teucher (1997) participants studied facial features (e.g.,
hair, eyes, nose, mouth and chin) in isolation. Next participants were required to perform an oldnew recognition test for the previously studied facial features. In the old-new recognition facial
features were either presented upright or inverted. The results showed that recognition accuracy
was lower when facial features were presented inverted at test than when the facial features were
presented upright. So given that inversion can impair all types of face processing (i.e., featural
and configural) it seems highly unlikely, although not impossible, that any face recognition
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effect, especially if the effect is small, could exist after inversion.
Second Tulving’s (1983) principle of encoding specificity may also account for these findings.
This is because the orientation (upright) of the face presented at study is different from the
orientation (inverted) of the face presented at recognition. Hence, according to the principle of
encoding specificity this incongruity between the face presented at study and the face presented
at recognition is likely to substantially impair recognition accuracy and this may consequently
overshadow any face recognition effects, especially if the face recognition effect is small.
In summary, the findings from this experiment provide evidence that is compatible with the
general shift in processing theory. However, there are other alternative explanations that can also
credibly account for these findings.
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Chapter 8: Schematic Face Judgment Task Experiment
8.1: Introduction

In this chapter and the following two chapters we attempt to induce a general shift in processing
and consequently alter recognition accuracy by using other cognitive tasks that may prime
featural and configural processing at recognition. In doing so this will enable us to indirectly
assess the credibility of the general shift in processing as an account for the VO effect. For if
other cognitive tasks which are believed to prime featural and configural processing
independently, such as the Navon letter identification task, are shown to significantly alter
recognition accuracy then this would indirectly support the credibility of the general shift in
processing account of the VO effect. Furthermore, we may even identify a cognitive task that is
more effective than the Navon letter identification task for inducing a general shift in processing
and hence, this would allow us to refine and expand on the current methodology for investigating
the effects of a general shift in processing on recognition performance.

Although, in chapter 6 we detected a significant effect for performing the Navon letter
identification task on recognition accuracy, the effect we detected was still small (r = 0.16). The
effect may be small because of the dissimilarity between the Navon letter identification task and
the face recognition test. Consequently the type of processing (featural or configural) primed by
Navon letter identification task may be less likely to successfully transfer to the face recognition
test. Hence, using a priming task which involves faces may strengthen the task’s priming effect
on recognition performance since it increases the similarity between the priming task and the
recognition test and in consequence the priming task’s influence on recognition accuracy may
perhaps be more detectable.
However, previous research by Deffenbacher, Carr and Leu (1981) has shown that faces are
susceptible to retroactive inference. In the study conducted by Deffenbacher et al. (1981)
participants were initially presented with 21 target faces. Then half the participants were
presented with 21 interpolated faces, while the other half performed a control task (i.e. digit
cancellation). Finally, all the participants perform a recognition test for the target faces. The
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results from the study showed that the participants who performed the control task were
significantly more accurate at recognizing the target faces than participants who viewed the
interpolated faces. Hence, using a priming task which involves photo-realistic faces may prove
counterproductive because the retroactive inference created by presenting photo-realistic faces
during the priming task may impair the recognition of the target face photo and therefore
consequently overshadow the priming effect. Therefore, it seems that using a priming task
involving schematic faces would be more suitable. This is because the task’s priming effect on
recognition accuracy is less likely to be masked by retroactive inference since unlike photorealistic faces, schematic faces are visually dissimilar from the target face photo.
Furthermore, Sagiv and Bentin (2001) provide neurological evidence to suggest that natural faces
and schematic faces are processed similarly when upright. Although, they also provide
neurological evidence to suggest that natural faces and schematic faces are processed differently
when inverted. However, even if Sagiv and Bentin (2001) had found evidence to suggest that
natural faces and schematic faces may be processed differently when upright this should not in
itself dissuade us from using a priming task involving schematic faces. This is because it is
highly unlikely that performing the Navon letter identification task involves exactly the same
cognitive processes that are involved in perceiving and recognizing natural faces. Hence, the
priming task does not necessarily have to involve exactly the same processes as the processes
involved in face recognition.
In order to induce a general shift in processing and consequently alter recognition accuracy we
conducted an experiment that involves performing a face judgment task involving schematic faces
prior to the face recognition test. Participants will either perform the featural face judgment task
or the configural face judgment task prior to recognition. The featural face judgment task that
involves judging whether a pair of featurally dissimilar faces or identical faces are the same. The
configural face judgment task that involves judging whether a pair of configurally dissimilar
faces or identical faces are the same.
In line with the general shift in processing theory we predict that participants who perform the
featural judgment task prior to recognition will be significantly less accurate recognizing the
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target face than the participants who perform the configural judgment task prior to recognition.
Additionally, we predict that there will be no difference in response latencies and confidence
ratings between participants who perform the featural judgment task prior to recognition may and
participants who perform the configural judgment task prior to recognition.

8.2: Method

Participants

Participants were recruited via the APS Psychology Experiments on the Internet
(http://psych.hanover.edu/Research/exponnet.html), the Web Lab for Experimental Psychology
(http://www.psychologie.unizh.ch/genpsy/Ulf/Lab/WebExpPsyLab.html) and theYahoo!
Directory (http://dir.yahoo.com/Social_Science/Psychology/Research/Tests_and_Experiments/).

Sixty-five percent of the participants dropped out in the featural face judgment task condition and
70% of the participants dropped out in the configural face judgment task condition. This
difference in dropout rates was not significant, χ2(1) = 1.34, r = 0.04, p > 0.05.

As a result of dropout the total sample consisted of data from 259 participants. However, data
from 75 participants were excluded because in the face judgment task participants either failed to
make 30 judgments or their performance was not significantly better than chance. Hence, the
final sample involved 184 participants which consisted of 75% (130) females and 25% (44)
males. The average age of a participant was 23 years old. There were 92 participants in the
configural face judgment task condition and 92 participant in the featural face judgment task
condition.

Apparatus and Materials

The target photo and a six-face photo lineup from Finger and Pezdek (1999) which were used in
our previous experiments were used.
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For the featural face judgment task 120 pairs of schematic faces were created of which 60 pair of
faces were identical (e.g. see figure 8.1), 30 pair of faces had different eyes (e.g. see figure 8.2)
and 30 pair of faces had different mouths (e.g. see figure 8.3).

Figure 8.1: Featurally Identical Pair of Faces

Figure 8.2: Featurally Dissimilar Pair of Faces where the Eyes differ
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Figure 8.3: Featurally Dissimilar Pair of Faces where the Mouths differ

For the configural face judgment task 120 pairs of schematic faces were created of which 60 pair
of faces were identical (e.g. see figure 8.4), 30 pair of faces had a different distance between the
eyes (e.g. see figure 8.5) and 30 pair of faces had a different distance between the bottom of the
nose and the top of the mouth (e.g. see figure 8.6).

Figure 8.4: Configurally Identical Pair of Faces
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Figure 8.5: Configurally Dissimilar Pair of Faces where the Distance between the Eyes Differ

Figure 8.6: Configurally Dissimilar Pair of Faces where the Distance between the Nose and
Mouth Differ
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Implementation

The implementation is identical to the implementation of the web experiment in chapter 6, except
for the function and content of the following pages.
Page 7i: Identify1.html (See Figure 8.7 for a View of the Page in a Web Browser and Appendix
E-1 for the Complete Source Code)

At the top of this page is the following text: "(Note that this task will only last for 5 minutes".
Under which a pair of faces randomly selected from a set of 120 faces (that are either featural
similar or featural dissimilar) is displayed. Below this is the following text: "Please look
carefully at these faces. Are they different? Yes or No".
For this page the iTest_Text cookie stores the following 3 values which are delimited by a "/".
The first value is the time at which the page was first loaded, this value is used to determine how
long the face judgment task has been performed for and therefore enable us to redirect the web
browser to page 8 after 5 minutes. The second value is the total number of pair of faces
attempted and the third value is the number of correct judgments made.
When the participant has made their judgment by either clicking on yes or no then the
participant's response is checked to determine whether the response is correct or not by
comparing the response to an element in an array containing answers for all 120 pairs of faces. If
the response is correct then the third value of the iTest_Text cookie is incremented. Then
regardless of whether the response is correct or not, the second value of the iTest_Text cookie is
incremented and then a dialog box is displayed informing the participant whether their judgment
was correct or incorrect. After, the participant has click on the OK button to clear the dialog box
the page is reloaded into the web browser, which results in a new randomly selected pair of faces
being displayed.
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Figure 8.7: View of Page 7i in a Web Browser

Page 7ii: Identify2.html (See Figure 8.8 for a View of the Page in a Web Browser and Appendix
E-2 for the Complete Source Code)

This page is identical to page 7i except that the pair of faces displayed are selected form a
different set of 120 pairs of faces, where the pairs of face are either configurally similar or
configurally dissimilar. The array of answers for the pair of faces is also different.
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Figure 8.8: View of Page 7ii in a Web Browser

Design

The experiment involved a between-subjects design, where the face judgment task (featural or
configural) was the factor manipulated. The dependent variables were the recognition accuracy
that was either correct or incorrect, the recognition confidence which was rated on a 1 (low) to 9
(high) scale and recognition response latency which was measured in milliseconds.
Procedure

Participants initially view the target face for 2 seconds. They then perform an unrelated filler task
(sliding block puzzle) for 5 minutes, after which they either perform the featural face judgment
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task or the configural face judgment task for 5 minutes. In both the featural and configural face
judgment tasks, participants are presented randomly with pairs of faces and are asked to judge
whether the pair of faces are identical. Finally, all the participants identify the target face from
either a six-face photo lineup and rated their confidence.

8.3: Results

Table 8.1: Means and Standard Deviations for Accuracy, Confidence Ratings and Response
Latencies as a Function of Condition for the Schematic Face Judgment Experiment

Configural

Featural

Judgment

Judgment

N

92

92

Accuracy

0.74

0.75

(0.44)

(0.44)

6.42

6.41

(1.89)

(2.02)

11167

11888

(10313)

(12317)

Confidence Ratings

Response Latencies

Note. Standard deviations are in parentheses. The possible range of confidence ratings was from 1 to 9, where 1
denoted low confidence and 9 denoted high confidence. The response latencies were measured in milliseconds.

Recognition Accuracy

The target face was correctly identified by 75% of the participants who performed the featural
judgment task and 74% of the participants who performed the configural judgment task. This
difference in accuracy was not significant, χ2(1) = 0.03, r = -0.01, p > 0.05.
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Confidence Ratings

The confidence ratings were reflected and transformed using a squared root transformation prior
to computing the analysis because the distributions of the untransformed confidence ratings was
significantly negatively skewed. There was no difference in confidence ratings between the
participants who performed the featural judgment and the participants who performed the
configural judgment task, t(182) = 1.04, r = 0.08, p > 0.05.
Response Latencies

The response latencies were transformed using a squared root transformation prior to computing
the analysis because the distribution of the untransformed response latencies was significantly
positively skewed. Thirteen outliers were also omitted from the analysis. There was no difference
in response latencies between the participants who performed the configural judgment task and
the participants who performed the spatial judgment task, t(182) = 0. 74, r = 0.05, p > 0.05.

8.4: Discussion

The face judgment task had no statistically significant effect upon accuracy, confidence ratings
and response latencies. A possible explanation for why the face judgment task did not affect
recognition accuracy is that configural processing was not evoked when the configural face
judgment task was performed. This is because, in light of the observation by Rhodes, Brake and
Atkinson (1993) that spatial distances between features could be coded and processed as a
feature, it is possible that the configural face judgment task could have been processed featural.
For instance, the spatial distance between the nose and mouth could be processed featural as the
philtrum and similarly the spatial distance between the eyes could be processes featurally as the
nasal bridge.
However, the findings with regard to the effects of inversion on face perception and recognition,
discussed in chapter 7, demonstrate that inversion has a greater detrimental effect on the
processing of the spatial distance than the processing of isolated features. Hence, this suggest
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that spatial distances (e.g., spatial distance between the eyes and the spatial distance between the
nose and mouth.) are not necessarily processed featurally. Although, how the spatial distances
are processed may be dependent upon the type of task. Hence, it is possible that the face
judgment task that we used may have inadvertently induced featural processing of the configural
information.
But if we take into account the recognition accuracy results for both the configural and featural
face judgments tasks (74%, 75% respectively) are highly comparable to the recognition accuracy
results obtained in the large-configural letter condition in our Navon letter web experiment (79%)
and the recognition accuracy results obtained in the large-configural letter condition in Macrae
and Lewis’ (2002) experiment, it seems unlikely that both types of face judgment induced
featural processing at recognition. Since the high recognition accuracy results suggest that the
face judgment task had no effect upon the type of processing engaged during recognition and as
a consequence all the participants engaged in configural processing during recognition, by
default.
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Chapter 9: Letter Identification Task Experiment
9.1: Introduction

In this chapter we attempt to induce a general shift in processing and consequently alter
recognition accuracy by using a cognitive task that involves priming the processing of
information residing at different spatial frequencies. This is because Bruce (1988) suggests that
featural and configural can be alternatively conceptualized in terms of different spatial
frequencies, where featural processing involves processing high spatial frequency information
and configural processing involves processing low spatial frequency information. For example,
figure 9.1 shows clearly that configural information is persevered at a low spatial frequency,
while featural information is expunged.
Figure 9.1: Images of a Face as the Spatial Frequency Decreases

High Spatial Frequency - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - > Low Spatial
Frequency

The spatial frequency of the face images decrease from left to right by 0.5 octaves. This figure was taken and
adapted from Sergent (1986).

Given that identifying the large-configural letter of Navon letters is assumed to evoke configural
processing and that identifying the small-featural letter of Navon letters is assumed to evoke
featural processing, the findings of Shulman, Sullivan, Gish and Sakoda (1986) and Shulman
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and Wilson (1987) provide indirect supporting empirical evidence that featural processing entails
the processing of high frequency information and that configural processing entails the
processing of low spatial frequency information. This is because the findings of Shulman at al
(1986) indicate that adaptation to low spatial frequency facilitates the identification of the largeconfigural letter of a Navon letter and adaptation to high spatial frequency facilitates the
identification of the small-featural letter of a Navon letter. Similarly, the findings of Shulman and
Wilson (1987) showed that identifying the large-configural letter of a Navon letter facilitates the
detectability of low spatial frequencies and identifying the small-featural letter of a Navon letter
facilitates the detectability of high spatial frequencies.
In order to induce a general shift in processing and consequently alter recognition accuracy we
conducted an experiment that involves performing a letter identification task prior to the
recognition test. Participants will either identify small letters or identify large letters. Since small
letters reside at a high spatial frequency and large letters reside at a low spatial frequency,
identifying small letters prior to recognition is likely to prime featural processing at recognition
and identifying large letters prior to recognition is likely to prime configural processing at
recognition.
In line with the general shift in processing theory we predict that participants who perform the
small letter identification task prior to recognition will be significantly less accurate at
recognizing the target face than the participants who perform the large letter identification task
prior to recognition. Additionally, we predict that there will be no difference in response latencies
and confidence ratings between participants who perform the small letter identification task prior
to recognition and participants who perform the large letter identification task prior to
recognition.
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9.2: Method

Participants

Participants were recruited via the APS Psychology Experiments on the Internet
(http://psych.hanover.edu/Research/exponnet.html), the Web Lab for Experimental Psychology
(http://www.psychologie.unizh.ch/genpsy/Ulf/Lab/WebExpPsyLab.html) and theYahoo!
Directory (http://dir.yahoo.com/Social_Science/Psychology/Research/Tests_and_Experiments/).

Fifty-eight percent of the participants dropped out in the small letter condition and 65% of the
participants dropped out in the large letter condition. This difference in dropout rates was not
significant, χ2(1) = 3.37, r = 0.07, p > 0.05.

As a result of dropout the total sample consisted of data from 255 participants. However, data
from 67 participants was excluded because participants either failed to correctly identify 90%
letters or they did not correctly identify 50 letters or more in the letter identification task. Hence,
the final sample involved 188 participants that consisted of 68% (113) females and 32% (53)
males9 . The average age of a participant was 21 years old10 . There were 90 participants in the
large letter condition and 98 participants in the small letter condition.
Apparatus and Materials

The target photo and a six-face photo lineup from Finger and Pezdek (1999) that were used in
our previous experiments were used.
Pictures of 26 small letters (see figure 9.2) and 26 large letters (see figure 9.3) were created for
the letter identification task. The font used for the letters was Courier and the font size was 14
point for the small letters and 250 point for the large letters. Note, that the small letters were the
same size as the small-featural letters of the Navon letters and also that the large letters were the
same size as the large-configural letters of the Navon letters used in experiments, in chapter 6.
9

22 participants did not state their sex.
27 participants did not state their age.

10
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Figure 9.2: Small Letter

Figure 9.3: Large Letter
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Implementation

The implementation is identical to the implementation of the web experiment in chapter 6, except
for the function and content of the following pages.
Page 7i: Identify1.html (See Figure 9.4 for a View of the Page in a Web Browser and Appendix
F-1 for the Complete Source Code)

At the top of this page is the following text: "(Note that this task will only last for 5 minutes".
Under which a small letter randomly selected from a set of 26 small letters is displayed. Below
this is the following text: "What is the letter shown above..?" which is followed by a text box,
where the participant enters their response.
For this page the iTest_Text cookie stores the following 3 values which are delimited by a "/".
The first value is the time at which the page was first loaded, this value is used to determine how
long the letter identification task has been performed for and therefore enable us to redirect the
web browser to page 8 after 5 minutes. The second value is the total number of letters attempted
and the third value is the number of letters that were correctly identified.
When the participant has entered their response and pressed return the participant's response is
checked to determine whether the response is correct or not by comparing the response to an
element in an array containing answer for all 26 letters. If the response is correct then the third
value of the iTest_Text cookie is incremented. Then regardless of whether the response is correct
or not, the second value of the iTest_Text cookie is incremented and then the page is reloaded
into the web browser, which results in a new randomly selected letter being displayed.
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Figure 9.4: View of Page 7i in a Web Browser

Page 7ii: Identify2.html (See Figure 9.5 for a View of the Page in a Web Browser and Appendix
F-2 for the Complete Source Code)

This page is identical to page 7i except for the letter which is displayed is large instead of small
and the array of answers for the letters is also different.
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Figure 9.5: View of Page 7ii in a Web Browser

Design

The experiment involved a between-subjects design, where the letter identification task (small or
large letters) was the factor manipulated. The dependent variables were the recognition accuracy
that was either correct or incorrect, recognition confidence which was rated on a 1 (low) to 9
(high) scale and recognition response latency which was measured in milliseconds.

Procedure

Participants initially view the target face for 2 seconds. They then perform an unrelated filler task
(sliding block puzzle) for 5 minutes, after which they were randomly presented with either small
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or large letters for 5 minutes and were instructed to identify the letter. Then finally they identify
the target face from either a six-face photo lineup and rate their confidence.
9.3: Results

Table 9.1: Means and Standard Deviations for Accuracy, Confidence Ratings and Response
Latencies as a Function of Condition for the Letter Identification Experiment

Large Letter

Small Letter

N

90

98

Accuracy

0.84

0.78

(0.36)

(0.42)

6.99

7.01

(1.86)

(1.88)

9947

9898

(7393)

(6623)

Confidence Ratings

Response Latencies

Note. Standard deviations are in parentheses. The possible range of confidence ratings was from 1 to 9, where 1
denoted low confidence and 9 denoted high confidence. The response latencies were measured in milliseconds.

Recognition Accuracy

The target face was correctly identified by 78% of the participants who performed the small letter
identification task and 84% of the participants who performed the large letter identification task.
This difference in accuracy was not significant, χ2(1) =1.44, r = 0.09, p > 0.05.

Confidence Ratings

The confidence ratings were reflected and transformed using a squared root transformation prior
to computing the analysis because the distributions of the untransformed confidence ratings was
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significantly negatively skewed. There was no difference in confidence ratings between
participants who performed the small letter identification task and the participants who performed
the large letter identification task, t(186) = 0.17, r = 0.01, p > 0.05.

Response Latencies

The response latencies were transformed using a squared root transformation prior to computing
the analysis because the distribution of the untransformed response latencies was significantly
positively skewed. Six outliers were also omitted form the analysis. There was no difference in
response latencies between the participants who performed the small letter identification task and
the participants who performed the large letter identification task, t(180) = 0.11, r = 0.01,
p > 0.05.

9.4: Discussion

The letter identification task had no statistically significant effect upon recognition accuracy,
confidence or response latencies. There are several possible explanations for why the letter
identification task had no statistically significant effect upon recognition accuracy, the primary
measure of VO.
First although performing the letter identification task may have successfully differentially
primed featural and configural processing the type of processing primed may have not transfer to
the recognition test. This is because the letter identification task lacks face relevance. But given
that the Navon letter identification task also lacks face relevance and that an effect for recognition
accuracy was found for the Navon letter identification task, the plausibility of this explanation
seems doubtful.
Second the letter identification task was posited to differentially prime featural and configural
processing by differentially priming the processing of low and high spatial frequency
information. But it is possible that the information required to process the small letter may not
reside at the same (or approximately the same) spatial frequency as the information required to
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process featural aspects of a face or similarly the information required to process the large letter
may not reside at the same spatial frequency as the information required to process configural
aspects of a face. However, since the Navon letter identification task use the same size of letters
and that an effect for recognition accuracy was found for the Navon letter identification task, this
explanation seems questionable.
Third although large letters can be identified by processing information residing at a low spatial
frequency, the large letters can also be identified by processing information at a high spatial
frequency. Hence, identifying large letters may have not successfully primed configural
processing at recognition. However, the high recognition accuracy results for the large letter
identification condition (84%) suggest that configural processing was engaged in during the
recognition test. For presumably, even though the large letter identification task may have had no
effect on the type of processing engaged at during recognition, configural processing was still
engaged in by default, hence this explanation also seems questionable.
Fourth the high recognition accuracy results for the small letter identification condition (78%)
suggest that featural processing was not primed by performing the small letter identification task.
This is because if a featural processing had occurred then we would have expected recognition
accuracy to be far lower. A possible reason for why featural processing was not induced by
performing the small letter identification task is that a processing shift might be more likely to
occur when non-primed information is inhibited. For example, a featural processing shift may
successfully occur when identifying the small-featural letter of a Navon letter, since it requires
inhibiting the large-configural letter. Therefore a featural processing shift may not occur when
identifying a small letter since it does not require inhibiting configural information.
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Chapter 10: Stroop Word Task Experiment
10.1: Introduction

In this chapter, we attempt to induce a general shift in processing and consequently alter
recognition accuracy by using a cognitive task that is primarily processed by either the left
hemisphere or the right hemisphere processing. This is because the findings of Leehey et al.
(1978) suggest that featural processing entails predominantly left hemispheric processing and
configural processing entails predominantly right hemispheric processing.
Leehey et al. (1978) conducted an experiment where participants were initially presented with
pairs of faces. One face of the pair was presented to the left visual field and therefore processed
by the right hemisphere. The other face of the pair was presented to the right visual field and
therefore processed by the left hemisphere. Half of the participants were presented with the pair
of faces upright and the other half of participants were presented with the pair of faces inverted.
Then participants performed a recognition test for the pair of faces. The results of the experiment
showed that recognition accuracy for the upright faces was significantly higher for the faces that
were processed by the right hemisphere than the left hemisphere. The results also showed that
recognition accuracy for the inverted faces was marginally significantly higher for the faces that
were processed by the left hemisphere than the right hemisphere. Given that upright faces are
assumed to be processed configurally and inverted faces are assumed to be processed featurally,
because inversion disrupts primarily the processing of configural information, the results of
Leehey et al. (1978) could be interpreted as empirical evidence to suggest that featural processing
predominantly entails left hemispheric processing and configural processing predominantly
entails right hemispheric processing.
Van Kleeck (1989) conducted a meta-analysis of studies that investigated the effects of
presenting the Navon letter in either the left or right visual field on performing both the smallfeatural and large-configural Navon letter identification tasks, and found the following. Firstly,
the small-featural Navon letter identification task was performed significantly faster when the
Navon letter was presented in the right visual field than when the Navon letter is presented in the
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left visual field. Hence, this suggests that the small-featural Navon letter identification task is
more effective processed by the left hemisphere than the right hemisphere. Secondly, the largeconfigural Navon letter identification task was performed significantly faster when the Navon
letter was presented in the left visual field than when the Navon letter is presented in the right
visual field. Hence, this suggests that the large-configural Navon letter identification task is more
effective processed by the right hemisphere than the left hemisphere. Given that identifying the
large-configural letter of Navon letters is assumed to evoke configural processing and that
identifying the small-featural letter of Navon letters is assumed to evoke featural processing, the
findings from the meta-analysis by Van Kleeck (1989) provide further supporting empirical
evidence that featural processing entails predominantly left hemispheric processing and that
configural processing entails predominantly right hemispheric processing.
In order to induce a general shift in processing by engaging in a cognitive task which
differentially induces predominantly left and right hemispheric processing we need to identify a
stimulus like the Navon letter, which depending upon the task instruction is either processed
primarily by the left hemisphere or the right hemisphere. The Stroop word, devised by
Stroop (1935), which is simply a colour word displayed in another colour, is an excellent
example of a Navon letter like stimulus because like the Navon letter, the Stroop word has two
dimensions of conflicting information. Hence performing the Stroop word task will require
inhibition of of task irrelevant information.
However, more importantly the findings of Schmidt and Davis (1974) suggest that naming the
Stroop word is predominantly processed by the left hemisphere and naming the colour which the
Stroop word is displayed in is predominantly processed by the right hemisphere. In an
experiment conduct by Schmidt and Davis (1974), Stroop words were presented in either the left
or right visual field and participants were required to either name the Stroop word or name the
colour which the Stroop word is display in. The results showed that naming the colour in which
the Stroop word was display in was significantly faster when the Stroop word was presented in
the left visual field. Hence, this suggests that naming the colour that the Stroop word is display in
is more effectively processed by the right hemisphere than the left hemisphere. The results also
showed that naming the Stroop word was also marginally faster when the Stroop word was
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presented in the right visual field. Hence, this suggests that naming the Stroop word may be
more effectively processed by the left hemisphere than the right hemisphere.
In order to induce a general shift in processing we conduct an experiment that involves
performing a Stroop word task prior to the recognition test. Participants either name the Stroop
word or name the colour in which the Stroop word is displayed in. Since naming the Stroop
word involves predominantly left hemispheric processing, it is likely to induce featural
processing at recognition. And since naming the colour in which the Stroop word is displayed in
involves predominantly right hemispheric processing, it is likely to induce configural processing
at recognition.
Therefore, in accordance with the general shift in processing theory we predict that participants
who perform the Stroop word task that involves naming the Stroop word will be significant less
accurate recognizing the target face than the participants who perform the Stroop word task that
involves naming the colour that the Stroop word is displayed in. Additionally, we predict that
there will be no difference in response latencies and confidence ratings between participants who
perform the Stroop word task that involves naming the Stroop word prior to recognition and
participants who perform the Stroop word task that involves naming the colour that the Stroop
word is displayed in prior to recognition.
10.2: Method

Participants

Participants were recruited via the APS Psychology Experiments on the Internet
(http://psych.hanover.edu/Research/exponnet.html), the Web Lab for Experimental Psychology
(http://www.psychologie.unizh.ch/genpsy/Ulf/Lab/WebExpPsyLab.html) and theYahoo!
Directory (http://dir.yahoo.com/Social_Science/Psychology/Research/Tests_and_Experiments/).

Fifty-eight percent of the participants dropped out in the naming the colour word condition and
60% of the participants dropped out in the naming the colour of the word condition. This
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difference in dropout rates was not significant, χ2(1) = 0.17, r = 0.02, p > 0.05.

As a result of dropout the total sample consisted of data from 266 participants. However, data
from 72 participants were excluded because participants either responded incorrectly to 90% of
the Stroop words with they were presented with or they did not respond correctly on 50 or more
of the Stroop words. Hence, the final sample involved 194 participants, which consisted of 71%
(120) females and 29% (48) males. The average age of a participant was 23 years old. There
were 97 participants in the naming the colour of the word condition and 97 naming the colour
word condition.
Apparatus and Materials

The target photo and a six-face photo lineup from Finger and Pezdek (1999) that were used in
our previous experiments were used.
Pictures of 56 Stroop words were created using the following 8 colours: black, blue, brown,
green, orange, pink, red and yellow. The font used was Helvetica and the font size was 40 point.
For an example of a Stroop word used in the experiments see figure 10.1.
Figure 10.1: Stroop word

Implementation

The implementation is identical to the implementation of the web experiment in chapter 6, except
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for the function and content of the following pages.
Page 7i: Identify1.html (See Figure 10.2 for a View of the Page in a Web Browser and
Appendix G-1 for the Complete Source Code)

At the top of this page is the following text: "(Note that this task will only last for 5 minutes".
Under which a Stroop word randomly selected from a set of 56 Stroop words is displayed.
Below this is the following text: "Type in the word above..?" which is followed by a text box,
where the participant enters their response.
For this page the iTest_1_Text cookie stores the following 3 values which are delimited by a "/".
The first value is the time at which the page was first loaded, this value is used to determine how
long the Stroop word task has been performed for and therefore enable us to redirect the web
browser to page 8 after 5 minutes. The second value is the total number of Stroop word
attempted and the third value is the number of Stroop words that were correctly responded to.
When the participant has entered their response and press return the participant's response is
checked to determine whether the response is correct or not by comparing the response to an
element in an array containing answer for all 56 Stroop words. If the response is correct then the
third value of the iTest_1_Text cookie is incremented. Then regardless of whether the response
is correct or not, the second value of the iTest_1_Text cookie is incremented and then the page is
reloaded into the web browser, which results in a new randomly selected Stroop word being
displayed.
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Figure 10.2: View of Page 7i in a Web Browser

Page 7ii: Identify2.html (See Figure 10.3 for a View of the Page in a Web Browser and
Appendix G-2 for the Complete Source Code)

This page is identical to page 7i, except for the text below the Stroop word which is as follows:
"Type in the ink color of the word above ...". And the array of answers for the Stroop words is
also different.
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Figure 10.3: View of Page 7ii in a Web Browser

Design

The experiment involved a between-subjects design, where the Stroop word task (either naming
the word or naming the colour of the word) was the factor manipulated. The dependent variables
were the recognition accuracy that was either correct or incorrect, the recognition confidence
which was rated on a 1 (low) to 9 (high) scale and recognition response latency that was
measured in milliseconds.

Procedure

Participants initially view the target face for 2 seconds. They then perform an unrelated filler task
(sliding block puzzle) for 5 minutes. After which they either perform the Stroop word task that
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involves either naming the word or naming the colour of the word, for 5 minutes. Finally, all the
participants identify the target face from a six-face photo lineup and then rate their confidence
10.3: Results

Table 10.1: Means and Standard Deviations for Accuracy, Confidence Ratings and Response
Latencies as a Function of Condition for the Stroop Word Experiment

Colour

Word

N

97

97

Accuracy

0.74

0.70

(0.44)

(0.46)

6.89

6.95

(2.10)

(1.92)

12004

10177

(11516)

(6791)

Confidence Ratings

Response Latencies

Note. Standard deviations are in parentheses. The possible range of confidence ratings was from 1 to 9, where 1
denoted low confidence and 9 denoted high confidence. The response latencies were measured in milliseconds.

Recognition Accuracy

The target face was correctly identified by 70% of the participants in the naming the word
condition and 74% of the participants in the naming the colour of the word condition. This
difference in accuracy between the conditions was not significant, χ2(1) = 0.41, r = 0.05,
p > 0.05.
Confidence Ratings

The confidence ratings were reflected and transformed using a squared root transformation prior
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to computing the analysis because the distributions of the untransformed confidence ratings was
significantly negatively skewed. There was no difference in confidence ratings between
participants in the naming the word condition and the participants in the naming the colour of the
word condition, t(192) = 0.09, r = 0.00, p > 0.05.

Response Latencies

The response latencies were transformed using a squared root transformation prior to computing
the analysis because the distribution of the untransformed response latencies was significantly
positively skewed. Thirteen outliers were also omitted form the analysis. There was no difference
in response latencies between participants in the naming the word condition and the participants
in the naming the colour of the word condition, t(179) = 0.02, r = 0.00, p > 0.05.

10.4: Discussion

The Stroop word task had no statistically significant effect upon recognition accuracy,
confidence ratings or response latencies. However, the pattern of the recognition accuracy results
were in the predicted direction, in that participants who named the Stroop word were less accurate
in recognizing the target face than the participants who named the colour of the Stroop word.
Furthermore, the recognition accuracy results for each processing task were highly comparable
to the recognition accuracy results obtained in the Navon letter identification task web
experiment. For example, the recognition accuracy for the configural processing task was 74% in
the Stroop experiment and 79% in the Navon letter identification task web experiment. Similarly
the recognition accuracy for the featural processing task was 70% in the Stroop experiment and
65% in the Navon letter web experiment. Hence, the recognition accuracy results form the Stroop
word experiment may be considered to be some degree consistent with a general shift in
processing effect.
However, a possible explanation for why the Stroop word task had no effect upon recognition
accuracy is that the type of processing prime by the Stroop word task may have not transfer to
the recognition test because the Stoop word task lacks face relevance. But given that the Navon
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letter identification task also lacks face relevance and that an effect for recognition accuracy was
found for the Navon letter identification task, this explanation seem questionable. Although, one
might argue that the Stroop word task is even less face relevant than the Navon letter
identification task, this is because the Stroop word task (e.g., naming the colour of a Stroop
word) does not require processing configural information. Moreover, one might argue that using
a left hemispheric processing task in order to prime configural processing at recognition and
using a right hemispheric processing task to prime featural processing at recognition is
ineffective because it is too indirect and as a consequence an effect analogous to VO is unlikely
to be observed.
But perhaps the VO effect may be explained solely in terms of hemispheric processing rather
than configural and featural processing. This is because the VO effect may be the result of a
competition for activation between the left and right hemispheres. For given that face perception
and recognition predominantly involves right hemispheric processing (Rhodes, 1985), that
verbalization predominantly involves left hemispheric processing (Hellige, 1993) and that
activation of one hemisphere tends to inhibit the activation of the other (Kinsbourne, 1970), the
VO effect might be due to verbalization partially dampening the activation of the right
hemisphere at recognition. Hence, using the Stroop word task, a task that differentially primes
left and right hemispheric processing, may arguably be a reasonably direct and effective way of
evoking an effect analogous to VO.
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Chapter 11: General Discussion
In this chapter given that the VO effect size is small we statistically reappraise the findings of our
experiments and the general findings in the VO literature. In doing so we firstly question
whether the VO effect actually existence and assuming that it does we highlight the previously
unappreciated problems encountered when replicating and investigating the VO effect. In
addition we show that the effective validation of web experiments that investigate small effects
such as VO is also problematic.

11.1: Does the VO effect Really Exist?

There are several compelling reasons to believe that the meta-analysis conducted by Meissner
and Brigham (2001) may have overestimated the VO effect size and consequently it is plausible
that the VO effect may not actually exist.
First there are two types of meta-analysis: fixed-effects and random-effects models.
The fixed-effects model assumes that all the studies in a meta-analysis originate from a
population where the average effect size is fixed and therefore constant (Hunter & Schmidt,
2000). The random-effects model assumes that the average effect size varies randomly from
study to study and hence the average population effect sizes can be conceived as being sampled
from a “super population” (Hedges, 1992). Meissner and Brigham (2001) used a fixed-effects
model instead of a random-effects model and consequently they may have overestimated the
mean effect size. This is because Field (2003) has shown by using data simulations that a fixedeffects model tends to overestimate the mean effect size and consequently the Type I error of a
meta-analysis using a fixed-effects model. (i.e., the probability that the effect size estimate is
significant when it is in fact not) can be between 43% and 80%. In order to check, whether as a
result of using a fixed-effects model Meissner and Brigham (2001) have overestimated the VO
effect size we computed a random-effects model meta-analysis using the technique devised by
Hedges and Vevea (1998). However, the effect size (r) estimation from this random-effects
model meta-analysis was 0.12 and hence identical to Meissner and Brigham’s (2001) fixedeffects model estimation.
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Although, the fixed-effects model and the random-effects model estimation of the mean VO
effect size were equivalent, the fixed-effects model and random-effects model moderator analyses
yielded different results. For Meissner and Brigham (2001) used a fixed-effects moderator
analysis and found that the post-description delay and the type of description instructions
significantly moderated the VO effect. However, in a footnote they report the results of a
random-effects moderator analysis that revealed that the post-description delay and the type of
description instructions were statistically nonsignificant moderators of the VO effect.
Furthermore, given that that the type of description instructions (standard versus elaborative)
does not actually moderate the VO effect, it seems questionable whether the use of standard
descriptions instructions as opposed to elaborative descriptions instructions could account for
why we did not obtain any statistically significant VO effects in our VO experiments.
Second due to publication bias a meta-analysis may overestimate the mean effect size of an
effect. Publication bias refers to the fact that statistically significant findings are more likely to be
published than nonsignificant findings (Sterling, Rosenbaum & Weinkam, 1995). Consequently,
meta-analyses that are based mainly on the findings of published studies are likely to
overestimate the size of an effect. Although, Meissner and Brigham (2001) did attempt to
evaluate the effect of publication bias on their meta-analysis it is highly likely that they
underestimated its effect. This is because Meissner and Brigham (2001) used the so-called file
drawer calculation to assess the likelihood of publication bias. The file drawer calculation that
was devised by Rosenthal (1979) provides an estimation of publication bias by calculating the
number of unpublished null studies necessary for the effect to be statistically nonsignificant.
However, it has been recently severely criticized by Scargle (2000) who argues that the file
drawer calculation is inherently biased and false by definition and it also underestimates the
influence of publication bias. This is because it assumes that the p values of the unpublished null
studies are normally distributed when in fact the p values of the unpublished null studies are
from a truncated normal distribution.
Consequently, Scargle (2000) suggests that we adopt Iyengar and Greenhouse’s (1988)
modified version of the file drawer calculation. Using this new calculation we calculated that only
88 null studies are required to eliminate the effect. This is substantially less than the 155 null
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studies calculated by Meissner and Brigham (2001) using the unmodified version of the file
drawer calculation. Furthermore, 88 null studies is less than the tolerance level (i.e. the minimum
of number null studies required to rule out the possibility of publication bias) of 155 null studies
derived from the following formula from Rosenthal (1979): T = 5K+10, where T denotes the
tolerance level and K denotes the total number of studies in the meta-analysis. Hence, 88 null
studies is deemed to be indicative of publication bias.
However, even the modified version of the file drawer calculation may underestimate the
likelihood of publication bias. This is because the file drawer calculation assumes that the effect
size of an unpublished study is zero, in that the results in both conditions are identical. But if the
results of unpublished studies are in the opposite direction to published results than the file
drawer calculation would provide no guidance (Sharpe, 1997). In fact, it would severely
underestimate the likelihood of publication bias. For instance, it would only take approximately
10 unpublished studies where the identification accuracy in the verbalization condition is 13%
greater than the identification accuracy in the control condition to render the effect size of the
meta-analysis non-significant. Since this pattern of results has been obtained in 5 of the 29
studies in the meta-analysis the likelihood of there existing 10 unpublished studies with these
results should not be ruled out.
Third, another reason for why a a meta-analysis may overestimate the mean effect size is because
the studies in the meta-analysis may have low statistical power to detect the effect. According to
Muncer, Craigie and Holmes (2003) if a study has low statistical power then it is likely to
overestimate the effect size and this is especially true if the finding from the study is statistically
significant. Consequently, a meta-analysis that includes several low power studies are likely to
overestimate the average size of the effect. This is obviously a problem that will be prevalent in
meta-analyses of small effects where given the small size of the effect individual studies are
likely to have low power to detect it. For example, given that the average statistical power of the
studies in Meissner and Brigham’s (2001) meta-analysis was 15% it seems highly likely that the
meta-analysis has overestimated the VO effect.
Furthermore, it seems remarkable that any previous VO study successfully detected a statistically
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significant VO effect since they were severely underpowered, in that on average they had 15%
statistical power to detect a significant effect. However, if we plot a time series plot of the p
values for our VO experiment, we see that the p values fluctuates greatly and hence it is possible
that a severely underpowered study may detect a statistically significant effect. For example, in a
time series plot of p values for our lab VO experiment (see Figure 11.1) the VO effect is
statistically significant at 80 participants but it is statistically nonsignificant at 146 participants.
Similarly, the time series graph of p values for the Stroop word task experiment (see Figure 11.
2) also shows that the p values fluctuate greatly. For instance, the effect is statistically significant
at 79 participants but it is clearly statistically nonsignificant at 194 participants. Presumably, the
reason for why the p values fluctuate so greatly is due to the use of a binary dependent measure
(correct, incorrect) and the fact that the effect size is small.

Figure 11.1: Time Series Plot of P Values (for Recognition Accuracy) for the VO Lab
Experiment
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Figure 11.2: Time Series Plot of P Values (For Recognition Accuracy) for the Stroop Word
Task Web Experiment

Given that it is highly likely that the meta-analysis conducted by Meissner and Brigham (2001)
may have overestimated the size of the VO effect it is plausible that the VO effect may itself not
actually exist. Although, it is possible that the VO effect may not exist it is highly likely that it
does exist. This is because even if we halve the effect sizes obtain in the VO studies and
recompute a random-effects model meta-analysis we still obtain a statistically significant VO
effect.
11.2: Problems of Replicating the VO effect

If we assume that replicating the VO effect simply constitutes obtaining a statistically significant
VO effect and that Meissner and Brigham’s (2001) estimation of the VO effect size (r = 0.12) is
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reasonably accurate then replicating the VO effect will be problematic. This is because it will
require a extremely large sample size of 546 participants to have a 80% chance of detecting a
statistically significant VO effect.
However, Rosenthal (1990) argues that successful replication should be defined in terms of
agreement between effect sizes obtained in the original study and the effect size obtained in the
replication. In doing so Rosenthal (1990) provides the following fictitious case where evaluating
the success of a replication by comparing the dichotomous significance testing decisions
(nonsignificant or significant) of the original study and the replication leads to an erroneous
conclusion. Smith conducts an experiment with 80 participants and finds a significant effect (t =
2.21, p < 0.05). Jones replicates Smith’s original experiment with 20 participants but does not
find a significant effect (t =1.06, p > 0.05). However, the effect size obtained in each of the
studies is identical (r = 0.24). If successful replication is defined in terms of the agreement in the
dichotomous significance testing decisions between Smith’s and Jones’ experiment we must
falsely conclude that Jones’ study failed to replicate the findings of Smith’s original experiment.
Therefore, according to Rosenthal (1990) a successfully replication of the VO effect would
constitute obtaining a VO effect size in a study which is not statistically different from the VO
effect size (r = 0.12) obtained in Meissner and Brigham’s (2001) meta-analysis.
Now if we calculate using a statistical procedure from Rosenthal (1991) the difference in effect
sizes between the effect size obtained from Meissner and Brigham’s (2001) meta-analysis and
our lab and web VO experiments we find that they are not significantly different11. Since the p
value for the difference between the size of the VO effect in the lab experiment and the size of the
VO effect form the meta-analysis is 0.82. And similarly, the p value for the difference between
the size of the VO effect in the web experiment and the size of the VO effect from the metaanalysis is 0.22. Therefore, it could be argued that both the lab and web VO experiments did
successfully replicate the VO effect.
However, according to Rosenthal’s (1990) conceptualization of replication it is difficult not to
11

To test the difference between two effect sizes, both effect sizes (r) are transformed into Fisher Zr's using the
formula: Zr=0.5*Loge[(1+r)/(1-r)]. Then the difference between the Fisher Zr's for each study is compared using
the following formula: Z = Zr1Zr2 / SQRT [(1/N1-3)+(1/N2-3)].
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successfully replicate a small effect such as the VO effect. Since, a null result (a nonsignificant
result) in most cases will constitute a successful replication. For example, a VO study with 200
participants and effect size (r) of 0 is not significantly different from the meta-analysis VO effect
size. Hence, from the VO study with 200 participants and effect size of 0 we are compelled to
conclude that we have successfully replicate the VO effect. In order to avoid interpreting a null
result as a successful replication of a small effect one must increase the number of participants
and hence increase the statistical power of the study. For instance, a VO study with 400
participants and effect size of 0 is significantly different form the meta-analysis VO effect size
and hence from this VO study we would conclude that the VO effect was not successfully
replicated.
Therefore, both conceptualizations of replication can be undermined by lack of statistical power
when an effect is small. In the case where a successful replication of an effect simply constitutes
obtaining a statistically significant effect in a study then lack of statistical power will result in a
Type II error. Hence, lack of statistical power will make if difficult to successfully replicate the
effect. While in the case, where a successful replication of an effect is determined by the
agreement between the effect size in a study and the effect size obtained in a meta-analysis then
lack of statistical power will result in a Type I error. Hence, lack of statistical power will make if
difficult not to successfully replicate the effect.
11.3: Problems of Investigating the VO effect

In order to investigate and understand an effect we need to determine factors that interact with it.
The majority of studies investigating the VO effect failed to find factors (e.g., orientation of face
at recognition, lineup type, post encoding task) that significantly interact with VO effect.
Generally, the factors that were manipulated in VO studies were manipulated so that they would
eliminate the VO effect. For instance, reducing the time to perform the recognition test,
increasing the post-description delay, re-presenting target prior to the recognition test, inverting
recognition faces and performing a perceptual task prior to the recognition test.
VO studies which manipulate a factor to determine whether it significantly interacts with the VO
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effect can be conceptualized as two separate single factor experiments, where in one of these
experiments the moderating factor is un-manipulated (or manipulated in such a way to preserve
the VO effect) and the in other experiment the factor is manipulated. Given this
conceptualization, the interaction between the VO effect and the moderating factor can be
conceived as the difference in VO effect sizes between the two experiments. For example, the
study investigating the effects of inversion on the VO effect can be conceptualized as two VO
experiments, one experiment where the faces at recognition are upright (unaltered from the
standard VO experiment design) and one experiment where the faces at recognition are inverted.
Hence, the interaction between the VO effect and orientation of the faces at recognition can be
conceived as the difference in VO effect sizes between the two experiments.
Now if a factor is manipulated to attenuate the VO effect then the difference between the VO
effects sizes in the two experiments will be small and hence the interaction will by definition be
small. In other words, manipulating a factor to eliminate the VO effect is highly unlikely to
statistically significantly change the VO effect size and hence a statistically significant interaction
between the factor manipulated and the VO effect is unlikely to be obtained.
For instance, there was not a significant difference in VO effect sizes in Fallshore and
Schooler’s (1995) study investigating the effects of inversion on the VO effect and hence the
orientation of the faces at recognition does not interact with the VO effect, even though the VO
effect size (r) was 0.24 when the faces at recognition were upright and 0 when the faces at
recognition was inverted. Similarly, in our experiments we did not obtain a significant difference
between the effect sizes for performing the Navon letter identification task when the faces were
upright and when the faces were inverted at recognition. Hence, the orientation of the faces at
recognition does not interact with the effect of performing a Navon letter identification task prior
to recognition. Even though the effect size (r) for performing the Navon letter identification task
on recognition accuracy was 0.16 when the faces at recognition were upright and 0 when the
faces at recognition were inverted.
So more generally manipulating a factor to eliminate any small effect is unlikely to significantly
alter its effect size hence a statistically significant interaction between the factor manipulated and
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the effect under investigation is unlikely to be obtained. However given a sufficiently, although
prohibitively large sample size it is possible to manipulate a factor to eliminate a small effect and
obtain a significant interaction. For instance, in our experiment investigating the effect of
inversion on the effect of performing a Navon letter identification task, if we obtained the same
results with approximately 600 participants we would have detected a statistically significant
interaction between the orientation of the face at recognition and the effect of performing a
Navon letter identification task. To achieve a sufficient sample size to obtain a statistically
significant interaction between a factor (with two levels) and the effect requires essentially
doubling the number of participants you would require to obtained the in effect in a single
experiment. So a study investigating the effect of inversion on the VO effect would require
approximately 1092 (546 x 2) participants to have a 80% chance of obtaining a significant
interaction between the orientation of the face at recognition and the VO effect.
Having not obtained a significant interaction between a factor and the VO effect some
researchers (e.g., Finger, 2003) have erroneously compared the dichotomous significance testing
decisions (nonsignificant or significant) of the simple effects comparisons. Although,
“planned” comparisons of simple main effects may be conducted even if a interaction is
nonsignificant (see, Keppel et al., 1992; Howell, 1997) comparing the dichotomous significance
testing decisions of two planned simple main effects comparisons clearly leads to erroneous
conclusions. For example, Finger (2003) investigated the effects of performing a perceptual task
(identifying a tone) after verbally describing the target face on the VO effect. The experiment
involved a factorial design with two factors verbalization (control, verbal) and post-verbalization
task (non-perceptual, perceptual). They did not find a significant interaction between
verbalization and post-verbalization task on recognition accuracy. However, Finger (2002) did
find a significant VO effect when the post-verbalization was non-perceptual and a nonsignificant
VO effect when the post-verbalization task was perceptual. As a result they concluded that
performing a perceptual task after verbalizing the target face eliminates the VO effect and notably
this is a finding that neither of the main theories of VO can adequately explain.
Now if we examine the effect sizes for the two simple main effects comparisons,(i.e., the VO
effect when the post verbalization task is perceptual and the VO effect when the post
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verbalization task is non-perceptual) we discover that the VO effect when the post verbalization
task is perceptual and the VO effect when the post verbalization task is non-perceptual do not
differ significantly. For, the VO effect when the post verbalization task is non-perceptual 0.29 (N
= 72), VO effect when the post verbalization task was 0.20 (N = 66) and the p value for the
statistical difference in effect sizes, derived from a formula from Rosenthal (1991) which is cited
above, was 0.58. The fact that effect sizes are not significantly different should be expected since
it simply reflects that there was no significant interaction between verbalization and postverbalization task on recognition accuracy. Moreover, a compelling reason for why the VO effect
was significant when the post verbalization task was non-perceptual and was not significant when
the post verbalization task was perceptual is because of statistical power. Since, the VO effect
when the post verbalization task is non-perceptual is based on a larger sample size than the VO
effect when the post verbalization task is perceptual.

In assessing the credibility of the general shift in processing account of the VO effect, we
attempted to induce a general shift in processing and consequently alter recognition accuracy by
using other cognitive tasks that may differentially prime featural and configural processing. In
doing so we showed like Macrae and Lewis (2002) and Perfect (2003) that performing a Navon
letter identification prior to recognition can induce a general shift in processing and significantly
alter recognition accuracy. However, our attempts to identify another cognitive task to
differentially prime featural and configural processing and alter recognition accuracy by inducing
a general shift in processing failed. But there are three possible explanations for why our
attempts to significantly alter recognition accuracy by using different cognitive tasks have failed.
Furthermore, these three explanations might also account why we did not obtain any statistically
significant VO effects in our VO experiments.
First in our experiments we used a photo of a target face and one might argue that a general shift
in processing effect is likely to be more pronounced when using a video of a target face as
opposed to using a photo of a target face at study. This is because a video of the target face
might be more likely to be processed configurally at study than a photo of the target face. Hence,
from the transfer appropriate processing theoretical perspective, configural processing is likely to
be more effective than featural processing at recognition when a video of the target is used as
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opposed to when a photo of the target is used at study, this is because the type of processing at
study (configural) corresponds with the type of processing at recognition (configural). Although
this seems a plausible reason for why one might argue that general shift in processing effects
(e.g., the VO effect) are likely to be more pronounced when using a video as opposed to using a
photo at study there is no statistical evidence to believe that this is in fact the case. This is
because Meissner and Brigham’s (2001) meta-analysis revealed that there was a statistically
non-significant moderator effect for the modality of the target (photo versus video) on the VO
effect. In fact the mean VO effect for studies using a photo was slightly greater than the mean
VO effect for studies using a video to present the target.
Additionally T. J. Perfect (personal communication, December 13, 2004) has suggested that a
general shift in processing effect might be more pronounced when using a video of the target
face as opposed to using a photo of the target face at study only when elaborative verbalization
instructions are given. However, if we statistically analyze the effect of target modality (photo vs.
video) for the VO studies, in Meissner and Brigham’s (2001) meta-analysis, that only use
elaborative verbalization instructions then again we discover that there is no statistically
significant difference between the VO effect size obtained in studies that used a video of the
target face and studies that used a photo of the target face at study [t(20) = 0.31, p = 0.76].
Second in our experiments participants use the keyboard to make their responses when
performing the cognitive task consequently using the keyboard may have inadvertently induced
feature processing. This is because the keys on the keyboard could be considered as features of
a configuration (i.e., the keyboard). Notably in all the previous VO experiments study
participants did not type out their verbal descriptions but wrote them by hand. And similarly, in
Macrae and Lewis’(2002) and Perfect’s (2003) Navon letter experiments participants did not
use a keyboard to enter their responses but wrote their responses by hand. However, the high
recognition accuracy results (75% and higher) obtained in our experiments for both the
configural and featural conditions suggest that responding by keyboard was not inducing
featural processing. This is because recognition accuracy results would be far lower (65% or
less) if featural processing was occurring at recognition.
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Third in our experiments participants performed a unrelated filler task after viewing the target
face. The unrelated filler task (sliding tile puzzle) may have inadvertently induce configural
processing, this is because it involves rearranging features to produce a given configuration.
Furthermore. this explanation would be consistent with the high recognition accuracy results we
obtained in our experiment since participants in both the configural and featural conditions
would all be predisposed to engage in configural processing during recognition. However the
findings of Perfect (2003) suggest that this explanation is also questionable. Since Perfect’s
(2003) findings showed that identifying the small-featural letters of Navon letters for 5 minutes
then identifying the large-configural letter of Navon letters for 5 minutes resulted in high
recognition accuracy (80%) indicative of configural processing. Whereas identifying the largeconfigural letters of Navon letters for 5 minutes then identifying the small-featural letters of
Navon letters for 5 minutes resulted in low recognition accuracy (43%) indicative of featural
processing. Hence, the type of processing primed at recognition and the resulting recognition
accuracy was influence only by the Navon letter identification task performed immediately prior
to the recognition test. This therefore suggest that the type of processing engaged at during
recognition by the participants in our experiments is unlikely to be affected by performing the
unrelated filler task prior to performing the processing priming task.
Although these three explanations seem plausible there is little empirical evidence to support
them. Moreover, in accordance with these explanations we should not have obtained a statistically
significant effect for recognition accuracy in our Navon letter experiment. So given that there
appears to be no compelling explanation for why our cognitive tasks failed to induce a general
shift in processing, our findings could be interpreted as undermining the credibility of the
general shift in processing account of VO.
However, we should refrain from this interpretation since our failure to detect a significant effect
for recognition accuracy in the letter identification task and Stroop word task experiments may
have been again due to a lack of statistical power. This seems plausible, given that the recognition
accuracy results for the letter identification task and the Stroop word task experiments were in
the predicted direction, in that the recognition accuracy was lower for the participants who
performed the featural processing variant of the cognitive task than the participants who
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performed the configural processing variant of the cognitive task. Furthermore, although no
statistically significant effects for recognition accuracy were found for performing the letter
identification task, the Stroop word identification task and the schematic face judgment task their
effect sizes did not significantly differ from the VO effect size obtained in Meissner and
Brigham’s (2001) meta-analysis (see, Table 11.1). Hence the recognition accuracy effect sizes
obtain in the schematic face judgment task, letter identification task and Stroop word task
experiments, although not statistically significant in themselves are highly comparable to the VO
effect. Consequently, one could argue that performing these cognitive tasks did successfully
induce a general shift in processing which subsequently alter recognition accuracy hence creating
an effect analogous to VO.

Table 11.1: Effect sizes for Recognition Accuracy, Ns and P values (which denotes the
difference between the Task effect size and the VO effect size) as a Function of Task

Task

Effect Size (r)

N

P

Verbalization (VO Meta-analysis)

0.12

2018

-

Navon Letter Identification

0.16

198

0.59

Normal Letter Identification

0.09

188

0.69

Stroop Word

0.05

194

0.35

Schematic Face Judgment

-0.01

184

0.12

Note, the P value refers to the statistical difference between the task’s effect size and the verbalization task effect
size (i.e., the VO effect size) which is calculated using the procedure by Rosenthal (1991) cited above.

So like the results from our VO replication experiments, the findings from our experiments that
use different cognitive tasks to induce either a featural and configural shift can therefore be
interpreted in two different ways. Firstly, on the basis of whether the cognitive task has a
statistically significant effect on recognition accuracy (i.e., p < 0.05). Or secondly on the basis of
whether the recognition accuracy effect size of the cognitive task is significantly different from
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the VO effect size obtain in Meissner and Brigham’s (2001) meta-analysis. In the first case, lack
of statistical power will result in a Type II error. Hence, lack of statistical power will make it
difficult to identifying a cognitive task that affects recognition accuracy. While, in the second
case lack of statistical power will result in a Type I error. Hence, lack of statistical power will
make it it difficult not to identifying a cognitive task which affects recognition accuracy.

11.4: Problems of Validating Web Experiments

The problem of detecting statistically significant differences between small effects also hinders
the validation of web experiments that investigate small effects, such as the VO effect. For
instance, in our VO web experiment we found a VO effect of 0.04 and a VO effect of 0.14 in our
lab replication. Neither of the VO effects were significant, although the VO effect in the lab
replication was approaching significance (p = 0.09). Moreover, the presence of a marginally
significant (p=0.06) differential dropout rate between the control and verbalization conditions
and the fact that the statistically more powerful web experiment detected a considerably smaller
VO effect than the lab experiment suggests that the VO effect in the lab and web experiments
may in fact be different. But since the interaction between verbalization factor (non-verbal, verbal)
and study type factors (lab, web) on recognition accuracy was statistically nonsignificant, we are
compelled to conclude that the VO effect obtain in the lab and web experiments are not
significantly difference and hence the web experiment is in fact valid.
However, the most likely explanation for why the verbalization by study type interaction was
nonsignificant is lack of statistical power; the observed effect size of the verbalization by study
type interaction was small (r = 0.04) and hence the statistical power for detecting the interaction
was low (approximately 17%). In practical terms, to have an 80% chance of detecting the
interaction, one would need to test approximately 3000 participants. Furthermore, this assumes
that there are equal sample sizes in each condition and hence at least 1500 participants would
have to be tested in the lab! Since, the verbalization by study type interaction is so small, one
might be inclined to conclude that the interaction is to all extensive purposes insignificant.
However, because the VO effect under investigation is small (r = 0.12) even a small interaction (r
= 0.04) can substantially impair the detection of the VO effect, for it may have reduced the size
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of the VO effect by up to 33%.
Moreover, this lack of sufficient power to detect an interaction between the experimental variable
and the study type is not unique to our investigation of the VO effect , rather it is a general
problem for validating all small effects. This is because if the effect under investigation is small
then both the effect sizes for the lab and web studies will also tend to be small. Hence, the
difference between the effect size for the lab and web study, which corresponds to the interaction
between the experimental variable and the study type, will be by definition, small. Although it is
possible, but unlikely, that the effect size for the web study may be medium or large and hence
having sufficient power to detect an interaction between the experimental variable and the study
type, in this case, may not pose a problem.
So paradoxically the main reason for using web experiments to investigate small effects (i.e., the
inability to obtain large sample sizes in a lab experiment) is also the main reason for why the
validity of web experiments investigating small effects cannot be effectively assessed. Effective
assessment of the validity of the web experiment would require an unfeasibly large sample size
to be run in the lab. Moreover, the sample size required in the lab experiment in order to validate
the web experiment would be substantially larger than the sample size required to only investigate
the effect in the lab. This is because the validation of a web experiment requires the (non-)
detection of an interactional effect which is actually smaller than the effect one wishes to
investigate.

11.5: Summary and Final Remarks

In summary, the above discussion highlights the following points. First it illustrates the extent
and the many ways in which lack of statistical power can severely hinder the replication and
investigation of the VO effect and small effects in general. One might argue that it is an obvious
point that the replication and investigation of the VO effect will be undermined by insufficient
statistical power. However, judging by the sample sizes of the VO studies published after the
Meissner and Brigham’s (2001) meta-analysis, studies which in some cases have even cited the
meta-analysis, this point is clearly not appreciated (Finger, 2002; Kitagami et al., 2002; Lyle &
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Johnson, 2004; Maclin, 2002; Meissner, 2002; Memom & Bartlett, 2002; Memon & Rose,
2002; Perfect et al., 2002). For instance, Memon and Rose (2002) had only 29 participants in
total and therefore had a 10% chance of detecting the VO effect and more recently Lyle and
Johnson (2004) had only 20 participants in a condition and hence had a 12% chance of detecting
the VO effect. Second the above discussion reveals that lack of sufficient statistical power also
poses a problem for the experiments we conducted, even though the experiments we conducted
had far more statistical power than previous VO studies. Third the above discussion
demonstrates that effective validation of web experiments investigating small effects is also
compromised by insufficient statistical power. This is because effective validation of a web
experiment investigating small effects requires running a unfeasibly large sample (1000+
participants) in a lab experiment.
This thesis therefore essentially highlights the extent to which lack of statistical power
undermines the investigation of the VO effect and small effects in general. However, the problem
of insufficient statistical power to detect an effect does not just apply to the investigation of small
effects, it is prevalent throughout psychological research. Since it has been reported in surveys of
statistical power by Cohen (1962), Sedlmeier and Gigerenzer (1989), Rossi (1990) and Polit and
Sherman (1990) that statistical power in published psychology studies is generally undesirably
low, between 40% and 60% for medium size effects (r = 0.30). From this Schmidt and Hunter
(2002) logically draw the alarmingly conclusion that since an average study will have
approximately a 50% chance of falsely accepting the null hypothesis, approximately half of all
published psychology studies will have reached false conclusions! Whether this problem of
insufficient statistical power can be easily resolved is unclear but what is clear is that the extent of
this problem needs to be firstly widely acknowledged.
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Appendix A-1: Source Code for Page 1-Introduction.html
<HTML>
<HEAD>
<TITLE>Introduction</TITLE>
<SCRIPT LANGUAGE="JavaScript">
// Maximize Window
var browser=navigator.appName
window.moveTo(0,0);
if (browser=="Microsoft Internet Explorer")
{
window.resizeTo(screen.availWidth,screen.availHeight)
}
if (browser=="Netscape")
{
window.outerHeight = screen.availHeight
window.outerWidth = screen.availWidth
}
function Cont()
{
// Determine whether Subject have Already Done the iTest
var allcookies=document.cookie
var pos=allcookies.indexOf("iTest_Data=")
if (pos != -1)
{
window.alert("You have already done this iTest!")
window.location.replace("http://www.cardiff.ac.uk/psych")
}
else
{
var c=Math.ceil(Math.random()*2)
var value=String(c)+"/0"+"/0"+"/0"+"/0"
// Create iTest_Data Cookie
var ExpireDate = new Date ("July 1, 2005")
var ExpireDate = ExpireDate.toGMTString()
document.cookie="iTest_Data="+value+"; expires="+ExpireDate
// Create iTest_Text Cookie
var value="0"
document.cookie="iTest_Text="+value+"; expires="+ExpireDate
// Create iTest_Filler Cookie
var value="0"
document.cookie="iTest_Filler="+value+"; expires="+ExpireDate
if (c==1)
168

{
window.location.replace("Load1.html")
}
else
{
window.location.replace("Load2.html")
}
}
}
</SCRIPT>
</HEAD>
<BODY BGCOLOR="#FFFFFF">
<CENTER>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;<IMG
SRC="logo.jpg" WIDTH=119 HEIGHT=58 ALIGN=bottom>
<HR>
</CENTER>
<BLOCKQUOTE><BLOCKQUOTE><FONT
SIZE="+1"><B><U>Introduction</U></B></FONT>
<P>This study investigates eyewitness testimony.
the

<P>More detailed information with regard to the nature of
study will be provided after participation.
<P>The study will take approximately 10 minutes to
complete.
<P>Data gathered in the study will be confidential and for
research purposes only.</BLOCKQUOTE></BLOCKQUOTE>
<P>
<HR>
<BR>
<CENTER><A HREF="javascript:Cont()"><IMG SRC="Continue.gif"
WIDTH=119 HEIGHT=36 BORDER=0 ALIGN=bottom></A></CENTER>
</BODY>
</HTML>
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Appendix A-2: Source Code for Page 2i-Load1.html
<HTML>
<HEAD>
<TITLE>Loading</TITLE>
</HEAD>
<BODY BGCOLOR="#FFFFFF"
onload="window.location.replace('Instruct_1.html')">
<CENTER>&nbsp;
<P>&nbsp;
<P>&nbsp;
<P>
<!-- Start Bravenet.com Page Counter Code -->
<SCRIPT LANGUAGE=JavaScript type="text/javascript"
src="http://pub38.bravenet.com/counter/code.php?id=350815&usernum
=3221485897&cpv=2"></SCRIPT>
<!-- End Bravenet.com Page Counter Code -->
<P>&nbsp;
<!-- Preload Graphic Files for the Experiment -->
<P><FONT SIZE="+3"><B>Loading</B></FONT> <IMG
SRC="confidence_scale.gif" WIDTH=1 HEIGHT=1 ALIGN=bottom>
<IMG SRC="face.jpg" WIDTH=1 HEIGHT=1 ALIGN=bottom> <IMG
SRC="matrix.jpg" WIDTH=1 HEIGHT=1 ALIGN=bottom><IMG
SRC="blank.jpg" WIDTH=1 HEIGHT=1 ALIGN=bottom><IMG
SRC="border.jpg" WIDTH=1 HEIGHT=1 ALIGN=bottom></CENTER>
</BODY>
</HTML>
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Appendix A-3: Source Code for Page 2ii-Load2.html
<HTML>
<HEAD>
<TITLE>Loading</TITLE>
</HEAD>
<BODY BGCOLOR="#FFFFFF"
onload="window.location.replace('Instruct_1.html')">
<CENTER>&nbsp;
<P>&nbsp;
<P>&nbsp;
<P>
<!-- Start Bravenet.com Page Counter Code -->
<SCRIPT LANGUAGE=JavaScript type="text/javascript"
src="http://pub38.bravenet.com/counter/code.php?id=350834&usernum
=3221485897&cpv=2"></SCRIPT>
<!-- End Bravenet.com Page Counter Code -->
<P>&nbsp;
<!-- Preload Graphic Files for the Experiment -->
<P><FONT SIZE="+3"><B>Loading</B></FONT> <IMG
SRC="confidence_scale.gif" WIDTH=1 HEIGHT=1 ALIGN=bottom>
<IMG SRC="face.jpg" WIDTH=1 HEIGHT=1 ALIGN=bottom> <IMG
SRC="matrix.jpg" WIDTH=1 HEIGHT=1 ALIGN=bottom><IMG
SRC="blank.jpg" WIDTH=1 HEIGHT=1 ALIGN=bottom><IMG
SRC="border.jpg" WIDTH=1 HEIGHT=1 ALIGN=bottom></CENTER>
</BODY>
</HTML>
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Appendix A-4: Source Code for Page 3-Instruct_1.html
<HTML>
<HEAD>
<TITLE>Instructions</TITLE>
<SCRIPT LANGUAGE=JavaScript>
function Cont()
{
window.location.replace("Face.html")
}
</SCRIPT>
</HEAD>
<BODY BGCOLOR="#FFFFFF">
<CENTER>&nbsp;
<P>&nbsp;
<P>&nbsp;
<P>&nbsp;
<P><FONT SIZE="+2">Now you will be presented with a picture of a
face.</FONT>
<P><FONT SIZE="+2">When you are <B>ready </B>please click on the
continue button.</FONT>
<P>&nbsp;
<P><A HREF="javascript:Cont()"><IMG SRC="Continue.gif" WIDTH=119
HEIGHT=36 BORDER=0 ALIGN=bottom></A></CENTER>
</BODY>
</HTML>
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Appendix A-5:Source Code for Page 4-Face.html
<HTML>
<HEAD>
<TITLE>Face</TITLE>
<SCRIPT LANGUAGE=JavaScript>
function Image_Loaded()
{
setTimeout('Show();',1000)
}
function Show()
{
document.images[0].src="face.jpg"
setTimeout('Hide();',2000)
}
function Hide()
{
document.images[0].src="blank.jpg"
window.location.replace("Instruct_2.html")
}
</SCRIPT>
</HEAD>
<BODY BGCOLOR="#FFFFFF" onload="Image_Loaded()">
<CENTER><IMG SRC="border.jpg" WIDTH=264 HEIGHT=408 BORDER=0
ALIGN=bottom></CENTER>
</BODY>
</HTML>
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Appendix A-6: Source Code for Page 5-Instruct_2.html
<HTML>
<HEAD>
<TITLE>Instructions</TITLE>
<SCRIPT LANGUAGE=JavaScript>
function Cont()
{
window.location.replace("Puzzle.html")
}
</SCRIPT>
</HEAD>
<BODY BGCOLOR="#FFFFFF">
<CENTER>&nbsp;
<P>&nbsp;
<P>&nbsp;
<P>&nbsp;
<P>&nbsp;
<P><FONT SIZE="+2">Now you will be required to solve a puzzle for
5
minutes.</FONT>
<P>&nbsp;
<P><A HREF="javascript:Cont()"><IMG SRC="Continue.gif" WIDTH=119
HEIGHT=36 BORDER=0 ALIGN=bottom></A></CENTER>
</BODY>
</HTML>
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Appendix A-7: Source Code for Page 6-Puzzle.html
<HTML>
<HEAD>
<TITLE>Puzzle</TITLE>
<SCRIPT LANGUAGE=JavaScript>
cd=new Date()
ct=cd.getTime()
// Locate iTest_Filler Cookie
var allcookies=document.cookie;
var pos=allcookies.indexOf("iTest_Filler=");
if (pos == -1)
{
window.location.replace("Introduction.html")
}
// Read iTest_Filler Cookie Value
var start = pos + 13;
var end = allcookies.indexOf(";",start);
if (end == -1) end = allcookies.length;
var value = allcookies.substring(start,end);
bt=Number(value)
if (bt == 0)
{
bt=ct
var value=String(bt)
var ExpireDate = new Date ("July 1, 2005")
var ExpireDate = ExpireDate.toGMTString()
document.cookie="iTest_Filler="+value+"; expires="+ExpireDate
}
ot=ct-bt
setTimeout('TimeUp()',300000-ot)
function TimeUp()
{
var allcookies=document.cookie;
var pos=allcookies.indexOf("iTest_Data=");
var start= pos + 11;
var end = allcookies.indexOf(";",start);
if (end ==-1) end = allcookies.length;
var value=allcookies.substring(start,end);
var c=value.charAt(0)
//
if (c==1)
{
window.location.replace("Identify1.html")
}
else
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{
window.location.replace("Identify2.html")
}
}
</SCRIPT>
</HEAD>
<BODY BGCOLOR="#FFFFFF">
<CENTER>&nbsp;
<P><FONT SIZE="+1">Recreate the image on the right by clicking on
tiles to slide them into the empty slot.</FONT>
<P>&nbsp;
<P><APPLET CODE="Puzzle.class" WIDTH=216 HEIGHT=216 HSPACE=20
ALIGN=bottom>
<PARAM NAME=IMAGE0 VALUE="Pic.jpeg">
<PARAM NAME=JUMPTO VALUE="Puzzle.html">
</APPLET> <IMG SRC="Pic.jpeg" WIDTH=216 HEIGHT=216 ALIGN=bottom
hspace=40></CENTER>
</BODY>
</HTML>
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Appendix A-8: Source Code for Page 7i-Identify1.html
<HTML>
<HEAD>
<TITLE>Identify</TITLE>
<SCRIPT LANGUAGE=JavaScript>
setTimeout('Continue();',300000)
function Continue()
{
document.Form.Text.blur()
setTimeout('Save();',100)
}
function Save()
{
var t=document.Form.Text.value
t=escape(t)
var ExpireDate = new Date("July 1, 2005")
var ExpireDate =ExpireDate.toGMTString()
document.cookie="iTest_Text="+t+"; expires="+ExpireDate
window.location.replace("Instruct_3.html")
}
</SCRIPT>
</HEAD>
<BODY BGCOLOR="#FFFFFF">
<CENTER><FONT SIZE="+1">Now you have 5 minutes to list as many
countries as you can. If you finish within 5 minutes
<B>please</B>
wait.</FONT>
<P><FONT SIZE="+1">Please enter your list in the box
below:</FONT>
<P><FORM ACTION="" METHOD=POST name=Form>
<P><TEXTAREA NAME=Text ROWS=20 COLS=72
WRAP=physical></TEXTAREA>
</FORM></CENTER>
<P><SCRIPT LANGUAGE=JavaScript>document.Form.Text.focus()
</SCRIPT>
</BODY>
</HTML>
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Appendix A-9: Source Code for Page 7ii-Identify2.html
<HTML>
<HEAD>
<TITLE>Identify</TITLE>
<SCRIPT LANGUAGE=JavaScript>
setTimeout('Continue();',300000)
function Continue()
{
document.Form.Text.blur()
setTimeout('Save();',100)
}
function Save()
{
var t=document.Form.Text.value
t=escape(t)
var ExpireDate = new Date("July 1, 2005")
var ExpireDate =ExpireDate.toGMTString()
document.cookie="iTest_Text="+t+"; expires="+ExpireDate
window.location.replace("Instruct_3.html")
}
</SCRIPT>
</HEAD>
<BODY BGCOLOR="#FFFFFF">
<CENTER><FONT SIZE="+1">Now you have 5 minutes to describe in as
much
detail as possible the face you were previously shown. If you
finish
within 5 minutes <B>please</B> wait.</FONT>
<P><FONT SIZE="+1">Please enter your decription in the box
below:</FONT><FORM ACTION="" METHOD=POST name=Form>
<P><TEXTAREA NAME=Text ROWS=20 COLS=72
WRAP=physical></TEXTAREA>
</FORM></CENTER>
<P><SCRIPT LANGUAGE=JavaScript>document.Form.Text.focus()
</SCRIPT>
</BODY>
</HTML>
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Appendix A-10: Source Code for Page 8-Instruct_3.html
<HTML>
<HEAD>
<TITLE>Instructions</TITLE>
<SCRIPT LANGUAGE=JavaScript>
function Cont()
{
window.location.replace("Recognition.html")
}
</SCRIPT>
</HEAD>
<BODY BGCOLOR="#FFFFFF">
<P>&nbsp;
<P>&nbsp;
<P>&nbsp;
<P>&nbsp;
<CENTER><FONT SIZE="+2">Now you will be presented with 6
faces.<BR>
</FONT>
<P><FONT SIZE="+2">Please could you <B>click</B> on the face
which
you were initially shown.</FONT>
<P>&nbsp;
<P><A HREF="javascript:Cont()"><IMG SRC="Continue.gif" WIDTH=119
HEIGHT=36 BORDER=0 ALIGN=bottom></A></CENTER>
</BODY>
</HTML>
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Appendix A-11: Source Code for Page 9-Recognition.html
<HTML>
<HEAD>
<TITLE>Recognition Test</TITLE>
</HEAD>
<BODY BGCOLOR="#FFFFFF">
<P><SCRIPT LANGUAGE=JavaScript>
function Start_Timer()
{
bd=new Date()
bt=bd.getTime()
}
function Select(x)
{
ed=new Date()
et=ed.getTime()
face=String(x)
time=String(et-bt)
if (x == 4)
{
correct="Yes"
}
else
{
correct="No"
}
var value=c+"/"+face+"/"+correct+"/"+time+"/0"
var ExpireDate = new Date ("July 1, 2005")
var ExpireDate = ExpireDate.toGMTString()
document.cookie="iTest_Data="+value+"; expires="+ExpireDate
window.location.replace("Confidence.html")
}
// Locate iTest_Data Cookie
var allcookies=document.cookie;
var pos=allcookies.indexOf("iTest_Data=");
if (pos == -1)
{
window.location.replace("Introduction.html")
}
var start= pos + 11;
var end = allcookies.indexOf(";",start);
if (end ==-1) end = allcookies.length;
var value=allcookies.substring(start,end);
var c=value.charAt(0)
//
document.write('<CENTER><MAP NAME=map1>')
document.write('<AREA SHAPE=rect COORDS="268,139,399,273"
HREF="javascript:Select(6)">')
document.write('<AREA SHAPE=rect COORDS="135,139,266,273"
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HREF="javascript:Select(5)">')
document.write('<AREA SHAPE=rect COORDS="2,139,133,273"
HREF="javascript:Select(4)">')
document.write('<AREA SHAPE=rect COORDS="268,2,399,136"
HREF="javascript:Select(3)">')
document.write('<AREA SHAPE=rect COORDS="135,2,266,136"
HREF="javascript:Select(2)">')
document.write('<AREA SHAPE=rect COORDS="2,2,133,136"
HREF="javascript:Select(1)">')
document.write('</MAP><IMG USEMAP="#map1" SRC="matrix.jpg"
WIDTH=402 HEIGHT=276 BORDER=0 ALIGN=bottom vspace=80
onLoad="Start_Timer()"></CENTER>')
</SCRIPT>
</BODY>
</HTML>
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Appendix A-12: Source Code for Page 10-Confidence.html
<HTML>
<HEAD>
<TITLE>Confidence Rating</TITLE>
<SCRIPT LANGUAGE=JavaScript>
function Confidence(x)
{
var allcookies=document.cookie;
var pos=allcookies.indexOf("iTest_Data=");
if (pos == -1)
{
window.location.replace("Introduction.html")
}
var start = pos + 11;
var end = allcookies.indexOf(";",start);
if (end == -1) end = allcookies.length;
var value = allcookies.substring(start,end);
var d=value.split("/")
var c=d[0]
var face=d[1]
var correct=d[2]
var time=d[3]
confid=String(x)
var value=c+"/"+face+"/"+correct+"/"+time+"/"+confid
var ExpireDate = new Date ("July 1, 2005")
var ExpireDate = ExpireDate.toGMTString()
document.cookie="iTest_Data="+value+"; expires="+ExpireDate
window.location.replace("Signing_Out.html")
}
</SCRIPT>
</HEAD>
<BODY BGCOLOR="#FFFFFF">
<P>
<HR>
<P>&nbsp;
<CENTER><FONT SIZE="+1">How confident are you that you chose the
correct face?</FONT>
<P><FONT
SIZE="+1">&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;Please
click on a number below to indicate your confidence.</FONT>
<P>&nbsp;
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<P><FONT SIZE="+1"><B>1 = Low Confidence</B></FONT>
<P><FONT SIZE="+1"><B>&nbsp;9 = High Confidence</B></FONT>
<P>&nbsp;
<P>
<HR>
<P><FONT SIZE="+3">&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</FONT> <MAP NAME=map1>
<AREA SHAPE=circle COORDS="378,18,18"
HREF="javascript:Confidence(9)">
<AREA SHAPE=circle COORDS="333,18,18"
HREF="javascript:Confidence(8)">
<AREA SHAPE=circle COORDS="287,18,18"
HREF="javascript:Confidence(7)">
<AREA SHAPE=circle COORDS="243,18,18"
HREF="javascript:Confidence(6)">
<AREA SHAPE=circle COORDS="198,18,18"
HREF="javascript:Confidence(5)">
<AREA SHAPE=circle COORDS="153,18,18"
HREF="javascript:Confidence(4)">
<AREA SHAPE=circle COORDS="107,18,18"
HREF="javascript:Confidence(3)">
<AREA SHAPE=circle COORDS="63,18,18"
HREF="javascript:Confidence(2)">
<AREA SHAPE=circle COORDS="18,18,18"
HREF="javascript:Confidence(1)">
</MAP><IMG USEMAP="#map1" SRC="confidence_scale.gif" WIDTH=396
HEIGHT=36 BORDER=0 ALIGN=bottom>
<HR>
</CENTER>
</BODY>
</HTML>
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Appendix A-13: Source Code for Page 11-Signing_Out.html
<HTML>
<HEAD>
<TITLE>Signing Out</TITLE>
</HEAD>
<BODY BGCOLOR="#FFFFFF">
<P><SCRIPT LANGUAGE=JavaScript>
function Validate()
{
// Locate iTest_Data Cookie
var allcookies=document.cookie;
var pos=allcookies.indexOf("iTest_Data=");
// Read iTest_Data Cookie Value
var start = pos + 11;
var end = allcookies.indexOf(";",start);
if (end == -1) end = allcookies.length;
var value = allcookies.substring(start,end);
// Decompile iTest_Data Cookie Value
var c=value.charAt(0)
//
if (c=="X")
{
window.alert("You have already submitted your data for this
iTest!")
return false
}
else
{
// Submits Form Data
var c="X"
var face=""
var correct=""
var time=""
var confid=""
var value=c+"/"+face+"/"+correct+"/"+time+"/"+confid
var ExpireDate = new Date ("July 1, 2005")
var ExpireDate = ExpireDate.toGMTString()
document.cookie="iTest_Data="+value+"; expires="+ExpireDate
return true
}
}
// Locate iTest_Data Cookie
var allcookies=document.cookie;
var pos=allcookies.indexOf("iTest_Data=");
if (pos == -1)
{
window.location.replace("Introduction.html")
}
else
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{
// Read iTest_Data Cookie
var start = pos + 11;
var end=allcookies.indexOf(";",start);
if (end == -1) end = allcookies.length;
var value = allcookies.substring(start,end);
var d=value.split("/")
var c=d[0]
var face=d[1]
var correct=d[2]
var time=d[3]
var confid=d[4]
// Read iTest_Text Cookie
var pos=allcookies.indexOf("iTest_Text=");
var start = pos + 11;
var end = allcookies.indexOf(";",start);
if (end ==-1) end = allcookies.length;
var value = allcookies.substring(start,end);
var text=value.split("%0D%0A")
var lines=text.length
//
document.write('<CENTER><FONT SIZE="+1"><IMG SRC="logo.jpg"
WIDTH=119 HEIGHT=58 VSPACE=0 ALIGN=bottom><HR>')
//
document.write('<P>Thanks for participating.')
document.write('<P>Please can you enter your details.')
document.write('<P>And then click on the Submit button below.')
//
document.write('<P><HR><FORM ACTION="http://www.itests.co.uk/cgi-bin/formmail.pl" METHOD=POST NAME=Data
onSubmit="return Validate()">')
document.write('<P><B>Name:</B><INPUT TYPE=text NAME=realname
VALUE="" SIZE=35>')
document.write('<P><B>Sex:</B><INPUT TYPE=text NAME="Sex"
VALUE="" SIZE=35>')
document.write('<P><B>Age:</B><INPUT TYPE=text NAME="Age"
VALUE="" SIZE=35>')
document.write('<P><B>Email:</B><INPUT TYPE=text NAME=email
VALUE="" SIZE=35>')
document.write('<INPUT TYPE=hidden NAME=recipient
VALUE="branda@connectfree.co.uk">')
document.write('<INPUT TYPE=hidden NAME=subject
VALUE="EXT_Expt_1_C'+c+'">')
document.write('<INPUT TYPE=hidden NAME=redirect
VALUE="http://www.itests.connectfree.co.uk/Expt_1/Debrief.html">'
)
// Write Data from iTest_Data Cookie into the Form
document.write('<INPUT TYPE=hidden NAME="Cond" VALUE='+c+'>')
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document.write('<INPUT
document.write('<INPUT
VALUE='+correct+'>')
document.write('<INPUT
document.write('<INPUT
VALUE='+confid+'>')

TYPE=hidden NAME="Face" VALUE='+face+'>')
TYPE=hidden NAME="Correct"
TYPE=hidden NAME="Time" VALUE='+time+'>')
TYPE=hidden NAME="Confidence"

// Write Data from iTest_Text Cookie into the Form
for (i=0;i<lines;i++)
document.write('<INPUT TYPE=hidden NAME="Text '+(i+1)+'"
VALUE="'+unescape(text[i])+'">');
document.write('<P><BR><CENTER><INPUT TYPE=submit
VALUE="Submit"></FORM></FONT></CENTER>')
}
</SCRIPT>
</BODY>
</HTML>
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Appendix B-1: Source Code for Page 3-Instruct_1.html
<HTML>
<HEAD>
<TITLE>Instructions</TITLE>
<SCRIPT LANGUAGE=JavaScript>
function Cont()
{
window.location.replace("Face.html")
}
</SCRIPT>
</HEAD>
<BODY BGCOLOR="#FFFFFF">
<CENTER>&nbsp;
<P>&nbsp;
<P>&nbsp;
<P>&nbsp;
<P><FONT SIZE="+2">Now you will be presented with 2 faces.</FONT>
<P><FONT SIZE="+2">When you are <B>ready </B>please click on the
continue button.</FONT>
<P>&nbsp;
<P><A HREF="javascript:Cont()"><IMG SRC="Continue.gif" WIDTH=119
HEIGHT=36 BORDER=0 ALIGN=bottom></A></CENTER>
</BODY>
</HTML>
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Appendix B-2: Source Code for Page 4-Face.html
<HTML>
<HEAD>
<TITLE>Face</TITLE>
<SCRIPT LANGUAGE=JavaScript>
function Image_Loaded()
{
var o=Math.ceil(Math.random()*2)
if (o == 1)
{
setTimeout('Show_F1_O1();',500)
}
else
{
setTimeout('Show_F1_O2();',500)
}
}
function Show_F1_O1()
{
document.images[0].src="face1.jpg"
setTimeout('Hide_F1_O1();',2000)
}
function Hide_F1_O1()
{
document.images[0].src="border.jpg"
setTimeout('Show_F2_O1();',1000)
}
function Show_F2_O1()
{
document.images[0].src="face2.jpg"
setTimeout('Hide_F2();',2000)
}
function Show_F1_O2()
{
document.images[0].src="face2.jpg"
setTimeout('Hide_F1_O2();',2000)
}
function Hide_F1_O2()
{
document.images[0].src="border.jpg"
setTimeout('Show_F2_O2();',1000)
}
function Show_F2_O2()
{
document.images[0].src="face1.jpg"
setTimeout('Hide_F2();',2000)
}
function Hide_F2()
{
document.images[0].src="blank.jpg"
window.location.replace("Instruct_2.html")
}
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</SCRIPT>
</HEAD>
<BODY BGCOLOR="#FFFFFF" onload="Image_Loaded()">
<CENTER><IMG SRC="border.jpg" WIDTH=264 HEIGHT=408 BORDER=0
ALIGN=bottom></CENTER>
</BODY>
</HTML>
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Appendix B-3: Source Code for Page 7ii-Identify2.html
<HTML>
<HEAD>
<TITLE>Identify</TITLE>
<SCRIPT LANGUAGE=JavaScript>
setTimeout('Continue();',300000)
function Continue()
{
document.Form.Text.blur()
setTimeout('Save();',100)
}
function Save()
{
var t=document.Form.Text.value
t=escape(t)
var ExpireDate = new Date("July 1, 2005")
var ExpireDate =ExpireDate.toGMTString()
document.cookie="iTest_Text="+t+"; expires="+ExpireDate
window.location.replace("Instruct_3.html")
}
</SCRIPT>
</HEAD>
<BODY BGCOLOR="#FFFFFF">
<CENTER><FONT SIZE="+1">Now you have 5 minutes to describe in as
much
detail as possible the face of the <B>woman</B> you were
previously
shown. If you finish within 5 minutes <B>please</B> wait.</FONT>
<P><FONT SIZE="+1">Please enter your decription in the box
below:</FONT><FORM ACTION="" METHOD=POST name=Form>
<P><TEXTAREA NAME=Text ROWS=20 COLS=72
WRAP=physical></TEXTAREA>
</FORM></CENTER>
<P><SCRIPT LANGUAGE=JavaScript>document.Form.Text.focus()
</SCRIPT>
</BODY>
</HTML>
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Appendix B-4: Source Code for Page 8-Instruct3.html
<HTML>
<HEAD>
<TITLE>Instructions</TITLE>
<SCRIPT LANGUAGE=JavaScript>
function Cont()
{
window.location.replace("Recognition.html")
}
</SCRIPT>
</HEAD>
<BODY BGCOLOR="#FFFFFF">
<P>&nbsp;
<P>&nbsp;
<P>&nbsp;
<P>&nbsp;
<CENTER><FONT SIZE="+2">Now you will be presented with 6 male
faces.<BR>
</FONT>
<P><FONT SIZE="+2">Please could you <B>click</B> on the male face
which you were previously shown.</FONT>
<P>&nbsp;
<P><A HREF="javascript:Cont()"><IMG SRC="Continue.gif" WIDTH=119
HEIGHT=36 BORDER=0 ALIGN=bottom></A></CENTER>
</BODY>
</HTML>
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Appendix C-1: Source Code for Page 7i-Identify1.html
<HTML>
<HEAD>
<TITLE>Identify</TITLE>
<SCRIPT LANGUAGE=JavaScript>
cd=new Date()
ct=cd.getTime()
var allcookies=document.cookie;
var pos=allcookies.indexOf("iTest_Text=");
// Read iTest_Text Cookie Value
var start = pos + 11;
var end = allcookies.indexOf(";",start);
if (end == -1) end = allcookies.length;
var value = allcookies.substring(start,end);
if (value=="0")
{
bd=new Date()
bt=bd.getTime()
ot=0
// Write to Cookie
var allcookies=document.cookie;
var value=String(bt)+"/0/0"
var ExpireDate = new Date ("July 1, 2005")
var ExpireDate = ExpireDate.toGMTString()
document.cookie="iTest_Text="+value+"; expires="+ExpireDate
}
else
{
var e=value.split("/")
bt=Number(e[0])
ot=ct-bt
}
setTimeout('TimeUp()',300000-ot)
function TimeUp()
{
window.location.replace("Instruct_3.html")
}
function Cont()
{
var allcookies=document.cookie;
var pos=allcookies.indexOf("iTest_Text=");
// Read iTest_Text Cookie Value
var start = pos + 11;
var end = allcookies.indexOf(";",start);
if (end == -1) end = allcookies.length;
var value = allcookies.substring(start,end);
//
var d=value.split("/");
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d[1]=Number(d[1])+1;
var a=document.Form.elements[0].name;
var a=a.toLowerCase();
var r=document.Form.elements[0].value;
var r=r.toLowerCase();
if (a==r) d[2]=Number(d[2])+1;
var value=String(d[0])+"/"+String(d[1])+"/"+String(d[2])
//
var ExpireDate = new Date ("July 1, 2005")
var ExpireDate = ExpireDate.toGMTString()
document.cookie="iTest_Text="+value+"; expires="+ExpireDate
//
window.location.replace("Identify1.html")
}
</SCRIPT>
</HEAD>
<BODY BGCOLOR="#FFFFFF">
<P><SCRIPT LANGUAGE=JavaScript>
var i=Math.ceil(Math.random()*125)
var l=new Array(125)
l[1]="c";
l[2]="g";
l[3]="j";
l[4]="o";
l[5]="p";
l[6]="x";
l[7]="y";
l[8]="z";
l[9]="d";
l[10]="k";
l[11]="u";
l[12]="w";
l[13]="x";
l[14]="b";
l[15]="d";
l[16]="f";
l[17]="n";
l[18]="h";
l[19]="i";
l[20]="n";
l[21]="t";
l[22]="w";
l[23]="x";
l[24]="h";
l[25]="j";
l[26]="m";
l[27]="n";
l[28]="r";
l[29]="w";
l[30]="z";
l[31]="a";
l[32]="b";
l[33]="c";
l[34]="p";
l[35]="u";
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l[36]="y";
l[37]="d";
l[38]="f";
l[39]="l";
l[40]="o";
l[41]="r";
l[42]="s";
l[43]="t";
l[44]="v";
l[45]="a";
l[46]="i";
l[47]="k";
l[48]="m";
l[49]="p";
l[50]="r";
l[51]="s";
l[52]="u";
l[53]="w";
l[54]="z";
l[55]="d";
l[56]="k";
l[57]="v";
l[58]="y";
l[59]="a";
l[60]="g";
l[61]="i";
l[62]="v";
l[63]="x";
l[64]="a";
l[65]="b";
l[66]="c";
l[67]="e";
l[68]="h";
l[69]="i";
l[70]="s";
l[71]="y";
l[72]="o";
l[73]="s";
l[74]="x";
l[75]="a";
l[76]="c";
l[77]="d";
l[78]="i";
l[79]="j";
l[80]="m";
l[81]="t";
l[82]="v";
l[83]="w";
l[84]="z";
l[85]="e";
l[86]="f";
l[87]="g";
l[88]="k";
l[89]="l";
l[90]="o";
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l[91]="c";
l[92]="h";
l[93]="l";
l[94]="m";
l[95]="p";
l[96]="r";
l[97]="b";
l[98]="e";
l[99]="g";
l[100]="l";
l[101]="n";
l[102]="u";
l[103]="y";
l[104]="b";
l[105]="e";
l[106]="g";
l[107]="z";
l[108]="j";
l[109]="l";
l[110]="p";
l[111]="v";
l[112]="f";
l[113]="o";
l[114]="t";
l[115]="f";
l[116]="j";
l[117]="m";
l[118]="t";
l[119]="e";
l[120]="k";
l[121]="n";
l[122]="s";
l[123]="h";
l[124]="r";
l[125]="u";
//
document.write('<CENTER>')
document.write('<P><BR>(Note that this task will only last for 5
minutes.)')
document.write('<P><BR>')
document.write('<P><BR>')
document.write('<IMG SRC="Letters/'+String(i)+'.gif" WIDTH=157
HEIGHT=243 BORDER=0 ALIGN=bottom>')
document.write('<P><BR>')
document.write('<FORM ACTION="" NAME="Form" METHOD=POST
onSubmit="Cont(); return false;">')
document.write('<P><FONT SIZE="+1">What are the small
letters..?')
document.write('<INPUT TYPE=text NAME="'+l[i]+'" VALUE="" SIZE=2
MAXLENGTH=1>')
document.write('</FONT>')
document.write('</FORM></CENTER>')
document.Form.elements[0].focus()</SCRIPT>
</BODY>
</HTML>
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Appendix C-2: Source Code for Page 7ii-Identify2.html
<HTML>
<HEAD>
<TITLE>Identify</TITLE>
<SCRIPT LANGUAGE=JavaScript>
cd=new Date()
ct=cd.getTime()
//
var allcookies=document.cookie;
var pos=allcookies.indexOf("iTest_Text=");
// Read iTest_Text Cookie Value
var start = pos + 11;
var end = allcookies.indexOf(";",start);
if (end == -1) end = allcookies.length;
var value = allcookies.substring(start,end);
if (value=="0")
{
bd=new Date()
bt=bd.getTime()
ot=0
// Write to Cookie
var allcookies=document.cookie;
var value=String(bt)+"/0/0"
var ExpireDate = new Date ("July 1, 2005")
var ExpireDate = ExpireDate.toGMTString()
document.cookie="iTest_Text="+value+"; expires="+ExpireDate
}
else
{
var e=value.split("/")
bt=Number(e[0])
ot=ct-bt
}
setTimeout('TimeUp()',300000-ot)
function TimeUp()
{
window.location.replace("Instruct_3.html")
}
function Cont()
{
var allcookies=document.cookie;
var pos=allcookies.indexOf("iTest_Text=");
// Read iTest_Text Cookie Value
var start = pos + 11;
var end = allcookies.indexOf(";",start);
if (end == -1) end = allcookies.length;
var value = allcookies.substring(start,end);
//
var d=value.split("/");
d[1]=Number(d[1])+1;
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var a=document.Form.elements[0].name;
var a=a.toLowerCase();
var r=document.Form.elements[0].value;
var r=r.toLowerCase();
if (a==r) d[2]=Number(d[2])+1;
var value=String(d[0])+"/"+String(d[1])+"/"+String(d[2])
//
var ExpireDate = new Date ("July 1, 2005")
var ExpireDate = ExpireDate.toGMTString()
document.cookie="iTest_Text="+value+"; expires="+ExpireDate
//
window.location.replace("Identify2.html")
}
</SCRIPT>
</HEAD>
<BODY BGCOLOR="#FFFFFF">
<P><SCRIPT LANGUAGE=JavaScript>var i=Math.ceil(Math.random()*125)
var l=new Array(125)
l[1]="A";
l[2]="A";
l[3]="A";
l[4]="A";
l[5]="A";
l[6]="A";
l[7]="A";
l[8]="A";
l[9]="B";
l[10]="B";
l[11]="B";
l[12]="B";
l[13]="B";
l[14]="C";
l[15]="C";
l[16]="C";
l[17]="C";
l[18]="D";
l[19]="D";
l[20]="D";
l[21]="D";
l[22]="D";
l[23]="D";
l[24]="E";
l[25]="E";
l[26]="E";
l[27]="E";
l[28]="E";
l[29]="E";
l[30]="E";
l[31]="F";
l[32]="F";
l[33]="F";
l[34]="F";
l[35]="F";
l[36]="F";
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l[37]="G";
l[38]="G";
l[39]="G";
l[40]="G";
l[41]="G";
l[42]="G";
l[43]="G";
l[44]="G";
l[45]="H";
l[46]="H";
l[47]="H";
l[48]="H";
l[49]="H";
l[50]="H";
l[51]="H";
l[52]="H";
l[53]="H";
l[54]="H";
l[55]="I";
l[56]="I";
l[57]="I";
l[58]="I";
l[59]="J";
l[60]="J";
l[61]="J";
l[62]="J";
l[63]="J";
l[64]="K";
l[65]="K";
l[66]="K";
l[67]="K";
l[68]="K";
l[69]="K";
l[70]="K";
l[71]="K";
l[72]="L";
l[73]="L";
l[74]="L";
l[75]="O";
l[76]="O";
l[77]="O";
l[78]="O";
l[79]="O";
l[80]="O";
l[81]="O";
l[82]="O";
l[83]="O";
l[84]="O";
l[85]="P";
l[86]="P";
l[87]="P";
l[88]="P";
l[89]="P";
l[90]="P";
l[91]="Q";
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l[92]="Q";
l[93]="Q";
l[94]="Q";
l[95]="Q";
l[96]="Q";
l[97]="R";
l[98]="R";
l[99]="R";
l[100]="R";
l[101]="R";
l[102]="R";
l[103]="R";
l[104]="S";
l[105]="S";
l[106]="S";
l[107]="S";
l[108]="T";
l[109]="T";
l[110]="T";
l[111]="T";
l[112]="U";
l[113]="U";
l[114]="U";
l[115]="X";
l[116]="X";
l[117]="X";
l[118]="X";
l[119]="Y";
l[120]="Y";
l[121]="Y";
l[122]="Y";
l[123]="Z";
l[124]="Z";
l[125]="Z";
//
document.write('<CENTER>')
document.write('<P><BR>(Note that this task will only last for 5
minutes.)')
document.write('<P><BR>')
document.write('<P><BR>')
document.write('<IMG SRC="Letters/'+String(i)+'.gif" WIDTH=157
HEIGHT=243 BORDER=0 ALIGN=bottom>')
document.write('<P><BR>')
document.write('<FORM ACTION="" NAME="Form" METHOD=POST
onSubmit="Cont(); return false;">')
document.write('<P><FONT SIZE="+1">What is the large letter..?')
document.write('<INPUT TYPE=text NAME="'+l[i]+'" VALUE="" SIZE=2
MAXLENGTH=1>')
document.write('</FONT>')
document.write('</FORM></CENTER>')
document.Form.elements[0].focus()</SCRIPT>
</BODY>
</HTML>
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Appendix C-3: Source Code for Page 11-Signing_Out.html
<HTML>
<HEAD>
<TITLE>Signing Out</TITLE>
</HEAD>
<BODY BGCOLOR="#FFFFFF">
<P><SCRIPT LANGUAGE=JavaScript>
function Validate()
{
// Locate iTest_Data Cookie
var allcookies=document.cookie;
var pos=allcookies.indexOf("iTest_Data=");
// Read iTest_Data Cookie Value
var start = pos + 11;
var end = allcookies.indexOf(";",start);
if (end == -1) end = allcookies.length;
var value = allcookies.substring(start,end);
// Decompile iTest_Data Cookie Value
var c=value.charAt(0)
//
if (c=="X")
{
window.alert("You have already submitted your data for this
iTest!")
return false
}
else
{
// Submits Form Data
var c="X"
var face=""
var correct=""
var time=""
var confid=""
var value=c+"/"+face+"/"+correct+"/"+time+"/"+confid
var ExpireDate = new Date ("July 1, 2005")
var ExpireDate = ExpireDate.toGMTString()
document.cookie="iTest_Data="+value+"; expires="+ExpireDate
return true
}
}
// Locate iTest_Data Cookie
var allcookies=document.cookie;
var pos=allcookies.indexOf("iTest_Data=");
if (pos == -1)
{
window.location.replace("Introduction.html")
}
else
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{
// Read iTest_Data Cookie
var start = pos + 11;
var end=allcookies.indexOf(";",start);
if (end == -1) end = allcookies.length;
var value = allcookies.substring(start,end);
var d=value.split("/")
var c=d[0]
var face=d[1]
var correct=d[2]
var time=d[3]
var confid=d[4]
// Read iTest_Text Cookie
var pos=allcookies.indexOf("iTest_Text=");
var start = pos + 11;
var end = allcookies.indexOf(";",start);
if (end ==-1) end = allcookies.length;
var value = allcookies.substring(start,end);
//
document.write('<CENTER><FONT SIZE="+1"><IMG SRC="logo.jpg"
WIDTH=119 HEIGHT=58 VSPACE=0 ALIGN=bottom><HR>')
//
document.write('<P>Thanks for participating.')
document.write('<P>Please can you enter your details.')
document.write('<P>And then click on the Submit button below.')
//
document.write('<P><HR><FORM ACTION="http://www.itests.co.uk/cgi-bin/formmail.pl" METHOD=POST NAME=Data
onSubmit="return Validate()">')
document.write('<P><B>Name:</B><INPUT TYPE=text NAME=realname
VALUE="" SIZE=35>')
document.write('<P><B>Sex:</B><INPUT TYPE=text NAME="Sex"
VALUE="" SIZE=35>')
document.write('<P><B>Age:</B><INPUT TYPE=text NAME="Age"
VALUE="" SIZE=35>')
document.write('<P><B>Email:</B><INPUT TYPE=text NAME=email
VALUE="" SIZE=35>')
document.write('<INPUT TYPE=hidden NAME=recipient
VALUE="branda@connectfree.co.uk">')
document.write('<INPUT TYPE=hidden NAME=subject
VALUE="EXT_Expt_1_C'+c+'">')
document.write('<INPUT TYPE=hidden NAME=redirect
VALUE="http://www.itests.connectfree.co.uk/Expt_1/Debrief.html">'
)
// Write Data from iTest_Data Cookie into the Form
document.write('<INPUT TYPE=hidden NAME="Cond" VALUE='+c+'>')
document.write('<INPUT TYPE=hidden NAME="Face" VALUE='+face+'>')
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document.write('<INPUT TYPE=hidden NAME="Correct"
VALUE='+correct+'>')
document.write('<INPUT TYPE=hidden NAME="Time" VALUE='+time+'>')
document.write('<INPUT TYPE=hidden NAME="Confidence"
VALUE='+confid+'>')
// Write Data from iTest_Text Cookie into the Form
var text=value.split("/")
document.write('<INPUT TYPE=hidden NAME="Total No. of Task
Trials" VALUE='+text[1]+'>')
document.write('<INPUT TYPE=hidden NAME="No. of Correct Task
Trials" VALUE='+text[2]+'>')
var p=Number(text[2])/Number(text[1])
var p=Math.round(p*100)
document.write('<INPUT TYPE=hidden NAME="% of Correct Task
Trials" VALUE='+String(p)+'>')
document.write('<P><BR><CENTER><INPUT TYPE=submit
VALUE="Submit"></FORM></FONT></CENTER>')
}
</SCRIPT>
</BODY>
</HTML>
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Appendix D-1: Source Code for Page 8-Instruct-3.html
<HTML>
<HEAD>
<TITLE>Instructions</TITLE>
<SCRIPT LANGUAGE=JavaScript>
function Cont()
{
window.location.replace("Recognition.html")
}
</SCRIPT>
</HEAD>
<BODY BGCOLOR="#FFFFFF">
<P>&nbsp;
<P>&nbsp;
<P>&nbsp;
<P>&nbsp;
<CENTER><FONT SIZE="+2">Now you will be presented with 6 upside
down
faces.<BR>
</FONT>
<P><FONT SIZE="+2">Please could you <B>click</B> on the face
which
you were initially shown.</FONT>
<P>&nbsp;
<P><A HREF="javascript:Cont()"><IMG SRC="Continue.gif" WIDTH=119
HEIGHT=36 BORDER=0 ALIGN=bottom></A></CENTER>
</BODY>
</HTML>
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Appendix D-2: Source Code for Page 9-Recognition.html
<HTML>
<HEAD>
<TITLE>Recognition Test</TITLE>
</HEAD>
<BODY BGCOLOR="#FFFFFF">
<P><SCRIPT LANGUAGE=JavaScript>
function Start_Timer()
{
bd=new Date()
bt=bd.getTime()
}
function Select(x)
{
ed=new Date()
et=ed.getTime()
face=String(x)
time=String(et-bt)
if (x == 3)
{
correct="Yes"
}
else
{
correct="No"
}
var value=c+"/"+face+"/"+correct+"/"+time+"/0"
var ExpireDate = new Date ("July 1, 2005")
var ExpireDate = ExpireDate.toGMTString()
document.cookie="iTest_Data="+value+"; expires="+ExpireDate
window.location.replace("Confidence.html")
}
// Locate iTest_Data Cookie
var allcookies=document.cookie;
var pos=allcookies.indexOf("iTest_Data=");
if (pos == -1)
{
window.location.replace("Introduction.html")
}
var start= pos + 11;
var end = allcookies.indexOf(";",start);
if (end ==-1) end = allcookies.length;
var value=allcookies.substring(start,end);
var c=value.charAt(0)
//
document.write('<CENTER><MAP NAME=map1>')
document.write('<AREA SHAPE=rect COORDS="268,139,399,273"
HREF="javascript:Select(6)">')
document.write('<AREA SHAPE=rect COORDS="135,139,266,273"
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HREF="javascript:Select(5)">')
document.write('<AREA SHAPE=rect COORDS="2,139,133,273"
HREF="javascript:Select(4)">')
document.write('<AREA SHAPE=rect COORDS="268,2,399,136"
HREF="javascript:Select(3)">')
document.write('<AREA SHAPE=rect COORDS="135,2,266,136"
HREF="javascript:Select(2)">')
document.write('<AREA SHAPE=rect COORDS="2,2,133,136"
HREF="javascript:Select(1)">')
document.write('</MAP><IMG USEMAP="#map1" SRC="inv_matrix.jpg"
WIDTH=402 HEIGHT=276 BORDER=0 ALIGN=bottom vspace=80
onLoad="Start_Timer()"></CENTER>')
</SCRIPT>
</BODY>
</HTML>
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Appendix E-1: Source Code for Page 7i-Identify1.html
<HTML>
<HEAD>
<TITLE>Identify</TITLE>
<SCRIPT LANGUAGE=JavaScript>
cd=new Date()
ct=cd.getTime()
//
var allcookies=document.cookie;
var pos=allcookies.indexOf("iTest_Text=");
// Read iTest_Text Cookie Value
var start = pos + 11;
var end = allcookies.indexOf(";",start);
if (end == -1) end = allcookies.length;
var value = allcookies.substring(start,end);
if (value=="0")
{
bd=new Date()
bt=bd.getTime()
ot=0
// Write to Cookie
var allcookies=document.cookie;
var value=String(bt)+"/0/0"
var ExpireDate = new Date ("July 1, 2005")
var ExpireDate = ExpireDate.toGMTString()
document.cookie="iTest_Text="+value+"; expires="+ExpireDate
}
else
{
var e=value.split("/")
bt=Number(e[0])
ot=ct-bt
}
setTimeout('TimeUp()',300000-ot)
//
function TimeUp()
{
window.location.replace("Instruct_3.html")
}
function Cont(f,r)
{
var allcookies=document.cookie;
var pos=allcookies.indexOf("iTest_Text=");
// Read iTest_Text Cookie Value
var start = pos + 11;
var end = allcookies.indexOf(";",start);
if (end == -1) end = allcookies.length;
var value = allcookies.substring(start,end);
//
// 0 = Faces are the same, 1 = Faces are different
var A=new Array(120);
A[1]='1';
A[2]='0';
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A[3]='0';
A[4]='0';
A[5]='1';
A[6]='1';
A[7]='0';
A[8]='0';
A[9]='0';
A[10]='1';
A[11]='1';
A[12]='0';
A[13]='1';
A[14]='1';
A[15]='0';
A[16]='0';
A[17]='0';
A[18]='0';
A[19]='1';
A[20]='1';
A[21]='0';
A[22]='1';
A[23]='0';
A[24]='0';
A[25]='1';
A[26]='1';
A[27]='0';
A[28]='0';
A[29]='0';
A[30]='0';
A[31]='0';
A[32]='0';
A[33]='0';
A[34]='1';
A[35]='1';
A[36]='1';
A[37]='0';
A[38]='0';
A[39]='1';
A[40]='1';
A[41]='1';
A[42]='1';
A[43]='0';
A[44]='0';
A[45]='1';
A[46]='1';
A[47]='1';
A[48]='0';
A[49]='0';
A[50]='0';
A[51]='1';
A[52]='1';
A[53]='1';
A[54]='1';
A[55]='0';
A[56]='1';
A[57]='0';
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A[58]='0';
A[59]='0';
A[60]='0';
A[61]='1';
A[62]='1';
A[63]='1';
A[64]='1';
A[65]='0';
A[66]='0';
A[67]='1';
A[68]='1';
A[69]='1';
A[70]='1';
A[71]='1';
A[72]='0';
A[73]='0';
A[74]='0';
A[75]='1';
A[76]='1';
A[77]='1';
A[78]='1';
A[79]='1';
A[80]='1';
A[81]='0';
A[82]='1';
A[83]='0';
A[84]='0';
A[85]='0';
A[86]='0';
A[87]='1';
A[88]='0';
A[89]='0';
A[90]='1';
A[91]='1';
A[92]='1';
A[93]='0';
A[94]='0';
A[95]='0';
A[96]='1';
A[97]='1';
A[98]='0';
A[99]='0';
A[100]='0';
A[101]='1';
A[102]='0';
A[103]='1';
A[104]='1';
A[105]='1';
A[106]='0';
A[107]='1';
A[108]='0';
A[109]='1';
A[110]='1';
A[111]='1';
A[112]='0';
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A[113]='0';
A[114]='1';
A[115]='1';
A[116]='0';
A[117]='0';
A[118]='0';
A[119]='0';
A[120]='1';
//
var d=value.split("/")
d[1]=Number(d[1])+1
if (A[f]==r)
{
d[2]=Number(d[2])+1;
var value=String(d[0])+"/"+String(d[1])+"/"+String(d[2]);
window.alert("Correct!")
}
else
{
var value=String(d[0])+"/"+String(d[1])+"/"+String(d[2]);
window.alert("Incorrect!")
}
//
var ExpireDate = new Date ("July 1, 2005")
var ExpireDate = ExpireDate.toGMTString()
document.cookie="iTest_Text="+value+"; expires="+ExpireDate
//
window.location.replace("Identify1.html")
}</SCRIPT>
</HEAD>
<BODY BGCOLOR="#FFFFFF">
<P><SCRIPT LANGUAGE=JavaScript>var f=Math.ceil(Math.random()*120)
document.write('<CENTER>')
document.write('<P><BR>(Note that this task will only last for 5
minutes.)')
document.write('<P><BR>')
document.write('<IMG SRC="Faces_1/'+String(f)+'.gif" WIDTH=401
HEIGHT=201 BORDER=0 ALIGN=bottom>')
document.write('<P><BR>')
document.write('<P><FONT SIZE="+1">Please look carefully at these
2 faces. Are they different?\t')
document.write('<A HREF="javascript:Cont(f,1)">Yes</A>')
document.write('\t or \t')
document.write('<A HREF="javascript:Cont(f,0)">No</A>')
document.write('</FONT>')
document.write('</CENTER>')
</SCRIPT>
</BODY>
</HTML>
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Appendix E-2: Source Code for Page 7ii-Identify2.html
<HTML>
<HEAD>
<TITLE>Identify</TITLE>
<SCRIPT LANGUAGE=JavaScript>cd=new Date()
ct=cd.getTime()
//
var allcookies=document.cookie;
var pos=allcookies.indexOf("iTest_Text=");
// Read iTest_Text Cookie Value
var start = pos + 11;
var end = allcookies.indexOf(";",start);
if (end == -1) end = allcookies.length;
var value = allcookies.substring(start,end);
if (value=="0")
{
bd=new Date()
bt=bd.getTime()
ot=0
// Write to Cookie
var allcookies=document.cookie;
var value=String(bt)+"/0/0"
var ExpireDate = new Date ("July 1, 2005")
var ExpireDate = ExpireDate.toGMTString()
document.cookie="iTest_Text="+value+"; expires="+ExpireDate
}
else
{
var e=value.split("/")
bt=Number(e[0])
ot=ct-bt
}
setTimeout('TimeUp()',300000-ot)
//
function TimeUp()
{
window.location.replace("Instruct_3.html")
}
function Cont(f,r)
{
var allcookies=document.cookie;
var pos=allcookies.indexOf("iTest_Text=");
// Read iTest_Text Cookie Value
var start = pos + 11;
var end = allcookies.indexOf(";",start);
if (end == -1) end = allcookies.length;
var value = allcookies.substring(start,end);
//
// 0 = Faces are the same, 1 = Faces are different
var A=new Array(120);
A[1]='0';
A[2]='0';
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A[3]='1';
A[4]='0';
A[5]='0';
A[6]='1';
A[7]='1';
A[8]='1';
A[9]='0';
A[10]='1';
A[11]='1';
A[12]='1';
A[13]='1';
A[14]='0';
A[15]='0';
A[16]='0';
A[17]='1';
A[18]='0';
A[19]='1';
A[20]='0';
A[21]='0';
A[22]='0';
A[23]='0';
A[24]='1';
A[25]='1';
A[26]='0';
A[27]='0';
A[28]='1';
A[29]='0';
A[30]='0';
A[31]='0';
A[32]='1';
A[33]='1';
A[34]='0';
A[35]='0';
A[36]='1';
A[37]='0';
A[38]='0';
A[39]='1';
A[40]='0';
A[41]='0';
A[42]='1';
A[43]='0';
A[44]='0';
A[45]='1';
A[46]='0';
A[47]='0';
A[48]='1';
A[49]='0';
A[50]='0';
A[51]='1';
A[52]='1';
A[53]='1';
A[54]='0';
A[55]='0';
A[56]='0';
A[57]='0';
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A[58]='0';
A[59]='0';
A[60]='1';
A[61]='1';
A[62]='0';
A[63]='1';
A[64]='0';
A[65]='0';
A[66]='1';
A[67]='1';
A[68]='0';
A[69]='1';
A[70]='0';
A[71]='0';
A[72]='1';
A[73]='1';
A[74]='1';
A[75]='1';
A[76]='1';
A[77]='1';
A[78]='1';
A[79]='1';
A[80]='1';
A[81]='0';
A[82]='0';
A[83]='0';
A[84]='0';
A[85]='0';
A[86]='1';
A[87]='1';
A[88]='1';
A[89]='0';
A[90]='1';
A[91]='1';
A[92]='0';
A[93]='0';
A[94]='1';
A[95]='0';
A[96]='1';
A[97]='1';
A[98]='1';
A[99]='0';
A[100]='0';
A[101]='1';
A[102]='1';
A[103]='1';
A[104]='1';
A[105]='1';
A[106]='0';
A[107]='1';
A[108]='0';
A[109]='1';
A[110]='1';
A[111]='1';
A[112]='1';
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A[113]='1';
A[114]='1';
A[115]='1';
A[116]='0';
A[117]='0';
A[118]='0';
A[119]='0';
A[120]='0';
//
var d=value.split("/")
d[1]=Number(d[1])+1
if (A[f]==r)
{
d[2]=Number(d[2])+1;
var value=String(d[0])+"/"+String(d[1])+"/"+String(d[2]);
window.alert("Correct!")
}
else
{
var value=String(d[0])+"/"+String(d[1])+"/"+String(d[2]);
window.alert("Incorrect!")
}
//
var ExpireDate = new Date ("July 1, 2005")
var ExpireDate = ExpireDate.toGMTString()
document.cookie="iTest_Text="+value+"; expires="+ExpireDate
//
window.location.replace("Identify2.html")
}</SCRIPT>
</HEAD>
<BODY BGCOLOR="#FFFFFF">
<P><SCRIPT LANGUAGE=JavaScript>
var f=Math.ceil(Math.random()*120)
document.write('<CENTER>')
document.write('<P><BR>(Note that this task will only last for 5
minutes.)')
document.write('<P><BR>')
document.write('<IMG SRC="Faces_2/'+String(f)+'.gif" WIDTH=401
HEIGHT=201 BORDER=0 ALIGN=bottom>')
document.write('<P><BR>')
document.write('<P><FONT SIZE="+1">Please look carefully at these
2 faces. Are they different?\t')
document.write('<A HREF="javascript:Cont(f,1)">Yes</A>')
document.write('\t or \t')
document.write('<A HREF="javascript:Cont(f,0)">No</A>')
document.write('</FONT>')
document.write('</CENTER>')</SCRIPT>
</BODY>
</HTML>
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Appendix F-1: Source Code for Page 7i-Identify1.html
<HTML>
<HEAD>
<TITLE>Identify</TITLE>
<SCRIPT LANGUAGE=JavaScript>
cd=new Date()
ct=cd.getTime()
//
var allcookies=document.cookie;
var pos=allcookies.indexOf("iTest_Text=");
// Read iTest_Text Cookie Value
var start = pos + 11;
var end = allcookies.indexOf(";",start);
if (end == -1) end = allcookies.length;
var value = allcookies.substring(start,end);
if (value=="0")
{
bd=new Date()
bt=bd.getTime()
ot=0
// Write to Cookie
var allcookies=document.cookie;
var value=String(bt)+"/0/0"
var ExpireDate = new Date ("July 1, 2005")
var ExpireDate = ExpireDate.toGMTString()
document.cookie="iTest_Text="+value+"; expires="+ExpireDate
}
else
{
var e=value.split("/")
bt=Number(e[0])
ot=ct-bt
}
setTimeout('TimeUp()',300000-ot)
function TimeUp()
{
window.location.replace("Instruct_3.html")
}
function Cont()
{
var allcookies=document.cookie;
var pos=allcookies.indexOf("iTest_Text=");
// Read iTest_Text Cookie Value
var start = pos + 11;
var end = allcookies.indexOf(";",start);
if (end == -1) end = allcookies.length;
var value = allcookies.substring(start,end);
//
var d=value.split("/")
d[1]=Number(d[1])+1
var a=document.Form.elements[0].name
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var a=a.charAt(0)
var r=document.Form.elements[0].value
var r=r.toUpperCase()
if (a==r) d[2]=Number(d[2])+1;
var value=String(d[0])+"/"+String(d[1])+"/"+String(d[2])
//
var ExpireDate = new Date ("July 1, 2005")
var ExpireDate = ExpireDate.toGMTString()
document.cookie="iTest_Text="+value+"; expires="+ExpireDate
//
window.location.replace("Identify1.html")
}</SCRIPT>
</HEAD>
<BODY BGCOLOR="#FFFFFF">
<P><SCRIPT LANGUAGE=JavaScript>var i=Math.ceil(Math.random()*26)
var l=new Array(26)
l[1]="O";
l[2]="E";
l[3]="S";
l[4]="K";
l[5]="N";
l[6]="Y";
l[7]="W";
l[8]="Z";
l[9]="M";
l[10]="L";
l[11]="P";
l[12]="Q";
l[13]="F";
l[14]="G";
l[15]="D";
l[16]="V";
l[17]="I";
l[18]="B";
l[19]="C";
l[20]="U";
l[21]="J";
l[22]="R";
l[23]="A";
l[24]="H";
l[25]="T";
l[26]="X";
//
document.write('<CENTER>')
document.write('<P><BR>(Note that this task will only last for 5
minutes.)')
document.write('<P><BR>')
document.write('<P><BR>')
document.write('<IMG SRC="Letters_1/'+String(i)+'.gif" WIDTH=157
HEIGHT=243 BORDER=0 ALIGN=bottom>')
document.write('<P><BR>')
document.write('<FORM ACTION="" NAME="Form" METHOD=POST
onSubmit="Cont(); return false;">')
document.write('<P><FONT SIZE="+1">What is the letter shown
above..?')
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document.write('<INPUT TYPE=text NAME="'+l[i]+'" VALUE="" SIZE=2
MAXLENGTH=1>')
document.write('</FORM></CENTER>')
document.Form.elements[0].focus()</SCRIPT>
</BODY>
</HTML>
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Appendix F-2: Source Code for Page 7ii-Identify2.html
<HTML>
<HEAD>
<TITLE>Identify</TITLE>
<SCRIPT LANGUAGE=JavaScript>
cd=new Date()
ct=cd.getTime()
//
var allcookies=document.cookie;
var pos=allcookies.indexOf("iTest_Text=");
// Read iTest_Text Cookie Value
var start = pos + 11;
var end = allcookies.indexOf(";",start);
if (end == -1) end = allcookies.length;
var value = allcookies.substring(start,end);
if (value=="0")
{
bd=new Date()
bt=bd.getTime()
ot=0
// Write to Cookie
var allcookies=document.cookie;
var value=String(bt)+"/0/0"
var ExpireDate = new Date ("July 1, 2005")
var ExpireDate = ExpireDate.toGMTString()
document.cookie="iTest_Text="+value+"; expires="+ExpireDate
}
else
{
var e=value.split("/")
bt=Number(e[0])
ot=ct-bt
}
setTimeout('TimeUp()',300000-ot)
//
function TimeUp()
{
window.location.replace("Instruct_3.html")
}
function Cont()
{
var allcookies=document.cookie;
var pos=allcookies.indexOf("iTest_Text=");
// Read iTest_Text Cookie Value
var start = pos + 11;
var end = allcookies.indexOf(";",start);
if (end == -1) end = allcookies.length;
var value = allcookies.substring(start,end);
//
var d=value.split("/")
d[1]=Number(d[1])+1
var a=document.Form.elements[0].name
var a=a.charAt(0)
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var r=document.Form.elements[0].value
var r=r.toUpperCase()
if (a==r) d[2]=Number(d[2])+1;
var value=String(d[0])+"/"+String(d[1])+"/"+String(d[2])
//
var ExpireDate = new Date ("July 1, 2005")
var ExpireDate = ExpireDate.toGMTString()
document.cookie="iTest_Text="+value+"; expires="+ExpireDate
//
window.location.replace("Identify2.html")
}
</SCRIPT>
</HEAD>
<BODY BGCOLOR="#FFFFFF">
<P><SCRIPT LANGUAGE=JavaScript>var i=Math.ceil(Math.random()*26)
var l=new Array(26)
l[1]="O";
l[2]="D";
l[3]="R";
l[4]="E";
l[5]="J";
l[6]="M";
l[7]="T";
l[8]="F";
l[9]="N";
l[10]="I";
l[11]="Y";
l[12]="X";
l[13]="G";
l[14]="U";
l[15]="L";
l[16]="K";
l[17]="Z";
l[18]="W";
l[19]="H";
l[20]="V";
l[21]="C";
l[22]="A";
l[23]="P";
l[24]="B";
l[25]="Q";
l[26]="S";
//
document.write('<CENTER>')
document.write('<P><BR>(Note that this task will only last for 5
minutes.)')
document.write('<P><BR>')
document.write('<P><BR>')
document.write('<IMG SRC="Letters_2/'+String(i)+'.gif" WIDTH=157
HEIGHT=243 BORDER=0 ALIGN=bottom>')
document.write('<P><BR>')
document.write('<FORM ACTION="" NAME="Form" METHOD=POST
onSubmit="Cont(); return false;">')
document.write('<P><FONT SIZE="+1">What is the letter shown
above..?')
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document.write('<INPUT TYPE=text NAME="'+l[i]+'" VALUE="" SIZE=2
MAXLENGTH=1>')
document.write('</FORM></CENTER>')
document.Form.elements[0].focus()</SCRIPT>
</BODY>
</HTML>
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Appendix G-1: Source Code for Page 7i-Identify1.html
<HTML>
<HEAD>
<TITLE>Identify</TITLE>
<SCRIPT LANGUAGE=JavaScript>
cd=new Date()
ct=cd.getTime()
//
var allcookies=document.cookie;
var pos=allcookies.indexOf("iTest_Text=");
// Read iTest_Text Cookie Value
var start = pos + 11;
var end = allcookies.indexOf(";",start);
if (end == -1) end = allcookies.length;
var value = allcookies.substring(start,end);
if (value=="0")
{
bd=new Date()
bt=bd.getTime()
ot=0
// Write to Cookie
var allcookies=document.cookie;
var value=String(bt)+"/0/0"
var ExpireDate = new Date ("July 1, 2005")
var ExpireDate = ExpireDate.toGMTString()
document.cookie="iTest_Text="+value+"; expires="+ExpireDate
}
else
{
var e=value.split("/")
bt=Number(e[0])
ot=ct-bt
}
setTimeout('TimeUp()',300000-ot)
//
function TimeUp()
{
window.location.replace("Instruct_3.html")
}
function Cont()
{
var allcookies=document.cookie;
var pos=allcookies.indexOf("iTest_Text=");
// Read iTest_Text Cookie Value
var start = pos + 11;
var end = allcookies.indexOf(";",start);
if (end == -1) end = allcookies.length;
var value = allcookies.substring(start,end);
//
var d=value.split("/")
d[1]=Number(d[1])+1
var a=document.Form.elements[0].name
var r=document.Form.elements[0].value
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var r=r.toLowerCase()
if (a==r) d[2]=Number(d[2])+1;
var value=String(d[0])+"/"+String(d[1])+"/"+String(d[2])
//
var ExpireDate = new Date ("July 1, 2005")
var ExpireDate = ExpireDate.toGMTString()
document.cookie="iTest_Text="+value+"; expires="+ExpireDate
//
window.location.replace("Identify1.html")
}</SCRIPT>
</HEAD>
<BODY BGCOLOR="#FFFFFF">
<P><SCRIPT LANGUAGE=JavaScript>
var i=Math.ceil(Math.random()*56)
var w=new Array(56)
w[1]='green';
w[2]='red';
w[3]='brown';
w[4]='black';
w[5]='yellow';
w[6]='yellow';
w[7]='black';
w[8]='red';
w[9]='red';
w[10]='black';
w[11]='pink';
w[12]='blue';
w[13]='pink';
w[14]='blue';
w[15]='orange';
w[16]='yellow';
w[17]='orange';
w[18]='yellow';
w[19]='orange';
w[20]='pink';
w[21]='black';
w[22]='blue';
w[23]='brown';
w[24]='green';
w[25]='orange';
w[26]='green';
w[27]='red';
w[28]='green';
w[29]='red';
w[30]='blue';
w[31]='green';
w[32]='black';
w[33]='blue';
w[34]='green';
w[35]='orange';
w[36]='blue';
w[37]='brown';
w[38]='red';
w[39]='brown';
w[40]='blue';
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w[41]='brown';
w[42]='black';
w[43]='pink';
w[44]='yellow';
w[45]='brown';
w[46]='brown';
w[47]='yellow';
w[48]='yellow';
w[49]='pink';
w[50]='green';
w[51]='orange';
w[52]='pink';
w[53]='black';
w[54]='pink';
w[55]='red';
w[56]='orange';
//
document.write('<CENTER>')
document.write('<P><BR>(Note that this task will only last for 5
minutes.)')
document.write('<P><BR>')
document.write('<P><BR>')
document.write('<IMG SRC="SWords/'+String(i)+'.gif" WIDTH=194
HEIGHT=76 BORDER=0 ALIGN=bottom>')
document.write('<P><BR>')
document.write('<FORM ACTION="" NAME="Form" METHOD=POST
onSubmit="Cont(); return false;">')
document.write('<P><FONT SIZE="+1">Type in the word above...')
document.write('<INPUT TYPE=text NAME="'+w[i]+'" VALUE="" SIZE=10
MAXLENGTH=10>')
document.write('</FORM></CENTER>')
document.Form.elements[0].focus()</SCRIPT>
</BODY>
</HTML>
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Appendix G-2: Source Code for Page 7ii-Identify2.html
<HTML>
<HEAD>
<TITLE>Identify</TITLE>
<SCRIPT LANGUAGE=JavaScript>
cd=new Date()
ct=cd.getTime()
//
var allcookies=document.cookie;
var pos=allcookies.indexOf("iTest_Text=");
// Read iTest_Text Cookie Value
var start = pos + 11;
var end = allcookies.indexOf(";",start);
if (end == -1) end = allcookies.length;
var value = allcookies.substring(start,end);
if (value=="0")
{
bd=new Date()
bt=bd.getTime()
ot=0
// Write to Cookie
var allcookies=document.cookie;
var value=String(bt)+"/0/0"
var ExpireDate = new Date ("July 1, 2005")
var ExpireDate = ExpireDate.toGMTString()
document.cookie="iTest_Text="+value+"; expires="+ExpireDate
}
else
{
var e=value.split("/")
bt=Number(e[0])
ot=ct-bt
}
setTimeout('TimeUp()',300000-ot)
//
function TimeUp()
{
window.location.replace("Instruct_3.html")
}
function Cont()
{
var allcookies=document.cookie;
var pos=allcookies.indexOf("iTest_Text=");
// Read iTest_Text Cookie Value
var start = pos + 11;
var end = allcookies.indexOf(";",start);
if (end == -1) end = allcookies.length;
var value = allcookies.substring(start,end);
//
var d=value.split("/")
d[1]=Number(d[1])+1
var a=document.Form.elements[0].name
var r=document.Form.elements[0].value
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var r=r.toLowerCase()
if (a==r) d[2]=Number(d[2])+1;
var value=String(d[0])+"/"+String(d[1])+"/"+String(d[2])
//
var ExpireDate = new Date ("July 1, 2005")
var ExpireDate = ExpireDate.toGMTString()
document.cookie="iTest_Text="+value+"; expires="+ExpireDate
//
window.location.replace("Identify2.html")
}</SCRIPT>
</HEAD>
<BODY BGCOLOR="#FFFFFF">
<P><SCRIPT LANGUAGE=JavaScript>var i=Math.ceil(Math.random()*56)
var w=new Array(56)
w[1]='yellow';
w[2]='blue';
w[3]='green';
w[4]='red';
w[5]='black';
w[6]='brown';
w[7]='yellow';
w[8]='green';
w[9]='brown';
w[10]='brown';
w[11]='red';
w[12]='yellow';
w[13]='brown';
w[14]='orange';
w[15]='pink';
w[16]='green';
w[17]='green';
w[18]='red';
w[19]='yellow';
w[20]='yellow';
w[21]='pink';
w[22]='green';
w[23]='pink';
w[24]='red';
w[25]='brown';
w[26]='pink';
w[27]='pink';
w[28]='orange';
w[29]='orange';
w[30]='pink';
w[31]='blue';
w[32]='green';
w[33]='red';
w[34]='black';
w[35]='red';
w[36]='brown';
w[37]='orange';
w[38]='yellow';
w[39]='black';
w[40]='black';
w[41]='blue';
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w[42]='blue';
w[43]='blue';
w[44]='blue';
w[45]='red';
w[46]='yellow';
w[47]='orange';
w[48]='pink';
w[49]='black';
w[50]='brown';
w[51]='blue';
w[52]='orange';
w[53]='orange';
w[54]='green';
w[55]='black';
w[56]='black';
//
document.write('<CENTER>')
document.write('<P><BR>(Note that this task will only last for 5
minutes.)')
document.write('<P><BR>')
document.write('<P><BR>')
document.write('<IMG SRC="SWords/'+String(i)+'.gif" WIDTH=194
HEIGHT=76 BORDER=0 ALIGN=bottom>')
document.write('<P><BR>')
document.write('<FORM ACTION="" NAME="Form" METHOD=POST
onSubmit="Cont(); return false;">')
document.write('<P><FONT SIZE="+1">Type in the ink color of the
word above...')
document.write('<INPUT TYPE=text NAME="'+w[i]+'" VALUE="" SIZE=10
MAXLENGTH=10>')
document.write('</FORM></CENTER>')
document.Form.elements[0].focus()
</SCRIPT>
</BODY>
</HTML>
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